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UN vote

for 111fant care
Last week a committee of the United
Nations World Health Organj2<1tion approved a proposed code that would ban
the worldwide promotj<m and advertising of infant formulas that discourage
breast feeding. The code was overwhelmingly passed by a vote of 9'3 to 3.
Two of the three countries that voted
against it, Chad and Bengladesh, stated
,Lha~ they did not oppose the code itself
but cast negative votes to protest the
early cutoff of debate appare~nt.ly
because they wanted even stronger
measures. That left only, one 'country
that had openly opposed any limi.tation
on the peddling of infant formula-you
guessed it, the Uni red Stares. According
10 the U.S. representative to the UN,
Gerald Helman, 1he U.S. st ro ngly supports b~eas~ feeding but objects to
prescribing "a rigid set of rules applicable to companies, health w0rkers
and the health care system in all pa!'.IS of
the world."
Indeed, the pious concern of the U.S.
imperialists for the health of people all
over the world is really quite. touching
and also quite well known-particularly
a.round the questiQn of supplying infant
formula to the developing countries.
When infant formula sales dropped
after the post WWU "baby boom" in
the U.S., the American-based c0mpanies like Abbou, Bristol Meyers and
American Home Produc1 s tha t
manufacture this stuff quickly expanded their operations in10 Afrrica, Asia
and Larin America, where they
developed a th~iving mulu-million
dollar b us iness . Indust ry representatives regularly descend like vultures
on hospitals, clinics and maternity
wards in these countries, pushing infant

formula like dope. A vast array of
glowing literature falsely proclaiming
the be~nefits of expensive breastmilk
substitutes and adorned :with piotu~es
d epicting rosy-cheeked mothers with
smiling healthy babies is passed out,
a long with plenty of free samples. Once
a mother starts using t,he formula, her
milk dries up and she and her child are
"hooked" for the duration, whether
s he can afford it or not.
While there are legitimate uses for infant formula (such as when a mother's
breast milk is insufficient) and it apparently is not so hazard0us in rhe
richer, mere well-off nations, the
detrimental effects of unnecessarily using breast milk substitutes in the less
developed countries have been extensively documented and are widely
known-so widely known, in (act, that
there has been an international boycott
of Nestle's, the Swiss-based kin_gpin of
the infant formula industry, for the last
four years. in oppositian_to its criminal
activities in marketing its formula
worldwide. Lack i.ng- the various
nutrients and antibodies providing immune protection that come with breast
milk, formula-fed babies are more
highly susceptible to infection, chronic
diarJthea, maloutritfon and a host of
fatal ·diseases. And in the developing
nations~l0ng stunted, impoverished
and maintained in an enforced state of
backwardness by the imperialists-this
susceptability is, of course, greatly
magnified . The high rate of illiteracy
means that women who use the formula
are less likely to be able to pr~pare it
properly according te the instructions
on the label ; formula must be mixed
with impure water; it is difficult to
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sterilize rhe bottles; mothers are often
forced to dilute the formula to make it
go farther, etc.• etc. .
·
Aleng with this, there is the fact that
these1motheFs are generally malnourished themselves living as they do, under
conditions of imperialist domination
and !J;at their breast milk ma¥ therefore
be laeking in adequate nourishment for
their1child anyway. This leaves them all
the more vulnerable lo the unfounded
claims of companies like Nestle that:
"Pelargon babies enjoy a steady,
healthy growth and a resistance to inJection close to that of breast fed
babies . .. 11 It is estimated that infant

f ormqla is re$ponsible /on literally
mU/io(ls of cases each year of early inf ant malnutrition and death from infection, ' s1arvation and a ·variety of
diseases in these countries. It is no
mystery why the infant formula companies a re known thr:oughout the world
as " the baby killers."
But this popular appellation does not
greatly concern the International Council of Infant Food Industries, wnich
represents the 14 westem and Japanese
conglomerates that have carved up 85%
of tile market for baby foods in the
developing coumr.ies. What does cone-em them is that the proposed WHO
code is too "inflexible"-even though
it is purely a eosmetic move that woulo
not prohibit them firom selling infant
foi<mula anywhere . they please, only
from advertising it in such a way, as to
"interfere" wi[h bneast feeding. But
even chis ridiculous pretense of "regulation" is ,not feeble enough for the
Amer.iean infant formula compa nies
who have been particulal'ly welLorganized in their efforts Lo oppose iL
Last January, former Secretary o f
State William RogeFS, ' now a paid lobbyist for American f\fome Products, ,
spoke t,o the in<wming Reagan administration about suppar6ng the indu str y's position. Subsequently,

Reagan nominated Er;nest Lefever (who
is, we might add, a ppropriately named)
as Assistant Secretary of State for
Human Rights after he publicly admitted accepting $25,000 from Nestle's and
was in the midst of coordinating a
private campaign against various
church groups that have been opposing
the infant formula companies. Then in
Marcil, executives of Bristal Meyers,
Abbot/ Ross ;Labs and Ame11ican Home
Products began a 1wo week series of
visits to federal officials and members
of Congress to ur.ge that the U.S. oppbse adoption of the code-no d oubt
handing out further cop ia us sums of ...;
money in the process.
So now the U.S. can claim the
distinguished hono.r of being the only
one in the world who, as a matter of
principle, refused to even pretend that
~hey are conceF'ned about limiting the
vampire-like activities of the infant formula companies that prey on the
children of the disposessed nations.
This stand was so blatant that even two
top officials of the notorious Agency
for International 9evelopment, wJtich
coordinates the efforts o f the U.S. im- :i
p erialists 10 plunder the oppressed nations announced they were resigning in
protest while cries gf indignation went
up from a host af "liberal" imperialist
spqkesmen like Teddy Kennedy, concer.ned with the damage this will do to
the U.S. image in the int~r.nalional
community. But the U.S. vote stands.
After all, ,.w hat 1s a few million more
dead kids efich year in those "other"
countries where the imperialists have
Qlundered and killed for decades
·anyway, compared to American principles and tile millions of bucks they
might stanc;I to lose? S uch is the insane
a nd inevitable logic of capitalism and
its underlying laws which dictate theex1raotion of profits, even if from the
mouths of babes.
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The Imperialist Science of Preparing for World War
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ec1g~n-om1cs

On the c ampaign trail Ronald
Reagan hammered at a basic theme-a
resurgent America reclaiming its lost
streng1h and pride. If only the indomitable American spirit were released
fro m the soft-hearted and misguided
policies of previous administrations,
the country could be put back to work
and greatness. It was a vision with all
the resonance of a Brim de-caffeinated
coffee commercial and the grandeur of
a Norman Rockwell painting, save for
the tanks and missiles placed prominently in the foreground. Yet, if 1he inspirational tone were somewhat flat,
the persistent message of a "new beginning," i.e., one and all sacrificing so
that America could lord it over the
world uncontested, did correspond 10
the real needs of a ruling class besieged
by crisis, imperialis1 rivalry and revolution.
Also, over the past several
years-and not unrelated to these kinds
of sermons-academic economics
underwent what has been called a
Keynesian counter-revolution. Keynes
it should be injected here was quite the

counter-revolutionary Jmself. Al 1he
core of Keynesian economics is the notion that, left 10 itself, investmen1 will
not proceed at satisfactory levels. What
is needed is some stimulus from 1he ou1side to arouse 1he investmem interest of
the capitali:>ls. Key to this Keynesian
economics prac1iced and preached since
the World War 2 era, were massive
government expendi1ures underwritten
by defici1 finance which would pull the
economy forward through the multiplication of demand and production. A
aew conventional wisdom has now
1aken bold: big government was now
the p roblem instead of the panacea;
austerity and lean budge1s , not expansive growth policies, were the road
forward; a sense of " individual responsibility" and productiveness must
replace the "indolence" fostered by the
welfare state.
The new wisdom was as unscientific
as that which it has supposedly replaced, in fact it's even more bla1antly
idiotic. But ii, too, reflec1ed a basic
change in the objective situa1ion facing
the bourgeoisie: 1he conditions of inter-

Warheads Go To Notre Dame
Reagan~s

•

Transcendental Meditation

national expansion which made possrble various necessary programs and
bribes had ereded grea1ly a nd this expendi1ure was in fact more of a drag on
profi1ability while s1imulative growth
programs became dangerously des1abilizing. Milton Friedman, who in 1he
1960s exclaimed pragma1ically, "We
are all Keynesians," was now awarded
the Nobel P rize in the '70s and top billing in the New Yor:k Times for his conservative monetarism. The liberals subsequemly became 1he champions of a
more cosmetically benign belttightening, and a ll agr eed th at
America's defenses were in need of
serious repair. And in case we didn'1
k now wha1 we were sup posed to think,
the opinion polls 1old us that we too feh
that innation was the number one problem and America was badly weakened
mili1arily. In this article we want to
review 1he rationale, implications and
contradic1ions of these developmems.
The decade of the '70s was a turbulent one for the U.S. bloc. The mos1
serious pos1-war downturn, on 1he heels
of mone1ary upheavals, ripped through
the irnperialis1 and dependent countries. T he recovery that followed was
spotty and fragmentary and highly infl ationa ry. Nowhere did any durable
expansion 1ake place. The economic
situa1ion throughout the U.S. bloc is
sickly fo say the least. Current signs
show jll,$t how desperat e things are. lndustrialrproduttion fell in each of 1he
fi ve major capitalist countries in the last
half of las1 year. England has recorded
unprecederued unemploymen1 rates and
the number of people seeki ng work in
the European Common Market has increased 200'/o in one year. West Germany, long the pillar of financial and
monetary stability, has seen its mark
1ake a nose-dive and inflation take off.
As for the United States, a little more
than a year ago it suffered a recession
a ft er a year of sluggish growth. The
decline was particularly sharp in auto
and housing; in fact the recession was

1he s1eepest, though perhaps the
shortes1, since World W·
. Recovery
was powered by a large inc:-rease in
government spend ing and loose
monetary policy 1hrough the last half of
1980. GNP shot up during the first
quarter of this year, yet demand for
autos and housing remains weak while
innation a nd interest rates are soaring
again. Many within the finaneial community predict a possible second synchronized recession (since that of
1974-75) throughoui the bloc in 1982,
perhaps accompanied by setious financial crisis. Against a backdrop of
deepening crisis and iniensifying superpower rivalry, the U.S. imperialis1s
have sough1 10 broadly effect what Paul
Volcker, Chairman of the Federal
Reserve, called in reference 10 the
monetary system, a "controlled disintegration." Specifically, they have pursued a s1rategy of bols1ering their
defense capabilities while"attemp1iqg to
deal with and rationalize 1he effects of
the crisis in a way that is leas1 d isruptive
to 1he unity of the Western imperialis1
bloc and ·the s1abili1y of the monetary
order, both of which however are
undermined as the crisis and countermeasures to offset it develo p further.
Amid much fanfare, Presiden1
Reagan unveiled an economic recovery
program in la1e February. lts main
planks are massive spending cuts, a tax
package which lowers individual tax
rates and l e"I~ business take bigger
deductions for capital equipment , trimming of the federal payrolls, tighter
control of mone1ary growth, continued
deregulation and his1oric increases in
the defense budget. What has been
revealed, on the one hand, is the very
deep and profound unity within the ruling class over 1he need to streamline the
government, attack the inflationary
consequences of large budget deficits ,
and rapid remilitarization. On the other
hand, the absence of a visible recovery
program (strikingly missing are any
Continued on page 23

The Sipper Loses One
At Notre Dame
.
r

So uth Bend, Indiana. It was
Reagan's firs t venture o ut ~ ide
Washington, D.C. since his shooting on
March 30. He appeared at Notre Dame
University where he was featured as the
keynote speaker for commencement exercises on May 17. Notre Dame-where
Catholic conservatism and knock-'emdeaa football blend 10 make it one of
1he foremost symbols of All-American
patriotism -among universities nationwide. The media summed it up as a
great triumph for national unity with
TV cameras panning slowly over the applauding crowd of 15,000. Lavish
praise was heaped on Reagan's speech,
described as ''a stubbornly visionary,
unabashed celebrafion of pa1riotism."
But as much as 1he media tried to ignore it, this glowing picture of national
uni1y was punc1ured by 2,000
demonstrators . 011ganized by 1he
Chicago Religious Task Force on El
Salvador, Ca1holic, Protesta nt and
other religious activists joined with
you th and college students to
demonstrate agains1 the Reagan visit i,n
a protesl very similar to the recen1 May
3 march in Washington, D.C. The central 1heme of the action was opposilion
to U.S. crimes in El Salvador .
In 1he weeks before the commencement, deba1e over Reagan's appearance
penetrated even the idyllic and isola1cd
campus of Notre Dame. The university
boasts a,, one o f its gradua1es none
other than.Jose Napoleon Duarte, head
of the U.S.-created Salvadoran fascis1
junta. This is the man tha1 Notre Dame
Presiden1 Fa1her T heodore Hesburgh
still insists on calling "a good Chris1ian." Tflis was 100 much for many 10
sw llow, and struggle erup1ed o n the
campus a.nong hundreds of studcnl l>
over whether or not the Reagan visi1
should be supported. The pro-Reagan
•

•

•
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•

t

•

forces engaged in such Jof1y methods of
de,bate as pelting their opponents with
eggs and even throwing smoke bombs
to disperse heated arguments where
hundreds ga1hered at one 1ime.
When the day of commencement arrived, Reagan delivered no1hing less
than a baule cry to rally the troops. Using the soggy analogy of a young football player whose death spurs his team
on to vic1ory, Reagan appealed to 1he
gradua1es to look beyond their own
narrow interests and to sacrifice fo:- 1he
greater glory of U.S. imperiaii:-"· rlis
maudlin 1ale was drawn from 1he 1940
movie "Knute Rockne-All American"
based on the life of Notre Dame coach
Rockne in which Reagan starred ~ college football player George Gipp. Gipp
had died of pneumonia soon after playing his las1 football game at Notre
Dame, and in the movie Rockne rallied
his club and spurred them to vic1ory by
claiming that Gipp had asked on his
deathbed that his team "win one for the
Gipper."
Transferring lhe moral of the story
from the football field to the baulefield
in a lightning-quick leap, Reagan asked
his audience, "Is there anything wrong
with young people feeling something so
deeply tha1 1hey are willing to give their
lives for i1? We may soon be faced with
this choice, and not on 1he playing
field," he concluded in a call about a s
s ubtle as a bugle blas1.
Reagan's performance was capped
wi1h the highest award Notre Dame has
10 offer-an honorary d egree. I 50 of
the graduates and a handful of facuhy
wore white armbands and whi1e mortarboards as a silen1 symbol of their
pro1es1 over the honor. Another 1hreadbare spot rubbed imo the fabric of national uni1y- right in 1he hallowed halls
of Notre Dame.
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South Africa's "New" Relationship with U.S.

From Back-Door Mistress to Blushing Bride
So~th

th~

.o.n May 14
African foreii;n
comment" from
J S. imperUilists.
m1ruster Roelof (Pik) Botha amved in
In early March, dunn1~ televised mterthe U.S. for two days of unprecedented
view with U.S. imperialism's efficial
"officially sanctioned" visits _with
newscaster, Walter Crenkite, Reagan
Secretary of State Haig and President
called for the open support of the
Reagan. Quoted in the South African
" friendly" nation of South Africa.
newspaper D ie Beeld as possibly
Never one 10 miss a cue, Sourh Africa
becoming "one of the most important
quickly dispatched five of its top rnilitadiscussions in which South Africa has
ry officials, including Lt. General P .W.
taken part since the Second World
Van dan der Wesperhuizen, the South
War," Botha's two days of "friendly
African chief of military intelligence to
and cooperative meetings" marked the
Washington. Over a period of sbc days
culmination of the process of transthese "gentlemen" met "informally
forming the reactionary apartheid
and unofficially" with State Dept. offiregime in South Africa from the backcials and Congressmen, officials of the
door mistress of U.S. imperialism into a
Defense Intelligence Agency and the
blushing bride in a publicly celebrated
National Security Council, and finally
marriage of convenience and neeessjty.
with the U.S.' UN ambassador Jeane
While the relationship between South
Kirpatrick. After six days of high level
Africa and U.S. imperialism has always
meetings and speaking engagements
been close, in the recent past it has been
someone at the State Dept. "accidentalshrouded io the fog of politically nely discovered" who these South African
cessary, apparent standoffishness comgentlemen were and asked them to
bined with covert but wholehearted
leave. In what :was undoubtedly a pursupport.
poseful and feeble excuse, the U.S. govThe process of ditching the fog of
ernment claimed that they had absostandoffishness and openly and flalutely no idea who these peoP,le wer~
grantly embracing the South African - that they had "misrepresented themregime started to become evident earlier
:selves on their visa application." The
thi$ yeai:. · In January, So_uth Africa,
utter absurdity of this excuse is highboth looking out for the best possible
lighted by the fact that one of the visideal for itself and also sensing a shift in
toFs, Admiral Willen du Plessis, was the
the ranks of U.S. imperialism, canned
defense attache at the South African
the highly touted Namibia negotiations,
embassy in Washington, D.C. before he
stating that the call for a ceasefire was
was deported in April of 1979. In addipremature and that South Africa was
tion to this, the March 15 rooming
no longer confident in the ability of the
newspapers prominently ran out the
United Nations t <:> remain " impartial"
presence and proper identification of
as it supervised the transition to "indethe South African military officials.
pendenee in Namibia." During these
negotiations and immediately afterwards, South Africa unleashed a series
of heavy raids into Angola and Mozambiq_ue, including one raid over two bundred miles inside Angolan territory and
another on Maputo, the capital city of
Mozambique. None of this solicited
more than an " unfortunate" -Or "no

Jeane . Kirpatrick claims that wfien she
met with these people later on thaf sdme
afternoon she had absolute!}'. no idea
who they were. Obviously their uniforms and cfec.orations threw Miss Kirpatrick off balance-she mus.t · 'have
thought they were the doormen from
the Pretoria Hilten.
Following hot on the heels of the
South African military officials, Dirk
Mudge and ether leaders 0f the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (South
African pupper party in Nam ibia~
were warmly received in 0fficial Washington circles, so much so that on his
departure, Mudge could only ecstatically reply that he had received nothing
but "good vibrations" from U.S. officials.
A few weeks lateF the tJ.S. imperialists announced that the first phase of
thei11 Af~iea policy review was completed . .On April 6, Chester Crocker, the
Assistant Secretary of State "'Designate
for African Affairs and the .former
Afrtca expert at the Center; for Strategic
and/International Studies, was ,dispatched ~n a ten-nation African tour. l'fe is
the one. who helped author the infan:tous "Tar Baby Option" paper with
Henry Kissinger (the National Security
memorandum that stated that "white
rule" was a permanent fixture in southem Africa). Cr0cker's tour included
visit5 to Nigeria, the "front line" states
including Angola and Mozambique,
South Africa and finally a consultation
visit\with the s0-called "Contact group
of f.ive" (the imperialist woikteam

arnund Namibia, consisting of the
U.S., France, Britain, West Germany
and Canada which authoITed the UN
plan for " Namibian independence").
The substance of erocker's visit bas
been reported to have been laying out
the " new" U.S. policy in AfITica particulaITly with regard to U.S. relations to.
South Africa and the question of the
settlement with Namibia.
Within a few weeks of Crocker's return, South African Foreign Minister
Botha was officially recei:ved and welcornea at the State Dept. and the White:
House.... Coming off these meetings,
U.S. imperialism and the South .Mricans announced that there was a new
spirit of cooperation and climate ot
ho'pefulness in matters concerning
southern Africa. According to U.S.
spokesmen, it's time to recognize that
there is "a lirnif on tlie U.S. capacity to
use negative preS'sure" in relation to
South Africa and the region as a whole.
In othe11 words, " ft's' time to shed the
baggage, get rid of the obstacles 9reated
by the useless anachronism of public
disapproval of South Africa and get
down to the real business at hand."
Sec rin the Area for War
u g
This new face for: U.S. policy in
southern Africa is embodied in what
has euphemistically been labeled ..constructive engagement"- the policy .
sired and developed by none other than ·
Chester Grocker. himself. In the winter
1980/8 1 issue of Eoreign Affairs-Ohester Orocken describes "constructive engagement" as a multi-faeeted, active,
flexible and realistic strategy for achieving U.S. goals in southern Africa and
combatting any Soviet gains or infiluen~
ces in the area. As the bettom line,
Crocker states that: "Constructive enga_gement in the region as a whole is the·
Continued o n page 16.:

Mass ·Proletarian War Criim,es Trribumals
. To Open in Los Angeles, May 29, 30, 31
The two prir.icipal areas of testimony in t-hese
hearings will be·:
* Central AmeriGa, South America and
Mexico
*
l nte~n a l expansion of U.S. imJ!>erialism,
past and present, f©€ usin§ OA the
oppressed nationali ties.
* In addition there wil l be testimony from
veterans an d testimoAy on t1he question of
scientific researeh for U.S. imperialism.

The second in the series of five hearings on
the Mass Proletarian War Crimes Tribunals
will be held in Los Angeles for three days,
the weekend of May 29. the hearings will be
held at:
Teatro Fiesta
2131 West Pica Blvd. /
Los Angeles, California
At the following times:
Friday, May 29-7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday, May 30- 10 a ~m t<:> 10 p.m.
Sunday, May 31- t O a.m. to 1 p.m.

The tribunal encourages all those whq are
wn abl e to partiGi pate dirnctly to send written
or taped testimony, photos and films to the
heai:lngs.

For further information write to:
~

Los Angeles, California 90028
P.O. Box 582
6520 Selma Avenue
War Crimes Trit>unal
' - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- ·or call: (213) 439.49as - -- - - - - - - - - --:i--__.
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Rebel Swiss Youth
Defy Cops," Faschds"
Ba!'iel, S"ltzerland. Here in this industrial city located on the West German border, the autonomous youth
movement and city authorities have
continued to tock horn!> since the "disruptions" that occurred on May I. As
we reported in the May 8 RW, the Basel
youth together with groups of revolutionary immigrant workers and
students from Turkey, Spain and llaly
pu1 May Day back in its rightful place
as part of the worldwide struggle of the
oppressed and exploited by completely
wrecking the programmed reformist
events of the day.
For months before, and especially
since the mid-February occupation of
an old deserted factory near the main
train station by youth-young workers
and apprentices, as well as students and
unemployed youth-who call
rhemselves the "Movement of the
Discontented," the local authorities
had been badmouthing the youth and
their center in the press, branding it "a
breeding ground for criminality"-for
such acts as organizing takeovers of
various abandoned buildings 10 deal
with the almost total lack of any lowrent housing in the city. In the wake of
these "riots'' at their May Day
festivi1ies-and sq uealing loudly about
the $1 million Swiss franc damage (over
$500,000)-the bourgeoisie moved to
take revenge.

On May 5, nearly two hundred police
in rio1 gear stormed the youth cenier,
arresting ~ 141 youth and confiscating
various materials, claiming to have
found 60 molotov cocktails. The center
then was officially closed-with all
doors and windows sealed with concrete
and bricks (this despite the fact that the
private owners of the building had
never put in for a court injunction
against the center).
The 141 arrested youth had to
undergo hours of humiliating trea1ment; many were not allowed to leave
their cells 10 use the toilets for over 13
hours, with the police telling them,
"You can shit in the cell corners, that 's
what you did in the youth center, didn't
you?" Others were paraded all over the
city from one jail to another with
threats and harassments by the various
pigs whose hands they had to pass
through.
en top of all this, many youth who
were out in the streets after the center
was stormed reported that gangs working together with the police a11acked
with knives and bicycle chains. This was
not the first encounter with these
"faschos" as they are now called by the
movement. On the weekend following
May Day they had attacked the youth
center using various weapons including
molotov cocktails in an attempt to scare
tbe autonomous youth out. One squat-

Riot police outside of autonomous youth center in Basel, Switzerland. In
the wake of the massive disruption of the authorities ' May Day events this
year, Basel cops, working with small gangs of " faschos," viciously attack·
ed the center and the youth to close It down.

youth barricaded themselves into the
center and defended it with stones and
molotov cocktails. In the bau le that ensued, 4 pistols were taken away from
the faschos. And it had now become
quite clear that they were being paid
and directed by the police
themselves-a nedgling Swiss version
of the Turkish G{ey Wolves. One of the
Continued on page 24

ter said, "We tried to talk with the attackers, which at first was successfu l
since many of them came from the same
social background as the people in the
autonom0us youth center." But 1he
youth gangs were not working on their
own.
After l~aving cmce, the "faschos"
returned only to be repulsed a -second
time with force as the autonomous

Nathaniel Lane Acquitted,·Faces New· Trial

Demonstration Marks
Anniversary of Miami Rebellion
of police. Ten to 20 helmeted pigs stood
In sweltering 90-degree beat, 100
at each intersection. Not far out of sight
demonstrators followed by a caravan of
were even larger numbers of these
60 cars took to the streets of Liberty
troops, some in armored " rescue"
City May 17th in commemoration of
trucks.
the May rebellion last year in Miami.
Only two y;eeks earlier, Liberty City
The march swelled upwards to 350 by
residents and many other people all
the time it reached the rally site 6 miles
over the city had been in a very festive
away. Thousands of people came out of
mood at the outcome of tile trial of Natheir homes along the route, many
"thaniel Lane, a 19-year-old Black youth
cheering with clenched fists held high,
facing the death penalty for three
while chants of "McDuffie's Dead,
counts of first degree murder, a railCops Go Free, That's What the Rich
road stemming from the deaths of three
Call Democracy'' rose up from the
whites during the rebellion last year.
crowd. Many joined in to march for seThe brief trial was followed by one and
veral blocks before turning home.
a haJf days of jury deliberation that
Newspapers and leaflets circulated
found Lane innocent of two charges
broadly and the atmosphere was politiand gave him a mistrial on the third.
cally charged. The demonstrators were
The prosecutor had stormed out of the
of many nationalities, as Iranian stucourtroom in a fit of rage at this verdict
dents, Haitian refugees, both young
as the people cheered in joy. The state
and old whites, and several small
had been badly exposed last February in
groups of Latinos joined che predominant group of Blacks from Liberty
City. Several family members of Blacks
who had been killed by police and vigilantes last May joined in the demonstration.
For weeks, efforts had been made to
keep people away from this march.
Word was sent out through Black
As we go to press, the R W has learnchurches that people should keep clear.
ed that the Orleans Parish grand jury in
Black "leaders" were paraded all over
New OrJeans has returned a "no bill"
che place attacking the march. One outin all but one of the charges against 13
standing bootlicker, Black sociologist
policemen stemming from the cops'
Marvin Dunn, even outdid his usual
shooting spree last November that left
spitshine job for the authorities, being
four dead and dozens beaten and harassquoted widely, "I thought it was an illed. 12 of these killer cops will face no
advised idea ... it is very difficult to ancharges and no trial. It is possible that
ticipate and control what can happen in
a very volatile atmosphere." He went · one cop may have to go before another
grand jury for investigation of the
on to spread the rumors that "We don't
charge against him for murdering a
know these people," the march orgawoman while she hid in the bathtub, but
nizers from the Citizens Coalition for
it is likely that he will also be no-billed.
Racial Justice (CCRJ), even though he
The grand jury began hearing these
himself had spoken on the same platcases soon after the incidents last Noform with several of them exactly one
vember. A cop had been found dead,
year earlier in front of the Dade County
November 8, in the all-Black Fischer-AlMetro Justice Building. That angry
giers housing project. Dozens of police
crowd last year had surged beyond bis
had rampaged through the project for a
"leadership," racing inside the building
full week following this. On November
to trash and capture it.
11, one Black resident, Raymond FerdiA massive force of cops was called innand, was murdered by a cop who stopto action for this march. Leading and
ped him for a traffic violation. Two days
tailing the demonstration were carloads

their outrageous frameup of three other
Black youths (Samuel Lightsey, and
Leonard and Lawrence Capers) who
were convicted and gzyen maJCimum
sentences for the deaths of the same
whites. This time the state's little game
did not ·go so well. A Black woman
juror told the press that she could not
convict any Black men, and she was
only one of several jurors iwho remained absolutely firm in this stand. Apparently the state's star witQ.ess in both
cases, Doris Jones, blew it even worse
this time around. Not only did her
bionic vision fall short (in her testimony
she said she could identify Lane in the
pitch black parking lot among a crowd
of 100) but she also admitted to having
been busted in a drug raid shortly before the rebellion, which the police
diopped in exchange for her testimony
against Lane. The foul smell of the

state's case was too mucp for the jury.
Of course, the state immediately announced a July date for retrial on the
remairting murder rap, and unleashed a
barrage of public opinion garbage aimed at regaining the upper hand. One
radio talk show nost, also a lawyer, can
still be heard harping about this "intolerable" situation, and begging the state
to get a better jury this time around.
Clearly, the case. is not closed.
The Lane trial had helped set the
stage for the May 17th demonstration.
When one of the Black " leaders" who
had called on people to stay away,
showed up himself to "monitor" the
march, he came with a somewhat disrespectful American flag banging upside
down out of his car window, but not
disrespectful enough for a group of
Black youth who -rushed over to agitate.
''You ought to burn that, man .... '' D

"No Evidence"

Killer Cops Walk in New Orleans
get them to sign a statement so a warrant
later, a dawn police raid on two houses
could be issued. These warrants became
left three more BlackApeople, Reginald
the death certificates for the three murMiles, .James Billy,, and Sherry Single·
dered Blacks. The grand jury also heard
ton, brutally murdered by the pigs.
former police chief Parsons (who resignThe grand jury verdict means that
ed shortly after the murders) testify that
they did not " find enough evidence" to
he " gave ip" to the idea of a raid "in
bring these cops to trial. Evidence from
order not to hurt the morale of the po88 witnesses was beard in tfie monthslicemen on the case."
long process before this decision was
There has been a storm of outrage and
reached. This included testimony from
struggle .in New Orleans since the police
Ferdinand's girlfriend of the severe beatmurders last November. The authorities
ing she got following his murder. There
did not take the grand jury verdict lightwas also ~ony from two Black men
ly, openly boasting in their news media
who were beaten six different times by
that "thorough preparations have been
police and had plastic bags tied around
made for handling possible disorders."
their heads until they submitted to signThere has been a news blackout following statements implicating Miles and Biling this verdict. But the R W received a
ly in the death of the cop. Before the
grand jury~ both of these witnesses de- - call from a relative of someone in the
nied ever seeing anyone shoot the cop. • Orleans Parish Jail who said that a rebellion had broken out in the jail when
The grand 'ury also heard testimony
word came down of the grand jury decifrom a Black cop who had personally
sion.
D
helped to beat these same witnesses at
least twice and knew of other beatings to

-·
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Two years ago in an article on the
band Prairie Fire's opening appearance
in concen in San Francisco, we wrote in
the Revolutionary Worker "Rock 'n
Revolt ls Born!"-"something entirely
different," even, than rock and roll.
(R W No. 2, May 11, 1979)
When a punk band in Cleveland,
Ohio read about this, they thought that
perhaps this was the tag given to the
U.S. version of the "punk" music
phenomenon that had arisen in Britain
and that the same type of thing was
beginning to happen in the Bay Area.
Not so. This was not the case with the
erroneous concept "Rock 'n Revolt,"
which had to do instead with a wrong
political line. What we have learned a nd
summed up since then need~ to be gone
into, because the errors, while ours,
have a lot in common with what has
passed far more broadly as "revolutionary thinking" concerning cult ure.
This also has its roots in arenas other
than cullure; it is as old as is revisionism
and economism (whether of the openly
rightist or "left" variant) in the movement of the working class and not only
here but worldwide.
Some now rather strange-seeming indications of this appear on further
reading of the article mentioned above.
It is stated that because one group had

been playing '' ... picket lines, parties
and demonstrations ... the cultural
battlefront was virtually left open to the
ruling class." And more, "On Friday
night, at San Francisco's Temple
Beautiful, the situation came to a sudden and importanc hall as Prairie Fire
exploded into battle ... launching a real
'new wave'-of cullure as a revolutionary weapon against the capitalists."
What Stands out rather plainly here is
that this manages to negate and/or at1ack outright, in one fell swoop of the
pen, such revolutionary and progressive
contributions to the class struggle in the
cultural arena as Jimi Hendrix,
Creedence Clearwater Revival, Nina
Simone, Charlie Mingus, the Clash and
Gil Scott-Heron, to mention o nly a few.
At the time, our Party, as part of its
general struggle against revi~ionism ,
was shedding some old economism and
old philistinism and there was an effort
on several fronts to take up responsibilities for leadership in the field of
culture. But the problem was this
"Rock 'n Revolt" line was a step in the
wrong direction, objectively contradicting other, far better things and replacing old with "new" ("left") economism and old with new philistinism.
This was nol the way for the Party to
lead, and in particular 10 cri1ically leaq1
from the practice of revolutionary and
progressive artists in order to carry out
its responsrbilities in the cultural arena.

"Rock 1n Revolt11 Summed Up

''Lett'' Economism
in Theory and Practice
A serious and honest analysis of history will show that forms o f music (and
theater, etc.) are not really created by
individuals, but by the masses of people. Forms of music are the product,
historically speaking, of majo r quantitative or qualitative changes in the social relations, changes in the relationship of classes, including politically o r
in relations among nations or nationa li- ·
ties.
Rock and roll, for example, was not
: invented by Chuck Berry. It was unknown musicians on the streets, former
Black sharecroppers, former white
sharecroppers and the sons and daughters of former European (mainly) peasa nts all transformed into proletarians in
the cities of this country, North and
South, who merged cultures on the
streets and created rock a nd roll. Chuck
Berry was a leading practical innovator
and popularizer of this historic development in the arts. In essence the story is
the same for all forms of music, including reggae, jazz, etc., with only the particular contradictions and " leaders"
being different.
In an interview with the Revolutionary Worker (September 28, 1979),
Joe Strummer of the Clash gave a very
profound analysis of how Punk music
developed in Britain. "Well, back in '76
in London this group sLar.ted o ut, the
Sex Pistols, and they set the scene on its
head. Because in London it was really
dead. It was all fu ll of groups that were
playing the big places. It cost a lot of
money to get in and a whole section of
youth found themselves without any,
you know, they didn't look up t o the
rock and roll 'heroes.' Everybody just
son of went 'That's a pile of shit' and
'we're going to do it our own way,' and
that's how it started. And within 3
months there was abouL a thousand
groups pumping away in London and it
kind of exploded from there."

Joint Communique of 13 Marxist-Leninist Parties and
Organizations. Autumn, 1980. Published in Chinese, Danish,
English, Farsi, French, German, Italian, Malayalam , Sinhalese,
Spanish and Tamil.

$1 .OD plus .50 IJ!>Stage.

available from:
RCP Pubfications,
P.O. Box 3486,
Merch. Mart,
Chicago, IL 60654

It is this type of thing which both
This being the case, it would, except for
fuels and sustains new things in art.
the fact that imperialism makes a pracNew forms of art are being and contice of d igging up dead and rotted imstantly will be created a nd in this way.
ages, like the cowboy, from the past for
It is a sad (or should we say disgusting?)
the sole purpose of poisoning the living,
fact that "typical communism" has had
die a natural death as a mass form, or
a sorry record of opposing as "decabe transformed in the way J oe Ely is,
dent trash" just about all of the recent
for example, transforming it 1oday.
mass popular forms that have arisen,
It must be admitted that there is no
likeJrock & roll , jazz and lately pu nk.
such thing as the "pure proletarian
In criticizing bourgeois formalism,
form." Mao Tsetung put it this way,
communists have gone looking for the
"Politics cannot be equated with art,
pure proletarian form, and since there
nor can a general world outlook be
is f\O such thing, bourgeois formalism
equated with a method of artistic creacomes in through the back door. This
tion and criticism."
bourgeois formalism, masquerading or
T his being the case, why then did
misunderstood as Marxism, has the adsuch an article (and several more) apded feature of the intractibility · of
pear in our Party's newspaper and why
dogma that winds up, in the name of
did many fail to criticize it and even
for Chrissakes, the revolution, opposseriously advocate it? The only answer ·
ing ~verything new a nd arising.
worth a tinker's damn is that there are
It has been so bad that in the early
very real contradictions and that revi1960s the CPUSA could openly put forsionism a~d economism has shown
ward the view .that folk music was the
itself entirely incapable of solving the
proletarian form essentially because
theoretical and practical questions these
peasants had created it when capitalism
give rise to in the revolution. The
had not yet developed the capacity to
criticism of "40 years of revisionism" is
turn art into a mass mar ketable comno "academic task" for our Party, nor
modity.
something we can call on others to do,
T here is nothing inherently revolubut not ourselves.
tionary or reactionary about, for examIt Takes You 'Over the Line'?
ple, a 1/4/5 progression or variations
on that st ructure. It is rather what nourSpecifically, in that same article men'ishes such forms and what sustains
tioned before, 1he statement is made:
them thaL determines their social role at
"This kind of music makes you want 10
any given time, and this has all to do
step over the line and get involved in the
revolution for real." Along with this, in
with the various class forces in motion.
Say what you will, there is the jazz of
promo and in other ways, such slogans
Charlie Mingus and the jazz of Chet
were advocated as, "If P rairie Fire was
on the radio every day, there'd be a
Atkins. There is the rock & roll of
Bruce Springsteen and the rock & roll
revolution in the U.S. within a year!"
of Iggy Pop. There is the punk rock of
and "To put it more mildly-the people
are a powderkeg and Prairie Fire's a
the Sex Pistols and the punk rock of the
Ramones and the Police, They all are
spark!" .
(or were) playing jazz, rock & roll and
It will never happen! It is true that
punk. The content of the music (which · hearing a song, like "Guns of Brixton"
or some development or the other in the
includes lyrics and instruments) of the
former is progressive or revolutionary.
cultural arena, like the murder of J imi
Hendrix, or the stand of an artist, like
The content of the music of the latter is
Frederico Garcia Lorca, or W HATbackward or reactionary straight up!
This has everything to do with the
E VER like that, can be the " straw that
broke the camel's back." But it 's just
ideas of the artists and of the social forces they represent on the stage. "Revothat .. . the straw and not the whole bale
lutionary literature a nd art are the proof hay.
ducts of the reflection of the life of the
What makes for the qualitative leap
to revolutionary ac1ivity on the part of
people in the brains of revolutionary artists." Mao Tse1 ung said that and it's
individuals, groups, or even an advanctrue. And it applies equally well if you
ed section or a class is not an absolute
and it is not a gimmick either. One
substirute the word "reactionary," etc.,
thing can be said with certainty. It has
for "revolutionary."
something to do with the theoretical or
Then why do the masses tend to see
practical understanding that "the whole
"forms" as revolutionary or vice versa,
political system is worthless" (Leni.n
in and of themselves? It is most often
said that) and that furthermore, there 1s
the case that at their inception, new
an alternative, a possibility of fun mass forms of art tend to be the prodamentally changing things.
duct of rebellion and as such reflect the
T here is a widely held view among arcultural needs of, and auract the most
tists, including pro_gressive an.d
advanced elements of, socie1y. When
revolutionary-minded ones, that it 1s
the artists who are progressive and
art, especially music and film, that
revolutionary are dominating in a given
changes the consciousness of the p~~plc
socially and historically created form,
and that things like repeated pohucal
the masses tend to see1 that f?rm itself.as
revolutionary and progressive, or vice
exposures and propaganda and theory
and communist parties, etc., are not all
versa. This was the case when, for example, J imi Hendrix dominated rock &
that necessary.
In an interview in The Musician,
roll for a few years.
June 198 1, Joe Strummer of the Clash
If there is an inherent quality to a
(as long as we are quoting him on points
form of music, it is that it is "of the
or agreemen1, why can't we quote him
times ." There is, for example, nothing
on point s of disagreement as well?) arinherent ly reactionary about Country
and Western music. Bllt it is currently
ticulated this view :
the cultural flagpo le around which the
MUSICIAN . .. One of the main
defenders of "America's Glorio us
things you two have in common is 1he
Pas1" are now ra llying with all their
belief that music can actually change
Johr'l Wayne "might." As typified by
society. How can that happen?.
Nashville Country and Western as
STRUMMER: Because music goes
form 1S oid, outdated and unreal, it bedirectly to the head and heart of a huing rooted in the times of the rural past
Conl inued on page 20
or the white southern sharecropper.
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With these words, ("The Sound of
the Sinners, " S andinis ta!) the Clash articulate the elusive search tha1 has
preoccupied se veral generations of
musical rebels . And with 1heir latest
release, Sandinista!, 1he outlines of that
mythical jazz note come into clearer
view. W hile this or any other music
wo n '1 bring down the walls o f today's.
Babylo n on its o wn, it's indispensable
10 1he assault ; it would be a dull-witted
army indeed that would have i1 any
o ther way.
While the Clash a re not the o nly ones
in music today stoking such fires on 1he
barricades , fro m their incep1ioo they
have sci a pace and a standard that has
hurled them 10 the fro nt lines in 1his
a rena. So it is tha t Sa11d inis1t1!, their
mosr ambitious project 10 dat e, has also
precipi1a1ed the mos1 fu ri ou~ controver"Y ye1.
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As 1he noods of God
Wash away Sin City
They say it was written
In the pages of 1hc Lord
But I was looking
For that great j azz note
That desiroyed
The walls of Jericho

:-

At storm's center, Sandinista! states
its case with unflappable assurance. A
three-record, 36 track affair, it is broad
in its embrace as the world is wide.
Combining a compelling global sweep
with provocative and poignant zoomlens observation, Sandinista! is a multifaceted jewel of richly textured surfaces
and razor edges as sharp as ever.
One of the a lbum's most striking
features is its diversity of musical style
and idiom; o ne of the tracks is entitled
"If Music Could Talk," and
throughout Sandinisto!'s course, the
music speaks in striking colors-reggae,
disco-funk, soul and R&B, jazz. waltz,
rock, dub, rockabilly and more are explored, synthesized, and riotously
celebrated. Such a wide-open approach
is in itself nOI exacily new in rock
music, where all 100 often grandiose
designs go hand in hand with the mosl
vacuous dilletantism. We're talking
abo u1 boredom, brethren. Bui the
Clash hit home with 1he synthesis pulled
o ff on Sandinista! , and 1here a re
reasons why 1hey succeed where others
have failed .
Where so many groups have explored
the terrain of world music, so o f1en
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such efforts bring to mind a musical Exxon corporation, ripping off yet
another aspect of the world's resources
in 1he interes1s of beating out the competition. In contrast, the Clash's innovations are neither shallow exercises
in form, nor the facile appropriation of
sources in staking a claim 10 one's own
"unique" angle (read "gimmick"). The
band's opposition to imperialism-par·
ticularly imperialist subjugation of nations and oppressed nationalities-has
helped spur an artis1ic sy111hesis of a
different type altogether.
We don't know wha1 the Clash think
of Mao Tse1ung, but their work suggests that there must be some agreement, at teas! objectively, as to Mao's
insistence )hat 1he primary task of
revolutionary writers and artist s is to
understand 1he people and know 1hem
well. On Sa11dinis10! the C lash explore
and find within musical expression the
world over a common language o f
release from a nd resis1ance to oppressio n. And while 1he album is many
things, _evocative of many moods , containing a wide range of p~rceptions and
perspec1ives, i1 is 1his quality- as an in1erna1ional fes1ival of 1he o ppressed ex-

,

pressed in song and music- that shines
through most. In a world where the imperialist powers are on the-ropes, making all manner of fevei;ish war prepara1ions, Sandinis ta! stands a s a
testimonial 10 liberation and internationalism in a manner both timely and
enduring.
The a lbum begins with tha,t most
universal of rude awa'kenings-"The
Magnificent Seven" kicks o ff with a
bleary-eyed wage-slave who, abruptly
aroused and finding himself "back in
this awful place," goes on to a wotTkday
consumed by pent-up yearnings for
release, and a litany of cheap diversions
offering fast relief bu1 no cure. Son·
dinista/ con1ains in its remainder any
number of subsequent rude awakenings, including reckonings with World
War 3 and "the 1error of the scientific
sun ." Ye1 the 1one throughout is not of
apocalyptic doom, bul rather one of infectious an1icipation. The insistent
1hemcs o f war, imperialism and na·
lional o ppr ess io n o utline and
underscore an urgent sense o f necessi1y;
yet ,even more Sandinista! indica1es an
exhilarating freedom 10 be found i'n
Continued on puge 2 1
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Bremen, West Germany. More than
3,500 demonstrators took to the streets
of Bremen on May 6th, the first anniversa11· of the 1980 street batlles here.
One year ago militant youth turned a
25th binhday party for West Germany's
entry into NATO into a vinual battleground-a sign of the times ahead for
the West German imperialists.
At that time, the West German rulers
had planned a full-scale military extravaganza in the soccer stadium in Bremen, at which 1,200 new recruits were
to be mass inducted into their army. As
chants rang out against NATO and the
national anthem from sections of the
crowd inside, flares were fired across
the stadium walls into the ceremonies
from the crowd of more than 7,000 outside who had come to oppose this pompous cannonfodder initiation. Armed
y, ith paving stones and a flood of rebellious anger, helmered youth wearing
handkerchiefs 0' er their faces repulsed
riot police lines several times, ovenurning and setting ablaze army vans and attempting to storm the stadium itself.
Bremen, which was meanr to be a
ceremonial opening salvo in the West
German imperialists' public opinion
campaign for war preparations and national unity, became a nightmare that
shook the imperialists awake worldwide
to the fact that large sections of their
youth were not going along with their
war program. And to the growing
number of forces that have stepped forward over the past year in West Germany-where the new ami-military and
anti-war movement has jumped off
dramatjcally against more a nd more
blatant war moves, ranging from the
series of mass inductio ns held
throughout West Germany, to the
Autumn Forge exercises of NATO last
fall, to the rapid buildup of arms and
nuclear missiles-Bremen 1980 has
taken on a symbolic value=. as well, a sort
of opening shot of the new and higher
level of struggle.
So this year, Bremen police were out
in force on May 6th, stacked several
deep in front of the army buildings that
the march route passed by. The demonstralion moved from the train station
down to these army quarters, where a
short rally was held, and then on down
to the central marketplace where the
main rally took place. Police in riot
gear lined all the pedestrian shopping
areas, trying to separate the demonstration from the people there and LO try to
prevent any "damage" of the kind that
is beeoming so widespread in West German cities these days. However, after ·
the rally broke up, several hundred
youth marched back through the city,
selectively trashing banks and large
department i.tore windows.
The march and rally were the culmination of a whole "action week" organized by various forces, including the
"Group of Those Arrested on May
6th," the "War Against War" group in
Bremen, as well as an anti-military
women's group. The political focus of
the week's activities was the persecution
of the youth arrested last year, "internal and external arms buildup" and
the danger of world war; evening programs were held on topics from
"Political Justice in the Weimar
Republic and in West Germany Today"
tp "Women Against War-and How."
The demonstration itself was one of
' the largest in Bremen since the May 6th
events last year, drawing out many of
the most active revolutionary forces on
the basis of more clearly demarcated
politics. The organizers of the action-particularly the War Against War
group-were a major force in leading
the militant section of last year's mass
demonstration which broke off towards
the stadium, targeting the war preparations of the West German imperialists,
their "own" rulers. They also played an
important role last fall in building for
the protests against the Autumn Forge
maneuvers in Hildesheim, in targeting
the imperialists of both blocs, east and
west as equally warmongering powers.
The turnout for the actions this year
to uphold May 6, 1980 wa~ especially
significant given the fact that the large
organized opportunist forces, who
dominate (and try to keep a lid on)
many mass protests in Germany today,
boycoucd this year's events. Both the
J USOs (the Young Sodalists of the rut-

1 year ago in Bremenbarri cades In the streets.
.:
ing party) and the rev1s1onist DK P
youth (pro-Soviet German Communist
Party) boycoued the demonstration.
Last year the J USOs caught nack in the
bourgeois press in the aftermath of the
Bremen demo nstrations because they
had origina lly applied for the permit.
No doubt the Party leaders, including
per haps Social-Democratic Chancellor
Schmidt, issued some severe warnings
about being linked to any repeat performances which went beyond the
bounds of loyal opposition to unrespectal>le rebellion against them. For their
pan, t he pro-Soviet youth who at present form another major contender for
leadership of the opposition a re working overtime 10 channel the growing
a nti-war sentiments into a narrow
social-pacifist denunciation or the U.S.
imperialists' tillering of West Germany
with missile sites and, like the J USOs,
trying to avoid the broader questions
rival imperialist blocs squaring off for

or

world war and the prospects for revolution. Thus, they too apparently wanred
no pare of the more radical Bremer
scene..,.his year. Undoubtedly the opportu nists w~ I seek new ways to both leech
off and <}!lack this spontaneous movement amo ng 1ne West Germa n yourh
but their boycoll was cause for little
grief. for it is precisely such forces as
those who took 10 t he s1ree1s in
Bremen, taking a militant offensive
against the West Ger:man imperialists
and exposing the two war blocs headed
by the U.S. and the USSR, which bring
out the true potential among large sections of youth for a revolutionary
movement in West Germany.
While the Bremen demonstrations
this year represented the more advanced
sentiments among many youth and
others who are active today in the antimili1ary movement, several recent antiwar protests, aimed particularly at the
stationing of U.S. Pershing missiles in

West Germany, have drawn large
numbers from among broad forces.
And although these protests are for the
most part organized by the JUSOs, the
revisionists, and the "Greens" (ecology
and ami-nuke movement), many new
people are joining in these acti0ns and
many activists from other baules are
taking u p 1he"!ues1ion of world-war. As
a recent issue of the London Economist
lamented, "thousands who used to
demonstrate against nuclear power stations a re now carrying banners against
NATO's policy on medium-range
nuclear missiles."
On both May 8th, which is "Armed
Forces Day"-when the Allied imperialists accepted the surrender of tlieir
German rivals in World War II-and
on the following Saturday, May 16th,
large demonstrations were held in
Frankfurt, Hamburg, West Berlin, as
well as in a number of smaller cities
near missile sites. In the Ruhr industrial
area for example, in the town of Monchengladbach, on May 16, 15,000 people came out in the rain to demo nstrate
at the British Pershing missile base
there. It was 'called by over 200 groups
under banners targeuing U .S.-NA1'0
plans to station a second-generation of
Pershing and Cruise missiles in West
Germany starting in 1983, a nd calling
for an atomic free area in a ll of Europe
and for the destruction of a ll atomic
weapons. Some forces there hit both 1he
NATO ·and Warsaw Pact military
buildups.
In West Berlin, upwards of 40,000
turned out around similar demands on
May 8t h. And although demonstrations
were banned in that city one week later
during the annual parade of NA TO
troops through the streets of the
western section-that was carved up by
the British, French and American imperialists a fter World War 11-300-500
people showed up to jeer alongside the
march route, shouting slogans against
NATO and holding up the "fuck you"
sign everywhere as the troops passed
by.
0

CORRECTION

(Above) Anti·mllitarist demonstrators at the official governmentsponsored May 1st rally in Hamburg, West Germany carry a model of a
Pershing rocket and are dressed up as various social figures: 1) Polit/clan
(far-left): " I vote them through"; 2) Pries? (3rd ft >m left): " I bless them" ; 3)
Soldier (far righ t): " I put them Into action." Demonstrations against the
stationing of NA TO missiles, p articularly the plans for even more U.S. Per·
shfng rockets in West Germany, took place in several cities over the
weekends of May 8 and 16.

In the May 8 issue of the RW in the ar·
tlole, "West Europe: Youth, Immigrants
Put Flaming Red Back in May Day,"
there were several factual errors. The
West German bourgeoisie's version of
"May Day" should have been described
as a day for "bier und wurst" (beer and
sausage); the stril<e at the Hoersch
works In Dortmund referred to is in the
steel Industry (not electrical). where
there .:are heavy layoffs and plant clos·
lngs coming down; and Otto Vetter,
"West Germany's George Meany'' did
not speak in Stuttgart, but rather at the
official May 1 rally in Duisberg, where he
echoed Chancellor Schmidt's support
for basing new U.S. nuclear missiles in
West Gefmany.
fJ
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Radio Interview with Bob Avakian

"Hu~an Nature" ·
and a .Dri k of Water.
Over the past few issues, we have
been running the transcripts of several
radio inlerviews from Fronce given by
Bob A vakion during the last week of
April. The following interview was on
April 2f! on WBBM, the major news
station in Chicago. The announcer is
Sherman Kaplan.
S.K.: Chances are, if you have travelled
Chicago's expressways, you have seen
graffiti on many of the overpasses,
graffiti that will refer to workers'
revolutions or May 1st demonstrations,
graffiti that often has been placed there
by members of the Revolu1ionaFy Communist Party. The Revolutionary Communist Part y is essemially a Maoist
group, a group of communists who
have no use for 1he Soviet Union and
cenainly no use for the people in power
in Peking, and less use for the Western
dem0cracies, including the United
Sta1es. On our newsline 1his afternoon
is Bob Avakian, who is the Chairman
of the Revolutionary Communist Party, and Mr. Avakian is in Paris, France,
where he has been seeking political
asylum, so far without success.
Bob Avakian, why have the French
rejected your application for political
asylum?
B.A.: Well, the reason given was that
there was no demonstration of 1he fact
that the "difficulties," as they put it,
that I'm having with the governmem of
the United States have a political
character in the sense of 1he Geneva
Convention under which I applied. In
other words, basically the argumen1
that I'm running up against is what yo1;1
jus1 said, that " the U.S. is a democracy
and after all political repression
couldn't exis1 there." Frankly I think
that many of the listeners and other
people who are by no means communis1s know very well that there is plenty
of political repression in the U.S. after
the whole experience of 1he Black Panther Party, after 1he whole experience
of Kent State, and wi1h what all the
U.S. government and 1he ruling class of
the country does from El Salvador to
Chile to the Philippines to Vietnam for
that ma11er-peo ple are plenty aware
1hat democracy in the U.S. is a sick joke
and a sham, and it 's really a dictatorship over particularly the proletarians
who slave their lives away in the U.S.
and over the majority of people in
fac1. ..
S.K.: Forgive me, sir, for saying so,
Mr. Avakian, but 1hat sounds like so
much rhetoric or revolutionary jargon.
B.A.: ll's not rhe1oric-l 'm not sining
here in Paris having had to leave the
coumry because of political persecu1ion
on 1he basis of rhetoric. I've been subjec1ed to poli1ical persecution and
ridiculous framed-up charges which still
hang over my head back there, wi1h 241
years of !)ossiblc penallies for taking
pan in a demonstra1ion. As you say, we
have no use for Deng Xiaoping because
they're exactly of 1he same nacure as the
people that rule the U.S.; 1hey're just as
capitalis1 despi1e 1heir com munist
pre1ensions a1 times, and not e~en so
much 1ha1 any more ...
S.K.: Mr. Avakian, Mr. Avakian. lei's
go back to the genesis of a ll this.
B.A.: ... we had a demonstra1ion and
the police auacked it and now 1'm being
charged with 25 felonies on ridiculous
charges that thousands of people denounced in an ad in 1he Washington
Post recently, including many people
who are progressive, who see many
crimes commiued by the Uni1ed States
governmem even throughou1 the world,
y,ho recognize the farce of wha1 happened in Miinni (the police getting o ff

scot free which happens so often) bu1
who are not even communists but still
recognize the truth of political persecution in the U.S.
S.K.: All right. This whole problem
stems from a demons1ration 1he RCP
staged at the time that Deng Xiaoping
visited Washington, and tha1 was in
1979, was it not?
B.A.: Well that's part of the problem,
but we've had a member of our Party
killed, and you mentioned May l st,
which is going to be a very important
dc;monstration and not only a demonstration but mass actions by people
from Cabrini Green to Atlanta 10 a ll
over the country, breaking loose,
breaking free and joining with people
all over the world _toward the goal of
world revolution. Las1 year in building
for that, a member of our Party,
Damian Garcia, was murdered by
police agents in Los Angeles. Since 1hat
Lime, since last year, there have been
over a thousand arrests of members of
and supporters of our Party. This is only a pan of the picture. Greensboro,
where people were shot down-as you
well remember, I'm sure- by Klansmen
and Nazis on national TV : it was played
over and over again, and they were acquitted. This is all pan of the picture of
repression, where police agents were involved in that, too. It was carried out
by the government and by people like
1he Klan and Nazis working wi1h them .
S.K.: What specifically does the RCP
advocate? You're 1alking about world
revolution. Whal does that mean?
B.A.: That means 1hat the present
system of imperialism which exists in
the United States-it's not a slogan, it's
not rhetoric, it's concrete reality when
people live o n less 1han $200 a year income in a place like El Salvador and
they rise up· a nd they find not only the
companies but 1he military and
everything else of ~he U.S. trying to
come down and crush them, killing
more than 10,000 of tnem. It ' s the same
thing as what happened in Miami, it's
rhe same thing as what happened in
Brixton, near London, it's a handful of
people exploiting and keeping the people in a literally enslaved condition,
where they can only live if they work
for these others, and where the tremendous amounts of wealth are taken and
controlled, manipulated and used in a
way to further enslave 1he people all
over the world, and which righl now we
see 1wo rival bands ofcut1hroats-tha1's
wha1 we' re talking about, imperialis1sheaded by one, 1he Soviet Union, the
other the U.S., preparing to plunge the
world into a nuclear war. Now I don't
say that for rhe1oric. People ouglH to
think very seriously and look from
Afghanistan to El Salvador to Poland
to the Philippines and see wha1 in fact is
shaping up with these two rival bands
of cu11hroats . And that's what we need
revolu1ion, not only in the U.S. but
throughout 1he world, 10 put a stop to.
S.K.: Mr. Avakia n, is there any place in
the world today that has 1he kind of
system that the RCP advocates?
8.A.: No, there isn't, bu1 we were very
inspired as were hundreds of millions of
people throughout 1he world by China
under 1he leadership of Mao Tsetung.
But as you alluded to, 1ha1 's been
reversed-temporarily, we shou ld
say-wi1h the coup 1hat was pulled off
in fact by Deng Xiaoping, H ua
Guofeng, and people like 1ha1. So we
have 10 learn those lessons; we have 10
learn the lessons of the revolutio nary
movement of the '60s; we have 10 break
free on May 1st and we have 10 carry
the revolutionary movement forward,

learning from the pas1 and picking up
from the cause carried forward by people who fell before us. That's .our
outlook. But we -kn.ow that this system
is headed-a system that will plunge
hundreds of millions of people into
nuclear war to try to preserve itself and
see which band of cu11hroats, the Soviet
kind or the U.S. kind can come out on
top, is a system that deserves to be
swept away.
S.K. : By violent means?
B.A.: I 1hink tha1 you can answer the
ques tion ,yourself. Do you believe 1hat
the people who have amassed so much
weahh at the suffering of so many people for so long are going to peacefully
step asitle? You've seen what they've
done to the Panthers; you've seen what ·
they've done all over the world; you've
seen more than 10,000 people killed in
El Salv~dor ; you saw what the CIA

pu lled off 'in Chile and the- result of
that ; you saw Vietnam. Of course they
are going to foi:ce the people-and they
already have and will-when they rise
up, they're going to force it to be an
armed struggle, and of course the people will have to win on the battlefield.
S.K.: Are you not looking for a
theore1ical perfection in human nature
1hat doesn't exist in human nature?
B.A.: No, we're looking for ~ system
that doesn't force people against their
will and against the very socialization ... I mean, we live in a very
socia lized society, as is proven by the
fact that the instruments we' re talking
over are made socially by people working together. And we're able to communicate. As you said before we went
on the air, "the satellite is working."
This massive means of communication
Continued on page 20
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Bob Avakian Replies to
a Letter from:
~·

~

...

"Black

National ist
with

'

communistic
I nclinations''

A Black worker from California wrote a wh ile back to Bob
Avakian. In the letter he made some sharp statements about
the RCP's line, particularly on the national question, armed
struggle. and what revol utionaries should be doing now to
m&ve forward towards revolution.
Comrade Avakian's response addresses the important
points raised in this letter-questions ~h ich are on !he .
minds of thousands of revolutlonary·mu-r.Jed people m this
country.
-Originally published in the Revolutionary Worker.
-'Now available as a new pamphlet
Of\IER FROM:
RCP Publications P.O. Box 3486
Merchandise Mart, Chlcago, •IL 60654
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Belo w is further testimony on political repression and Bob A vakian's demand for political refugee status in
France.

;TESTIMONY ON
:'.r • •

Greensboro-Mo li.Ulgslric •,r
Resident
Testimony Supporting Bob \ va
Demand for Refugee S. •'

n's

We want to make a statement abou.
so-called American justice and democracy.
We live in the Morningside area oJ
Greensboro, North Carolina. This is
where five anti-Klan demonstrators
were massacred by members of the Kn
Klux Klan and members of the American Nazi Party.
As the massacre happened, there
were many witnesses of all types of occupations. From housewives to TV reporters, and lots of middle-class working people. With the facts fresh in their
minds, I t hink everyone was forming
1he same opinions. This should be an
" open and shut case" of murder. But it
turned out just the opposite.
_
As we have said, the North Carolina ~
State Prosecutor should have had an
easy case. But it was just a long drawn
out injustice ploy.
Here are the facts to prove what we
say. These fa cts were found by the
State's own investigation.
1. There was an undercover Federal
agent present at the K.K.K. meeting
where the massacre was planned. But he
was not called to be a witness in the

:. . . .

• =~

.. _.. .

6. At the trial, an all-white jury
selected by the State J1'\ri the r'rfense let
tne murderers go frC4 L 1r ~tate did not
present any evidence '.b l would show
ho w the police knew in a CJ'-Jnce of the
massacre.
These are some of the fact~ that sh ow
the so-called "country of .i.sc• Free."
This shows how five anti \I n demonstrators had the right to hold an antiKlan rally and speak their minds. It also
shows how because of their opinions·
they were killed. While the men (KKK
and Nazis) who came to this rally with
enough weapons to arm a small army
got off with "self-defense."
The way this system of American
"Democracy" works is: if you don't go
against the Rich Man, who by the way
holds the power in this country right
now, be will let you exist (if you can call
it that). There are no rights, you will be
harassed, arrested and even murdered
for your beliefs, if you go against the
Rich Man.
Bob Avakian is a revolutionary who
is being harassed and persecuted for his
beliefs. His demand for refugee status
must and should be granted.
(Signed by 14 residen1s of 1he Area)

A Chicano's Story

I am a 30-year-old Chicano. For the
last fourteen years I have consciously
2. An informer to the police in the
fought this system and oppression. I
K.K.K. went to the police department
was at the Chicano Moratorium in L.A.
three days before the massacre to find
in 1969 and other demonstrations. I
out the march route which w~ ~uppos- .
have had quite a bit of experience in
ed to be held at Winsdo r Center but was
fighting the police, especially the Los
changed at the last minute.
Angeles police. I have received several
3. The police knew about the arrival
beatings from the police. I have had
of the Klan and Nazi Party before they
three stitches in my upper lip. I have
entered the Greensboro City limits.
been maced. I have been threatened by
They followed them until they knew
police with guns drawn for being a Chiwhere the Klan and Nazis' destination
cano. But the blood has spilled both
would be.
ways in those encounters.
4. There was later no investigation of
Chicano means walking down the
any sort of conspiracy.
streets of Los Angeles and knowing you
5. The police were two blocks away
are a target. ·Being Chicano means gofrom the demonstration when the killing out at midnight for cigarettes and
ings happened. At all other demonstrafeeling it may be the last time. If you
tions, the police are always present at . meet the police you wilJ either go to the
hospital or go to jail by a 50-50 chance.
the scene.

trial.

If you walk With your friends in Hollywood or Beverly Hills, with your head
held high, you will be suspected as a
criminal instead of a domestic help,
gardener or_maid. At the same time, we
welcome those attacks becaue the
Mexican-American war, the oppression
and resistance, has never ended. Resistance is the fruit of the oppression of
Mexican people.
One Mexicano asked me in Spanish
why I distribute the R W. He said I was
tall and had a fair complexion-I could
make it in 1he U.S. I told him I distribute the R W and raise the red flag
because of my experiences of being a n
oppressed nationality in the U.S.
In 1954, my father was stabbed to
death. My• brother, mother and I lived
in a dirt-floor house in L.A. My mother
married again. My stepfather told his
sqn who wanted to be a cop, "If you
become a cop, don't ever come into this
house."
In my mother's struggle to survive
before remarrying she twice went to the
h0spital for malnutrition.
My uncle was a World War II hero;
there is a plaque honoring him ih my
barrio in L.A. My mother found him
outside one morning, dead from exposure, with a wine bottle in his hand. All
m}l -great uncles we.r:e heroin addicts.
My great-'g randparents had come from
Mexico with dreams of a better life; instead, this system made their children
heroin addicts.
I came to Seattle with the illusion of
getting away from oppression, like
many others. I found it easier to live in
L.A. When I first arrived I remember
seeing a group of cops beating up a
young black prostitute. I saw tremendous degradation of Native Americans
through alcoholism, forced to live on
the streets, to suffer the insults of white
people treating them as clowns.
It was in Seattle I first met the RCP.
They were in front of the courthouse,
selling newspapers. I got into talking
about the Chicano Moratorium. l had
some nationalist feelings. The RCP
brought out revolutionary feelings in
me, particularly internationalism and
May Day. I am very proud to stand

Call to RW Readers to Testily in
Connection with Bob Avakian's Demand
for Political Refugee Status in France
Astounding !hough it may be, some people are unable-or unwilling-to recognize 1hat the much advertised democracy
in the United States is in reality no more than a big joke. This problem will have an importa111 bearing on the procedure involving Bob Avakian's demand for political refugee status in France. Already in 1he initial stages of this process it has been said
that political persecution has no1 been proved-tha1 it has not been established that 1he difficulties encountered wi1h 1he
authorities of his country of origin (the U.S.) were of political o rigin, in 1he sense of the Geneva Convention. As I his case now
mov:es into the n~t and more decisive phase, the RW is calling on ils readers 10 provide from 1heir own experience. and to help
organize on a grand scale, information and evidence which will clearly demonstrate two basic fac1s:
1. That the U.S. ruling class (which has been responsible for the war in Vietnam, Pinochet in Chile, the Shah of Iran, Sou1h
Africa, El Salvador and on and on) in fact exercises a vicious repressive dictatorship within the U.S. as well.
2. That, in panicular, through its various governmeni agencies (and in cooperation with various "private" reactionary forces)
it is carrying out systematic and increasing repression aimed against revolutionaries in the U.S. and specifically against the
RCP and its Chairman Bob Avakian.

This is a chance to testify about the so-cal.led ''democracy'' in the
United States and its true meaning for oppressed and class-conscious
people
Starements that illustrate the above two poin1s should be wrinen down and, if at all possible, no1arizcd • (A no1ary docs
not have to somehow appro\'e or verify whal you wrote; they are only certifying that you are 1he person who is signing the
statement.) These statements should then be handed over to the local Committee 10 Free th.e Mao Tsetung Dcfenda111s in your
area, or if that is not possible, be mailed direcrly to the National Office of the Committee (P .0. Box ~2~ "T'' St ree1 Sr.a1ion..
Washina•on, O.C. 20009). If necessary, stateme111r, can also be handed over 10 a regular RW_ d1smbu1or. The kind ol
er
d
statements needed are those pertaining to such things as firings and hara~sment, frameups, brutalny, threats, mur er, c1c. al
the hands of police or government agents and especially as 1hesc incidents relate to Revolutio~ary Comn:iunis1 P~rry members
and sympathizers (including people who sell the R W) and above all as they rela1e to Bob Avak1an. T.here ts a. cert run amou111 ~>f
Id
· h I d r i. N
I Off
f t ('
urgency about collecting these statememc;, and 1be bulk of them shou. be in~ e lan. so t!..e at1ona . •.cc o. t lC omm11tee righl away. Please no1e if your statement could also be used (w11h or wtthout s1gnaiure) for pubhcauon Ill ihc Revolu·
twnary Worker.
•{This can be: done in many dtic~ at banks, currency exchanges, and many other ~mall bu~ines~ offkcs).
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with the RCP and uphold the red flag.
This stand has had an impact on my
friends. They are beginning to see the
red flag means internationalism.
Around May 1, 1980, I was at Todd
Shipyards to struggle. about May 1st
and I got hit.
On May 1, 1981, I struggled to raise
the red flag at the Pike Market. The
battle continued May 2. I saw a Mexicano who I never saw before with a
bundle of R W's. He was well dressed
man. He had a patch that said "Chicano" with a green ribbon for Atlanta.
He told me that in his small town in
Mexico, "Atlanta" is a battle cry.
("Atlanta, es un grito!"} A liule later, 1
saw one R W seller attacked by a reactionary. I jumped in to fight for the red
flag. I rolled on the ground with the
reactionary. A few fools started kicking
me. The police said "That's enough" to
the fools. Then they pulled the reactionary off me and let him go. The police
then started beating and choking me
with their sticks. I was then arrested
and handcuffed for ''assault on a police
officer.''
One Nicaraguan brother came forward that day at the market and raised
the red flag. An Italian and a Belgian
were there in tears when they saw the
red flag, as was an Iranian woman, not
· in sorrow but in joy. That' s why I'm
here as a revolutionary. That is why I
raise the red flag. May 1st is a breath of
life that people breathe internationally.
iLEV ANTAR LA BANDERA ROJA!
Raise the red flag!

a

Affidavit, Houston, Texas
(Given No~mber 18, 1980 in a suit)
Joseph Sullivan, being duly sworii,
deposes and says:
1. My name is J oseph Sullivan. I live
within Harris County, Texas. I am a
member of the Revolutionary Communist Party. Whenever possible, I sell
copies of the Revolutionary Worker
newspaper on the public streets and
sidewalks. I do this to financially support the press of the Revolutionary
Comrnuqist Party, and to spread the
message of our political philosophy. I
am a P laintiff in this lawsuit.
2. In the past, I have been ar.rested on
various municipal charges while selling
the newspaper. In the last eight months,
I have been arrested seven times and
charged with fifteen offenses arising
out of the sale of the newspaper. Of
these fifteen charges, eleven charges
were dismissed, two charges resulted in
convictions, I forfeited my bond one
time, and one charge of criminal trespass is still pending.
3. The facts of the arrests are as
follows. On April 3, 1980, I was arrest:
ed at Irvington Courts, B; housing project on the northside of Houston. I was
selling the ~evolutionary Worker newspaper when I was arrested and charged
with littering under a statute which had
been repealed, and with disorderly conduct under Article 42.0l(a)(l) of the
Texas Penal Code. The cause numbers
were 0816970 and 0816975 respectively. Both charges were dismissed.
4. On April 5, 1980, I was again
arrested on aouston' s northside,. this
time in front of the Fiesta Mart at 31140
Fulton Street. I was with a group of
people who had marched from the corner of Fulton and Quitman along Fulton Street, selling the newspaper and
carrying red flags. At the Fiesta Mart, I
sold the Revolutionary Worker newspaper to pedestrians and began picking up
the stuff to leave. I was then arrested,
threatened with comments like "Communists don't belong in this country at
all. " and "We'll see how many times
you're in here before May lst." I was
charged with lmpeding Passage under a
municipal ordinance in Cause No.
0817603, and Littering, again under a
repealed statute, in Cause No. 0817604.
· Both charges were dismissed.
5. On April 7, 1980, I was arrested on
• the
' ' ~campus of
, •

Texa~ Sout~ern
Universil
J

i

,...,

"'

' ~

'
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ty. I was selling the newspaper and red
flags, and I was speaking into a bullhorn for which I had a permit. T.S.U.
security guards ordered me to leave the
campus. As I was leaving, I was arrested for Criminal Trespass under Article
30.05 of the Texas Penal Gode, and for
Disorderly Conduct by Abusive Language under Article 42.0l(a)(l) of the
Texas Penal Code. The charge numbers
were 0817875 and 0817876, respectively. Both charges were dismissed.
6. On April 21, 1980, I was selling the
Revolutionary Worker newspaper to
workers coming in on the 7:00 a.m.
shift change at Hughes Tool. After the
workers went into the plant, we went to
a nearby coffee shop for a break. As we
were driving away from the shop, the
police stopped the car, ordered us out,
and began a general search of the car.
When I objected to the detention and
search, I was arrested and charged with
the municipal ordinance number 34-11,
Interfering with an Arrest, and with
Criminal Trespass under Article 30.05
of the Texas Penal Code. In the Interfering with Arrest charge, Cause No.
0820611, I was convicted. I am appealing that conviction. The trespass
charge, Cause No. 0820638, was dismissed.
During the arrest, I was threatened
repeatedly by the police.
7. On April 24, 1980, I was again arrested at the Texas Southern University
campus. This time I was singing the Internationale, the anthem of the working
class, with a group of other people. I
was arrested for Criminal Trespass
under Article 30.05 of the Texas Penal
Code, and for Disorderly Conduct,
under Article 42.06(a)(I) of the Texas
Penal Code. The arresting officer threatened to "blow my motherfucking head
off." While in the City jail, the arresting officer physically abused me. The
charges, Cause No. 082177 for the
Criminal Trespass, and Cause No.
082178 for the Disorderly Conduct,
were dismissed.
8. On May 9, 1980, I was arrested on
charges of Impeding Traffic, in violation of Municipal Ordinance No.
41-9(a). The facts of that arrest are as
follows. I was semng the Revolutionary
Worker newspaper at the intersection
of Scott Street and the access road to
the Gulf Freeway. I was in the lot of an
abandoned gas station talking .to passersby and attempting to sell the newspaper when a police car came to where I
was standing, and arrested me without
explanation. I was later convicted of the
charge in Cause No. 0824094, and fined
$15.00.
9. On June 6, 1980, I was arrested on
municipal charges of "Interfering with
Police," in violation of Municipal Ordinance No. 34-11. I was in a Winchell's
Donut Shop at 75th and Lawndale
making a phone call, when a friend
came and told me that two persons
associated with the Revolutionary
Communist Party had just been arrested. I left the shop, and was attempting
to cross the street when two park police
officers ordered me to stop. My friend
was carrying a bullhorn, which they
began to confiscate. I told thei:n she ~ad
a valid City of Houston penrut for 1t. I
was then arrested. On the way downtown, one of the police officers asked
my name. I said "Sullivan." He replied, "Hey, we got Joe Sullivan!" The
Cause Number was 0829312, and rather
than stand trial, I forfeited my bond on
the charge.
10. On July 24, 1980, I went to Rockefeller's Nightclub on Houston Street in
Houston Texas. I was aware that four
people h~d been arrested there earlier in
the evening after selling the newspaper.
A companion and I sold the newspaper
for a few minu~ when we were told
by the police that we had to get off the
sidewalk. We then paid admission to
see the show. Inside the club, the management of the club attempted to detain
me after the show, but I refused to be
detained and left. Outside, I sold the

newspaper, for a few minutes in a nearby parking lot when several police officers came and arrested two companions
and myself. I was charged with Giving a
False Name, in violation of the Texas
Penal Code 38.02, and with Trespass,
in violation of the Texas Penal Code
30.05, in Cause Numbers 0838296 and
.. 0838297, respectively. Both charges
were later dismissed.
11. I have been arrested on municipal
charges of Criminal Trespass, in violation of Texas Penal Code Article 30.05,
arising out of an incident concerning
the distribution of literature in a concert, which occurred on November 3,
1980. l was physically abused during
this arrest, and the police referred to me
as " Joseph Stalin." I am scheduled to
go on trial on these charges on November 20, 1980.
12. I am aware of the arrests and convictions of Travis Morales and others
on the charges of Obstructing a Passage, as defined by Articles 42.03 and
42.04 of the Texas Penal Code. Because
of their arrests and convictions, and
because of my prior arrests and convictions on similar municipal charges, I am
aware that I am in danger of being arrested, con~icted, and imprisoned,
everytime I sell the Revolutionary
Worker on public streets and sidewalks.
This history of arrests bas forced me to
develop an alternative, almost clandestine, strategy for distributing the Revolutionary Worker newspaper, so that I
may avoid arrest and imprisonment.
13. I believe that my activities at all
times have been covered by the First
Amendment of the Constitution of the
United States of America. I am asking
for relief from this Court so that I may
continue to sell the Revolutionary

Worker on public streets and sidewalks
without fear of arrest and imprisonment for Obstructing a Passageway, in
violation of Articles 42.03 and 42.04 of
the Texas Penal Code.
14. I have perscmal knowledge of the
foregoing allegations, and I am competent to testify as to matters stated herein. I declare under penalty of perjury
that the foregoing js known to me to be
true and correct. I would so testify if I
appeared in court as witness at the trial
of the matter.
Joseph Sullivan

Latino Activist
That I have been an attorney who has
worked primarily with individuals accused of ~rimes by the state due to their
political activity. I was the Attorney for
Carlos Montes who was a leader of the
Brown Berets, a Chicano Community
activist &Toup, during the 1960s who
was harassed by the police for over ten
years. Carlos was the Minister of Information and in that role he was responsible for putting out the group's newspaper which e~posed police l;>rutality in
the Latinq Community as well as educating the Jllasses as to how to o~ganize
communittes to fight daily oppression.
He was accused of setting a hotel fire
whose origin was later shown to have
been in the immediate vicinity of an
undercover police agent. Carlos was
threatened with death by the police on
numerous occasions, the last threat
causing him to run for ten years. Upon
his return in 1978 he was again arrested
but at this time completely exonerated
as the police plot to incarcerate him and
their threats against his life were exposed in court. More recently Antonio

Bus1aman1e, an ac11v1st with La Raza
Legal Alliance, a group of Latino Legal
Workers, has been the driving force
behind the efforts to prosecute the Hannigan Brothers.
11he Hannigan Brothers were wealthy
family members from Arizona accused
of torturing undocume,nted workers
who had wllndered onto their lands.
Mr. Bustamante's Lireless efforts in
seeking justice for the undocumented
workers were rewarded with systematic
attacks from the press, law enforcement
agencies and attempts at having court
injunctions imposed restricting his freedom of speech. These attacks were
fruitless as he continued to publicize
and educate people about the injustice
in the case resulting ultimately in the
Hannigans going to trial. These two experiences demonstrate once again that
the State is most concerned with those
individuals, who disseminate ideas
which cause people to think and at the
same time exposes the state's true function in our society. Bob Avakian's seeking of political refugee status in France
is important by the fact that alternative
was even considered . France has a his1ory of being the forum for in1ernational
political discussion; Bob Avakian's ability to educate and clarify political
issues for the mhsses of people is his
greatest strength and thus his main danger to the State. He is their pdme target
because he moves people 10 Question
the State and he gives direction to their
goal for changing society. In France
Bob Avakian can continue to perform
the tasks he has performed in the past
and follow the footsteps of those people
in the past who served the same function and were all too often martyred.
Continued on page 22
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Poland Focus of Imperialist Contention

Revisionist May o,ys -and
Other Retrograde trrends
While this year the U.S. press did its
level best to black out any news of
revolutionary May Day internationally,
it did manage to turn the spotlight on
some of the revisionist May Day spectacles in the countries that make up the
Soviet war bloc. Part of this was, of
course, the usual cynical attempt to
pawn off these voracious twisted versions of May 1st in all their revisionist
splendor as "the official holiday" of
the so-called "communist" countriesand in tbe process to get in some cheap
exposure of their imperialist rivals.
Thus the New York Times noted of the
day' s activities in Moscow's Red
Square: "May Day, like so many official Soviet holidays and public events,
has become increasingly standardized
and ritualized in post-war years ....
Most manifestations of spontaneity
have been carefully deleted from mass
celebrations .... Access to Red Square
was by printed invitation only ... cordons of policemen and security officials
checked documents on all streets to the
center .... " May Day, indeed-by invitation only.
More to the point, however, was the
fact that given the rapid acceleration of
world events these revisionist May Days
could not help but reflect the intensifying contention that is propelling the
U.S. and Soviet. blocs toward war and
as such they were deemed worthy of
certain attention. The Soviets, for example, left no doubt that contention is
on the order of the day even while slyly
playing down the usual display of military weaponry. Instead this year they
concentrated on a typical imperialist attempt to convince people that they are
"peace-loving" with such slogans as
"No to the Aggressive Nuclear Strategy
of the United States!" and "No to
Medium-Range Nuclear Missiles in Europe!" Since the Soviets already have
their SS-20 medium-range missiles in
place in Europe (all for "defensive"
purposes, of course), this "peace-mongering" could be seen for what it wasa rather unsubtle attempt to exploit certain contradictions that exist in the
U.S. 's NATO bloc, specifically over the
question of further placement of nukes
in Western Europe. If there were any
doubts about the actual Eastern bloc in- ·
tentions, these were dispelled during the
East Geman May Day festivities where
the question of war preparations was
considerably more bald-faced. Here,
with the Soviets' "peace-dove" act providing a perfect foil, a vast parade of
robot army units and contingents of militarized youth chanted "The peace
must be armed!"

Indeed, a common element to all the
Eastern bloc May Day spectacles was
the double-edged theme regurgitated
throughout to the effect that "We will
defend the socialist brotherhood of nations." This was, on the one hand,
clearly a general call for all the revisionist governments to rally firmly to the
cause of the Soviet war bloc and to
more feverishly gear up to defend and
extend their social-imperialist empire
on a world scale. But· at the same time,
this emphasis revealed that all these re-visionist rulers are glancing nervously at
Poland in parti~ular. Recent events
there have vividly revealed how deeply
the Soviets and their junior partners are
in trouble, buffeted by the worldwide
crisis of the imperialist system, with the
repercussions from the upheavals of the
Polish masses already beginning to be
felt throughout.the whole Eastern bloc.
(For example, at the recent Czech party
songress, the official trade union leader, Karel Hoffman, complained that
events in Poland had "touched off
broad discussion" among the workers
in Czechoslovakia.) And of course the
revisionists are not the only ones eyeing
these developments. ft was hardly coincidental that the U.S. media focused
heavily on May Day in Poland in a rather undisguised effort to make some
political headway by exploiting the Soviet bloc's "Polish troubles" for their
own imperialist purposes and driving
further wedges into the Soviet imperialists' camp.
If anything, the stark contrast between the different activities in the first
three days of May in Poland, organized
separately by the revisionist rulers and
the leaders of Solidarity, were an indication of the powerful political jockeying between the two superpowers. Both
of these forces in Poland promoted
their respective imperialist affinities,
each resorting freely to historical innuendo to get their points across. For
their part, determined to make clear
that Poland will remain in the "socialist
brotherhood" (that is, a reliable member of the Soviets' imperialist war bloc),
party leader Stanislaw Kania and Prime
Minister Wojciech Jaruzelsky solemnly
led the official May Day procession to
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
where they used the occasion 10 rail on
about the "fallen heroes" of the liberation in World War 2 and how Poland
will never allow the fascists to overrun
them again. Since everyone knows that
it was the Soviet Union (while it was
still socialist) which played the major
role in defeafuig the Nazis in Poland,
this was a none-too-Aesopian reference

Pope's Assassin

to the fact that the Soviets may find it
necessary to "liberate" Poland once
again.
The U.S. press was, however, quick
to gloat that only 90,000 people turned
out for these official May Day ceremonies nationwide and that Solidarity's
boycott of the proceedings was largely
responsible for this, with Lech Walesa
announcing beforehand, "I suggest,
ladies and gentlemen, that everyone just
take a little rest this May Day." The
New York Times fairly revelled in the fact
that •'This year the Communist Party
and the government canceled the mandatory manifestation of popular support and decided instead to mark the
holiest of communist holidays in a spirit
that Tribuna ludu, the main party
newspaper, described as 'thrifty but
dignified." After all, they caus1ically
noted, "It is a little hard to pretend that
the country is marching ahead stoutly
under the guidance of the Communist
Party.'' As the Polish party leaders
came 1 down off their pedestals and
marched in the streets in a pathetic effort to prove they were !'at one with the
people," the Times rubbed a little more
salt in the Soviets' wounds, remarking
that this occurred "to ttie amazement
of by~tanders who recalled the rigid
protoc9I in recent years, when party
leaders stood on the reviewing stands,
untouchable and aloof.''
While in fact the sight of these puffed
up party bosses shuffling sheepishly
through the crowd was mainly a testament to the powerful effects of the recent upheavals, for the U.S. rulers it
was clearly also a welcome sign that
they are making headway through the
various pro-western elements in the
leadership of Solidarity, who have been
largely in•1control of this struggle.
A further indfcation of this was the
success of Solidarity leaders in mobilizing people for separate celebrations in
Poland on May 3 to mark the 190th
anniversary of the Polish constitution
of 1791. Unlike the official May Day
celebrations, these were-as the western
press widely trumpeted-attended by
millions of Poles as well as well as by
reluctant Polish party and government
officials. These retrograde ceremonies,
infused with plenty of religious garbage
by the Catholic Church (reportedly
300,000 were led in chants of "We want
God" a1 one ceremony in Jasna Gora),
were a calculated dig at the Soviets.
They were also appropriate ln more
ways than one to the upeasy ~'partner
ship" being forced by Solidarity leaders
out of Poland's revisionist rulers.
The symbolism here was not to be

missed. The Polish Constitution of 1791
-somewhat inspired by the American
Constitution-represented the aspirations of the rising Polish bourgeoisie
and sought to extend the rights traditionally reserved only for the feudal
gentry to the burghers (nascent Polish
capitalists) by giving them a share of
represe.n tation in the Polish Diet (parliament) and the right to own property.
But bour.geois rule was nQt yet to triumph and this constitution was quite
shortlived as two years later in 1793 the
Gre"t Russian armies of Catherine 11
invaded and partitioned the country. By
1795, indej)endent Poland had been
wiped off the face of the map of Europe, redivided once again by the feudal
states of Czarist Russia, Prussia and
Austria with the lion's share going to
Russia, which would rule Poland for
over a century.
First off, there is the obvious historical analogy.to Poland's present "democratic renewal,, in face of the threat of a
Soviet invasion today, all with the
strong flavor of bourgeois Polish nationalism with which the Constitution
of 1791 is traditionally associated. If
there was any doubt about what was
meant by all this furor over an ancient
document at the ceremony in Wroclaw,
one Catholic archbishop directly compared the Constitution of 1791 with the
changes and ~eforms wrought by last
August's strikes in Gdansk. "After the
constitution there was brutal intervention by Russian bayonets," he said.
"We have hopes that this time nothing
similar will happen.''
Polish officials were compelled to
show up for these affairs mainly because the large turnout made their attendance obligatory. In this light there
was a considerable ironic twist to the
statement made by Polish President
Henryk Jablonski at the Constitution
Day program in Warsaw: "We, the present generation of the builders of socialism, we are the continuers of the deed
begun 190 years ago." While these revisionists were undoubtedly less than
thrilled at having to associate themselves with this "deed" -particularly
considering fhe calculated anti-Soviet
tone of all this constitutional hooplain another sense this statement was
quite appropriate since they are indeed
the continuers of bourgeois rule, although wedded to the Soviet variety
and to the Soviet war bloc as the most
viable way in which to pursue their own
interests as capitalist exploiters when
push comes to shove on a world scale.
But while all this bourgeois hogwash
Conlinued on ps~c 22
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Dressing Up a Rightist in Leftist Garb
Whal 's the real story behind the
would-be assassin of the Pope? In the
past week the media in the U.S. and
Western Europe have done an amazing,
ff not completely successful job in an
effort to turn him from a fascist hit
man into a vague figure-probably a
communist militant, bu! in any case, a
suitable example of their image of "international terrorist." All the beuer to
auack 1he left and avoid 1he embarrassment of his being one of the imperialists' own.
These maneuvers began right after
the arrest of Mehme1 Ali Agca, a
member of the so-called Grey Wolves, a
paramilitary wing of Turkey's fascist
National Action Party (MHP). As we
reported in the R W last week, Agca was
001 merely a lowly "soldier" of this
group. He was a commander of ils
Aegean Sea section. He was freed from
a maximum security military prison by
military officers, who supplied him
with a uniform. And he had access 10
considerable amounts of money as he
traveled across Europe.
Yet within a few trours of his arrest
stories in the U.S. press began talking

about the "confusion" over his
political and ideological ties. He was
rumored in some reports to have spent
1ime with the pro-Soviet Popular Fron!
for the Liberation of Palestine. Then
articles in the New York Times and the
Chicago Tribune began referring to him
as a psychopath with anarchist tendencies. Finally quotes began "fil!ering"
ou1 from the Italian police that A~ca
claimed that while he had once belonged to a right-wing group, now he was a
communist.
Funher "evidence" of this meiamorphasis was supposed 10 be the
numerous notes that he left all over the
place before he took aim at the Pope.
Agca left more easily found notes denouncing the imperialism of the West
and 1he East than John Hinckley left to
Jodie Foster. And in further s1a1emems
reported out by the llahan police, he
was said to have elaborated on this,
c laimin g
to
oppose
"both
superpowers." This provided the
Washington Post wirh the basis they
needed to quote "a so•trce" to the effect 1ha1 Agca had gone from being a
"narrow minded fascist to being a

broad minded Maoist.''
It is hardly surprising that the U.S.
and its allies would cake the 1ac1 of trying to label Agca a "newborn communist." It fits very nicely into their
anti-left terrorism campaign. But also,
the stories coming our about Agca's
connections with the fascist network in
Western Europe were gelling a liule bit
uncomfortable for chem. After all,
these groups recruit a la rge percentage
of their membership from the police
and military forces in Europe (which
might explain why the Italian police
seem so anxious to promote the idea
that the guy who tried 10 kill the pope
was a leftist). They are used quite extensively by the governments and ruling
classes of Western Europe, similar 10
the way the KKK and 1he Nazis are used
by the ruling class in this country: to
galvanize reactionary opinion and atrevolutionaries. In short,
tack ~
these fascist groups operate under the
eome1i1T1es closed, but always approving eyes of the bourgeois governments.
It wouldn't do 10 make this too obvious. Although it could be argued 1ha1
the boldly ludicrous way they have

swept all the facts away 10 pin this Grey
Wolf as a lef1is1 is itself a not 100 subtle
message chat these right-wing
paramilitary groups are underiheir protection and control. Turkey's joma has
also tried 10 come off as "Mr. Clean,"
implying othe11 g0vernmen1s were
responsible for him.
The West German response was the
mos! ridiculous. h is a well known fact
that the Bonn governmen1 has promoted
rhe activities of the Grey Wolves in that
ceumry, using chem to beat and terrorize
revolutionary and progressive forces
among the I million workers from Turkey who live there. The major newspaper in Frankfurt early on reponed 1ha1
Agca is suspected of murdering two
Tur;kish workers in West Germany
shortly after he arrived there in 1979.
But 1he Wes! German government can't
seem 10 find any record that he was ever
even in the country. "t-Jonc of his passports" were scamped with a West German entry visa, we arc told-"oouldn't
have been here." Really!
rJ
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----------~---San Francisco-------~--------

Another Round Fought
in Mi!sion District ·
On the day after May Day in San
Francisco, even as hundreds of Revolutionary Worker newspapers scill
covered Mission Street following the
battle from the day before, even as people from all over this ci1y came and
gathered at the trashed army recruiting
station to debate and "jusc feel good
about it" as one person put it, even as
the pigs brought a paddywagon, cycles
and reinforcements 10 bust the red flag
still proudly Oying from the lighc pole,
Mayor Feinscein and "community
leaders" in the Mission left to figure
out just what the tiell to do about Cinco
de Mayo, the traditional 5th of May
Mexican national day.
A Saturday, May 2nd press conference had been set up long before, as
a platform for the Mayor to announce
the big Cinco de Mayo parade upon her
return to Washington, D.C. A classy
move. But at the press conference the
first item was the May Day demonstration, and some heavy fire including
charges of auempted murder, directed
at the Pany. Then a boring item about
1he city budget. What about ·the
parade?
A few hours later, the city announced
that Cinco de Mayo had been cancelled;
and two weeks later a "Latin American
fiesta parade" hastily thrown together
in its place. But this was not to be just a
reheated subs1ilu1e: the "fiesta" was
planned as a hard slap in the face to
those in the Mission being drawn into
revolutionary politics and especially che
many beginning to look to and take up
the red flag.
Along 1he parade rou1e, che army
recruiting s1ation had posced a huge
American flag in its newly replaced window \vith the inscription: "These colors
never run." The big MacDonald's at
24th and Mission, the heart of the community, had put chicken wire over its
windows.
In the parade i1self 1here were 1he
usual high school bands and a cable car
float, what s1ood out was 1he pa1riotic
and warlike a1mosphere. Every contingent except one (tha1 of Casa El
Salvador) displayed the imperialist colors; there were army and navy drill
teams. ROTC contingents galore, a
Salvadoran anti-communist conlingent,
and-the county sheriffs o n horseback!
The emcee for the afternoon and
leading the parade in a car, was none
other than Judge Garcia, 1he judge who
had barely a week before presided over
the first hearings of those arrested' in
1he May Day Mission baule.
Notably gone from the march were
1he contingents, and 1he a1mosphere of
previous Cinco de Mayos, especially
recen1lv-the images of Zapata and

Pancho Villa, the shouts and feeling of
revolurion, and the more political contingents and ethnic clubs which have increasingly lent the day the force of the
revolutionary struggle of oppressed nations. AJI this, and especially, the spectre of May Day and revoluLionary internationalism taking a leap here was why
lhe real Cinco de Mayo had been
cancelled, and in its place, this
"fiesta"-a direct call to the reactionary social base of the bourgeoisie,
and a direct challenge to the
masses-"Here is the real Mission, see
these people just love it!" As the parade
approached 22nd and Mission, a group
of 8 people encered the march as a
"contingent" with a banner: " Long
Live May Day! Pick Up the Red Flag!"
R W sellers moved a lo ng beside the contingent and agitation boomed out, exposing the double-edged nature of this
decLdedJy militaristic fiesta, of 1he May
Da}' trials, and the need for revolutionary internationalism right in the
•·
face of all rbis.

Suddenly, between 22nd and 23rd,
someone jumped out and set aflame
one of the red, whhe and blue rags. An
uproar exploded on both stretches of
sidewalk along the route: Clapping,
cheering, raised fists, people holding up
newly acquired bundles of the R W, and
a smaller and upset sounding number of
catcalls. Certain groups of reactionaiies
lost no time in responding; they jumped
sellers on the sidewalks, fist-fights
breaking out in several places; they even
managed to "agitate" a Little: "Go
Back to Russia, " and so on.
One woman in particular stepped out
of the crowd to take it on. She rolled up
a Mexican flag until only the red was
showing, then advanced to physically
protect the sellers. And she exposed the
reactionaries: " You like the American
flag- that means you like all this abou1
war and the military! "
Now the pigs attacked-three motorcycle cops circled around the contingent, drawing a tightening noose
with 1heir bikes-but the contingent

\

l

formed into a snakelike pattern -and
broke the little encirclement. A second
wave of TAC Squad on bikes then tried
running into people with their murdercycles. Finally, baton-wielding TAC
Squad drove the contingen1 onto the
sidewalk.
On the sidewalk, the agit~tion and .
R W selling stepped up- "The tinsel
and decoration has been ripped away. ·
This is no fiesta, but an attack .on May
Day and the masses." Instead of
Mariachis and phony smiles, two roads,
two different futures, now lay starkly in
fro nt of hundreds watching the
developing confrontaiton. And the
revolutionary line was perceptively
gathering forces. Sellers, agitators and
banners had been forced into the Plaza
at 1he 24th Street Rapid Transit station;
surrounding this, and deliberately placing themselves between the revolutionaries and the 30 to 40 pigs, were
about 50 workers and youth, some of
whom had broken out of Mission High
Conti nued on page24
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Police contingent makes sure people in the Mission enjoy " their parade"-or else.

Slap in the Face to the Chicano People

Hostage Flag:waver,Gets Ruben Salazar Award
II was pu lled off under the cover of
darkness, but it wasn't a midnight raid
by the U.S. Marines. It was done
without any prior public announcemem. but it wasn '1 your typical secret
mission. And while both secrecy and
the Marines were involved, the deal going down on Sunday, May I 7, was 1he
sneaking of Sgt. James Lopez imo an
awards banquet a1 1he Bonaventure
Hotel in downtown L.A.
Sgc. James Lopez, readers will
remember, earned his pat on the head
from the imperialis1s for his
"heroism," as one of the hostages in
Iran, for writing on his wall, in
Spanish, "Viva la Roja, Blanco y
Azul" (long live the Red, White and
Blue). Since that time, Lopez, a Chicano, has been paraded around as a
grovelling a/I-American boy for his
masters. And now, in this L.A. hotel, at

a $150•a~plate dinner in his honor,
organized by the California Chicano
News Media Association (CCNMA), he
was to receive 1he Ruben Salazar
Award!
Ruben Salazar, like Lopez in Iran,
witnessed the brucal terror innic1ed by
U.S. imperialism on the peoples around
the world. Bui Salazar .took a different
road. As a reporter for the L.A. Times,
Salazar was in Santo Domingo in 1965
when U.S. Marines invaded the
Dominican Republic 10 brutally suppress an uprising there. He saw too the
ravaged carcasses 1hat places like Mexico and Viernam had become in the
jaws of 1he U.S. jackal. His views of the
U.S. bega n to change. Back in L.A ., he
witnessed daily, the vicious national oppression 1ha1 descended upon the
Chicano populacio n there. Especially
sharp was the police terror-a terror

that saw 13 Chicanos murdered at one
L.A. Sheriff's station in the year before·
Salazar himself was assassinated . All
this had a tremendo us impact on him
and he began to expose the oppression
of Chicano people in the U.S.
It was during the massive resistance
to 1he war in Vie1nam, the 1970
Chicano Moratorium in L.A., tha1
Ruben Salazar was murdered by L.A .
sheriffs, who stormed into a bar where
he sat and cold-bloodedly fired a 1eargas cannis1er at him point blank. They
had finally carried o ut their threats,
delive red only three weeks earlier, when
they told him he would not go on living
unless he g{lve up the book he was
writing on the role of 1he Los Angeles
police in bru111izing the Chicano people. Giving James Lopez the Ruben
Salazar Award is like giving green ribbons to the Klan.
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The imperialists undoubtedly don ' t
like the fact chat a :Ruben Salazar
Award even exists. It reminds people of
1he Chicano Moratorium and the
resis1ance of the Chicano people against
national oppression and the war in Vietnam. It reminds people of the fact that
political power grows o ut of 1he barrel
of a gun and of a man who was
murdered for writing a book exposing
the hired guns. But if such a n award exists, then the imperia lists probably
couldn't think of a becter way to use it
themselves- th an to give it to
Lopez-lending legitimacy to their willing servant who is widely hated among
the masses so that he can better carry
out the task of recruiting Chicano
youth 10 act as cannonfodder for the
upcoming exploits of U. S. imperialism.
No wonder this award was given
0
under cover of darkness.
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Youth Disrupt CIA Bible

Front ~

Walking down the sidewalk right
across the street from Disneyland in
the heart of John Wayne country, sud·
denly I heard someone yelling about El
Salvador and revolution. I looked and
there were one Black and two White
guys in a panel true:<. My buddy went
over to see what was ui;> and they pulled
Into the gas station to tell us. They had
just come from disrupting the Wycliffe
Foundation's convention in the Ana·
heim Convention Center. The Wycliffe
Foundation are the infamous ''Bible
translators," one of whom was the guy,
Bitterman, kidnapped by the M-19
guerrillas in Colombia and exposed as
a CIA agent; the whole Foundation also
was exposed as a CIA front.
The three guys said the pigs had kick·
ed them out and told them not to come
back. The pigs had asked them if they
were with the ACP. One guy t-;ad taken a
Bible and was tearing out pages, hand·
ing them out and telling people, "Here,
have some bullshit." One guy had a
sack-type mask with M-19 written on it.
He was up in the second level with his
mask on and the May Day poster, yell·
ing, "Read Marx, read Lenin!" They said
they had gotten free tickets from the
Christian Alliance at their school. They
knew what this gr0up was and came to
take it on. They asked, "Who are you
with?", and we told them, the ACPthen they came over and hugged us.
They gave us some tickets and told us
to go disrupt it further. We didn't get
their names because we thought they
must be in contact with the Party al·
ready since they had May Day posters.
That's one lesson-don't assume that
everyone that is being affected to take
internationalist actions by the line of
the Party is directly in contact with it.
This roving band of rebel youth is an
example of what a revolutionary,
internationalist line is capable of
unleashing on the bourgeoisie.
-a co-conspirator

Later, the AW got in touch with the
youth who dfsrupted tire conventlon.
This was a statement they wrote:
"Due to the domination of 1he major
media by monopoly c::apital, the need
for alternative media becomes a neces·
slty. The commodity nature of pack·
aged Information, such as the major
media produces for consumption,
makes it difficult for the working class
to integrate,,.the information in a way
that makes sense in their lives and
validates their collective struggle. The
Student Alternative Media Collective
was formed to resist media domination
by taking it to the streets. Guerrilla
theater, poster art, and different forms.
"On Saturday, May 9, we planned a
demonstration at the Wycliffe Bible
Translators at the Anaheim Convention
Center. Wycliffe is the sister organiza·
tion of the Summer Institute of LinguiS·
tics, a known CIA front via the U.S.
Agency for International Development.
Wycliffe contracts to host countries ...
the capitalists, these cultural imperial·
ists, comfortably kill Indians and con·
vert their cultures int0 objects for mu·
seums. Looking tor answers, just initial·
ly, for run of the mill questions, we pick·
ed up what little literature they had and
got it set on fire.
" While Billy Graham spoke, we distri·
buted the word of the Lord, torn-out
pages of the Bible. We carried to the
highest bleachers of the Convention
Center the May Day poster. We were
thrown out by five Anaheim cops and a
dozen ushers. Who could have believed
this was happening right across the
street from Disneyland?!
" We were prevented trom presenting
a letter from Chester Bitterman·s father
by an irate usher who crumpled it up
and threw it at us. Chester Bitterman,
WBT missionary. was slain last month
in Colombia by M·19, a revolutionary
guerrilla band that sought to expel Wy·
cliffe for being stooges for the CIA and
U.S. monopoly ves~ed interests."
'

Cincinnati Bus Drivers
On the morning of May 1, three Gin·
cinnati school bus drivers wore red
T-shirts, May Day buttons and green rib·
bons In to work. Two were long-time RW
co-conspirators, one a Black brother
who had just recently started reading
the RW. One other long-time co-conspi·
rator took off work that day and went
with a May Day team to a base area.
Also that morning, about halt a dozen
of the more backward drivers took a
stand behind the red, white and blue.
American flag pins were on their shirts,
and a big U.S. flag was placed In the
drivers' waiting room, where the older
and more conservative drivers tend to
hang out. As one red T-shirted driver
went toward the waiting room, a driver
who had become notorious for his " all·
American" racist and sexist slurs ap·
preached the brother, fists clenched,
teeth gnashing, and challenged him to
a fight right on the bus lot. It end~ in a
stand-off: "He told me I needed lo go
back to Russia," the brother said, "I
told him he needed to go to El Salvador
and get slapped around by the people
there .. . maybe that would knock some
sense into his hard head."
Controversy over the red vs. the red,
1
white and blue seethed among the ,driv·
ers all morning. Around 1:30 In the cltternoon, the revolutionary forces won a
victory in the May 1st battle. In the face
of the white chauvinism, physical
threats and male chauvinism of that
bus lot, In the face of the owner of the
company raising an American flag him·
self right on the lot, In the face of
threats of retaliation by the owner
(stemming from the fact that one driver
had worn a May Day T-shirt two weeks
earlier that had prompted complaints
from the backward and a promise by the
owner to buy and make them wear uniforms every day), and in the face of eco·
nomist trends attempting to downplay
political struggle over May 1st, three
more drivers stepped forward. Two
young Black drivers defiantly pinned on
May Day buttons, and a white woman
driver put on a red bandana. All three
had b0ught and read the RW at one
time or another.
A larger section of drivers who would
take no May First action per se said
they would stand behind those who did
on the basis that they should have the
right to do ii and in opposition to the
backward drivers' racist and sexist
attacks, which had risen to a fever
pitch.
One young woman driver ran up to
the driver who had been threatened ear·
lier and asked if he was OK. "I heard X
(the rabid reactionary) threatened you
.... Well, he just told me he'd beat the
shit out of me, and I told him, 'Fine.
Let's go off the bus lot and I'll beat the
shit out of you.'" A few days previously,
this creep had painted a Nazi swast.ika
on her house in the middle of the night.
Her stand was, "We can't let this guy
get away with this Intimidation.''
She also took on his slanderous
attack claiming that she was a "nazi"
because she was friends with communists! Not only does this lumping toge·'
ther of fascists and communists
expose this backward fool as an utter
hack of Imperialism-this being c,me o·f
the oldest bits of bourgeois double
think around, but it serves to draw the
line even more sharply because this'
guy, who sounds for all the world like
the stereotype of a nazi himself, has
shrouded himself in the red, white and
blue-thus making it quite clear just
what this patriotism is all about.
An older white "senior" driver who
was against U.S. imperialism in El Sal·
vador. but had told the revolutionary
drivers he "wasn't for revolution or
communism," united with them on the
basis of "free speech," as he said.
While his senior driver friends were
opposing the advanced forces all ,day
with their American flags. he talked
with the " red shirts" abouJ politic.al
issues all day long in plain view of riis
"friends," an American flag conspic·
uously absent from his chest.
On his bus run that afternoon, one of

the red T·shirted drivers talked to the
Black and white elementary school kids
on his bus about May 1st and what he
knew about battles raging over the red
flag in different sections of Cincinnati.
A number of kids listened eagerly. As
the last l<ld, a fifth grader, got out of the
bus In the West End, a May 1st base
area, he gave the driver the fist salute.
When he got back to the lot, the dr~v
er was called Into the office. The owner
fired him, claiming that a parent had
called up and complained about him
talking to their kid about revolution.
Strangely enough, the kid rode a parti·
cular route where the driver had rarely
talked politics to the kids.
The bus company owner was so uptight at the red flag being raised that he
not only fired the brother " for violating
an unwritten company rule," but told
him he would be arrested for trespass·
ing if he ever set foot on the bus lot
again. The brother took-a few minutes
while cleaning out his locker to tell the
oth~r drivers what had happened, and
then stopped on the lot to talk to two
others in their car. A young Black driver
ran up and told them he had just heard
the owner calling the police, and they
left the lot Just In time as the cruiser
. was pulling up.
A number of drivers held a meeting
two nights later to discuss how to fight
the firing, calling out "May Day" and ,
"revolution," and it was decided among
other things to do further Investigation
May 1st in West Germ any-tho usc
into the circumstances of the firing,
sponsored May 1st rallies with rev
and that the brother fired would issue
through the course of the May 1st bat·
an open letter to the drivers in leaflet
tie, the red, white and blue had been ex·
form that week. This was circulated and
posed as a politlcal symbol of
talked about widely the next week. It
everything rotten and reactionary, as
read in part:
the red had been raised and the true
"When a number of drivers came to
road forward had been fought for, and
work on May 1st wearing red and but·
continued to be right there on the bus
tons proclaiming, 'Take History Into
lot, in unity with the proletariat and op·
Our Hands, May Day 1981,' they were
pressed worldwide.
fJ
acting In common with workers and
other oppressed people around the
world . .. . When Joe fired me, he was
acting not just for himself but for all the
More Mission May Day
rich and powerful; he was reacting not
to my bringing 'politics' Into my job
Brothers, Sisters,
(with Giii the American flags on some
For me It was fantastic what happen·
drivers' buses, tell me there was no
ed on May Day. Because from what I
political discussion going on!), but out
could see It opened the door to a more
of his class' necessity to suppress oer-·
clear consciousness. It seems to me
tain 'politics' by any means pecessary
When the enemy does not attack you
.... They say l'shoudn't have talked to
It's because you represent no threat to
the children about the reality of life in
him. The brutal attacks showed clearly
the USA. I shouldn't have talked to them
what a threat May Day constitutes, a
about the possibility of changing
danger to the stablllty that tHey have
things, about the possibility of revolumaintained. For me this Is an advan·
tion. Better they should get told-as
tage to us.
they do every day-that things are basi·
May Day Is a day, a symbolic day for
cally OK, and if you can't be happy it's
the working c lass struggle. The magniyour fault. (So what if the U.S. has a
tude of struggle represents the develop·
high and growing rate of youth who
ment of the revolutionary conscious·
would rather take their own life than live
ness. May Day manifested that the
under this system.) Better they should
struggle in this so-called belly of the
get told that the murder, the terror in
monster Is gaining such force that It
!he world is just part of 'human nature'
brought forth a show of desperate bru·
and you've got to accept it. Better that
tallty by the police forces. Broader parthey should have their heads filled with
ticipation of the people was held back
patriotic garbage about 'the land of the
by fear of the state, perhaps, by the fact
free and the home of the brave' to get
that many people don't have papers, or
properly prepared to go off and blow
because their understanding of the
someone away just like them to benefit
movement was not deep enough.
their oppressors. Besides, even a little
I became aware of the battle taking
bit of the truth is a dangerous thing. But
place In the Mission when I noticed a
not dangerous to the kids. Dangerous
police helicopter over the barrio. By the
t© those who need to control how they
time I arrived at the scene the demonthink.''
stration was broken up. I could see these
The Monday after May 1st, a Black
anti-riot police, these criminal police
driver who had not worn one on May 1st
well armed with this advantag~ against
il·s elf wore a red T-shirt in to work in de·
people not so well armed. I think some
fiance of the red, white and blue, and
people were shocked at what happen·
coming off the controversy that had
ed, from what I heard-that this hap·
raged that Friday. The company was
pened In a country which seems democlearly on the defensive; the owners
cratic, a country where the rights of the
people, the rights of expression is sup·
raced around the lot perlodically, ner·
vously questioning people talking to
posedly so sacred. The so-called free·
each other if they were having " political
dom, the supposed rights to demon·
strate your beliefs was stripped naked.
discussion." That week a " communica·
tions committee" (the boss and some of
And this was a big Impact, a big prohis driver friends) met and came. out
gress. The so-called terrible commu·
with an edict which a flunkey driver • nists were attacked white carrying flags
loudly proclaimed in the lot: No T·shirts
by the criminal thugs in uniform with
clubs, who attacked even defenceless
or buttons of any kind could be worn,
people. The people can see with their
except those bearing the name of the
own eyes what the democracy and liberbus company or an American flag.
ty of this system really means. This so·
When several drivers asked why the
called model society after all needs
American flag would be allowed, the
bayonets to defend itself. W,hat this
owner claimed ll was "not a political
shows Is that all this democ1acy and
symbol ." Laughter broke out. ·fQr
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To me, my country Is the world. In
whatever part of the world one feels the
weight of oppression, of repression and
exploitation one must fight. I am not
Salvadoran. I belong to the world. In
whatever part of the world where one
sees lnJ!Jstlce one must oppose It. I am
conscious of this because I have ob·
served that the same problems exist
everywhere. I don't belong to El Salvador but to the world. You don't belong to
the U.S., but to the world, _brothers and
sisters. We don't have a " place" If we
are talking about a specific area of geography, " my borders are here, my flag Is
red white and blue" ... no! Our flag Is
the universal one of all humanity: Chi·
nese, red, Black, Latino, gringo, no matter. We all belong to the world. Some
people don't llke the word revolutionary
or are afraid of It becau§e they don't un·
derstand what It means. But revolution '
means the radical change of this socio·
economic system. Of course the forms
of struggles In different areas are different.

A proletarian from El Salvador
living In San Francisco
Liberating San Antonio Park

sands of Immigrant workers and German youth disrupted traditional, reformist
evolutionary internationalism.
freedom Is a fantasy, a myth, a deception, it doesn't exist. This Is a fantastic
thing for the people, I think for Latin
American people who get used to the
rut of just working like beasts for their
little paychecks. Even if they are $200 or
$300-say It's $300. But what is the real
price one pays for this, what exploitation stands behind this little check?

The Impact of this demonstratlon
was very big. Precisely because Internationalism is the aspiration of the oppressed of all countries to establish a
common rule In which the power will be
truly In the hands of the people. Internationalism signifies that all the people of
the world suffer under the same exploi·
tation. It means that you are conscious,

I am conscious, that-the same characteristics of exploitation exists and the
same forms of struggle exists for a bet·
ter system. Internationalism comes
from the facts, from the realities, the
situations that the peaple find themselves In. The time Is coming and we
are observing this throughout the world
that the change Is coming.

Two more pig cars slowly oozed
along the edge of the park.
Jesus turned to his partner Daniel,
tapping him lightly on the arm.
" Something's going to happen,
man ... " he said, watching the pigs as
they watched him.
Jesus · had noticed that the pig
patrols, always in evidence In the sup·
pressed Oakland community of Black
and Latino proletarians, had visibly
stepped up since the morning after May
Day. It wasn't hard to flgl\'e out why.
This was San Antonio Park, where May
Day had been revived by the Revolu·
tlonary Union in 1971, and where May·
Day rallies have been held every year
since then. A large number of people,
including a number of co-conspirators,
have come to look forward to the day. In
1979, when the city of Oakland had
denied permits for the May Day march,
hundreds from this area had signed a
petition demanding that the permit be
granted, and a few went to the City
Continued on page 16

Leaflet by Dominican Marxist·Leninists

''The Historic Revolutionary
Significanc.e of May Day" ,
The / ollo wmg is a leaflet distributl!d
;,, t he Dominican Repul>/ic on Moy Day
bJ• 1he Union Com1tnis1a Rei•o/ucionana. one c~f 1he s1gntm. of the J oin/ Commut11qut>, "To 1he Marxis1-L eninis1s,
lltt' WorJ.:ers and the Oppressed of all

Countries. "
MAY DAV MANlfF.STO
Ninety-five years ago, the U.S. work~ class achieved victory in the struggle

f« the eighr-hour day through fiery
Sll'Uggles against capitalism, which prow*ed open repression resubi.ng in the
murder of several prolerarian leaders,
GEORGE ENGEL, SAMUEL FIELDEN, ADOLPH FISCHERY LOUIS
U t-IGG. OSCAR NEEBE, A. R. PARSONS, MICHAEL SCHWAB AND
AUGUST SPIES.
-On that lst of May in 1886 if became
i•mationally the day of 1hc working
<:Ws worldwide. whose historic significance musr move 1he proletariat
1hroughou1 1he world ro prepare to
make revolution and to seize and hold
the di<.i atorship of the prolerariat
wherever revo lu1ion triumphs "'against
the bourgeoi6ic and imperialism . Even
though 1here arc many counrries where
lbe working cla'>i. has no1 achieved rhe
mlue1ion of the work day 10 eight
hourc;, today this achievcmenr is l~s
crucial in t:(lmpamon 10 the grea1 r as k ~
that he bcfon: 1hc prolet ariar, ~o 1ha1
!he Mar:m1-Le11in1'il s m w.1 001 limit
themsclH·~ 10 1hi., demand. becaU.,l' this
would he practking bourgeoi' reformism and \\Ot1ld Ot' puuing a ~lifnlP o f
..rn1cilt:.suon 10 impcria li<;m and all 1he
ruling da~!. on rhe rc\0Ju1io11ary struggle
lhc prolc1ana1.
Aho, 1hc prc~cn1 historic conjunc1urc
-we \\Ould \a) tn almo'>l every ~on-

or

has been forgotten, which is whar draws
juncture-rhc 1ruc Marxist-Leninis1s
together rhe best elements of 1he prolemus1 inculcate lhe working class wirh
1aria1 and wha1. enables and organizes
the historic revolutionary significance
of f\fay Day and nor march ar rhe tail
rhe working class ro seize polirical
power, ovenhrowing the imperialis1s by
end of lhe proleraria1 "bowing co
force and building a new society.
sponraneity" and lowering the polirical
lnsread of the working class being
s1ruggle to 1hc level of the economic
fundamen1ally concerned wirh demands1ruggle or the working cla<>s, 10
ing higher wages-which the UCR does
winning demands thar keep the
, no1 consider unimponani, bur does not
capitalis1s' system unalrcrable. ·
consider fundamental-it has to
Traditionally in our counrry, May
understand 1he leading role 1hal ii mus1
E>ay is celebrated as a day with no
play in the revolutionary srruggle; ir
historic significance, in which all the
musr unders1and irs hisroric role and
"left" accepts the rasks called for by
fuse wirh the Marxist-Leninists in one
1he unions. This position is not
single party to prepare for prolerarian
favorable 10 1hc conscious struggle of
revolution and achieve a definire
1he proletariat. Authenric Marxisrtriumph against imperialism.
Leninists do not have 10 reduce the
We muse reject the reformisr polirics
struggle for the overthrow of the
of rhe whole "left," from the parties
domination of imperialism to a srruggle
that comprise 1he so-called "unity or
for-purely rcformisc demands.
the lefc" rhat do nothing but praule
This May Day, the Dominican work·
about socialism and march a1 the rail
ing class must place it in hs righrful
end of 1he prole1aria1, 10 the pro-Chiposition, grasping that the struggle is
nese PDT and PACOREDO, who echo
not to simply win readjuslments in
rhe imp~rialists with their 1hird-worldis1
salary or a supposed trade-union freepoli1ks. By 1he same token, ii is necesdom imperialist-s1yle, but that a
sary 10 combar the pro-Albanians like
Marxis1-Lcninis1 Pany is needed to
PCT who now defend all thebureaucradirect the s1ruggle of the prolerariat on
tk c;yndicalist steps implemenred by the
the road of armed struggle. wi1hou1
CGT.
conciliating wirh rhe exploi1ers nor the
We call on 1he Dominican working
opportunis1s rhar make up 1he '>O-called
class to conrinuc fighcing rite criminal
"lefl, " who are interesred in no1hing
plarn. iniria1ed by yankee imperialism
bur a few depurie'i in 1hc rnming 1982
and 1hc govcrnmen1 headed up by 1hc
elc..:1ion!I.
landlord, Antonio Guzman, cau:.ing the
The UCR i., o ppo~cd 10 1hc oppor111dca1h of 1hc: s1udcm Angela Gu1:rna11,
nb1 practice of 1he cn1ire Dominican
1he repur1er Man:clino Vega and 1he
" lefl " of '>Cparat ing the movement of
llC:\\ -.paper ' dler Manuel de: Jc~it ~ C"i 1he work ing cla.,., from 1hc ct11t1muni'> I
priiln Valdc1.
mo\cment. Thi'> prac1ke whid1 1oday i!>
No\\ , a.., the war tilOl''> headed up by
wide<-prcad 1hroughou1 t hl' rcvt>lution 1hc U.S. an
1he .,1<.:ial-imperidlist
arv movcml'fll, ha'> rcsuhed in 1hc'
Ru,sia ai:c.:l'lcra1t• 1hl•ir murJcrous impeur;ions leading 1hc \H>rking-da'' mo\'C·
nali'I '' ar prcparariu n\ and as Cen1ral
ment \\ hilc: the leading role of 1he party

America advances in irs slrugglc against
imperjalism, as the presen1 si1 uation of
rebellion in El Salvador demons1rates,
the in1erna1ional proletariat, of which
rhe Dominican prole1aria1 is par!, must
prepare itself on 1he basis of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tse1ung Thoughr, to
make revolurionary war so as 10 paralyze rhe imperialisrs' plans wi1h 1he
working class seizing power 1hrough
armed s1ruggle of 1he masses and applying the dic1a1orship or the prolerariat.
There is one and only one revolutionary homage rhar rhe Marxisr-Leninists
and 1he interna1ional working class
mus1 pay rhe Chicago marl yrs rhar were
murdered on May Isl in 1886; 1ha1 is, 10
pracrice iniernarionalism just as Lenin
teaches it: "There is one, and only one,
kind of real imernarionalism, and 1ha1
is-working wholeheartedly for 1he development of the revolu1ionary movement and the revolurionary srruggle in
one's own country, and supporiing (by
propaganda, symparhy, and marerial
aid) ll1is s1ru1u~le, 1his, and 011/y 1his ,
line, in every counrry wirhour exception."
DRIVE FORWARD THF. BUILDING
OF A REVOLUTIONARY
COMMUNIST PARTY!
LONG LIVE REVOLUTIONARY
MAY DAY!
WORK TO SPEF.D Tll E
REVOLUTIONARY WAR AGAINST
IMPERIALISM!
LON(; LIVE MARXISM-1.ENINISMMAO TSETUNC; THOUGHT!
L eadership Commi11ec of the UCR

,...
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only basis for Western credibility in Salisbury and Maputo. Our credibility in
Moscow and Havana depends on
adopting a strong line against the principle of introducing external combat
forces into the region-a message best
communicated by greater reliability in
U.S. performance worldwide. There
can be no presumed communist right to
c.~ploit and militarize regional tensions,
- particularly in this region where important Western economic, resource and
strategic interests are exposed."
In a rare moment of lucidity, Crocker
bas almost gotten to the heart of the
current brouhaha in the U.S. imperialist circles around southern Africa. The
new face of U.S. policy in southern Africa has not been the result of some
awesome strengthening of U.S. imperialism, nor the natural outcome of an
innate attraction for South Africa on
the part of the Reagan administration
that is somehow more reactionary than
any previous U.S. administration. Rather, "constructive engagement" and
everything it entails is a direct and
calculated outgrowth of U.S. imperialism in preparing for world war with
their equally imperialist rivals in the
Soviet Union. For the U.S. imperialists
it's a question of fmnly securing the
region of southern Africa into "its
rightful place" in the U.S. war blocstrengthening U.S. influence and domination in the area while combatting by
any means necessary Soviet inroads into
the region. The new face of U.S. policy
in southern Africa, as in every other
part of the world, springs from and is
~!!itioned by one ovepiding concern
-the need for the U.S. imperialists 10
be in the best possible position at the
outbreak of war with the Soviet Union.
But the context of U.S. policy in Africa isn't new. Under Carter and his African emissary, Andrew Young, U.S.
policy was also driven and conditioned
by the contention between the U.S. and
their Soviet competitors leading up to
world war. Under Carter and Young,
tactics were a bit different, rel}'ing more
on directly influencing the various
black-led countries and movements in
Africa while maintaining "back door"
military and diplomatic support for the
South African regime, including "covertly" using SoUl:b Africa as the club to
complement and back up their diplomatic maneuvering. Today the U.S. has
shifted its focus somewhat. While still
attempting to influence the other African countries and movements, they are
much more openly depending on -their·
old and more reliable ally South Africa
and its military forces to safeguard their
interests and extract concessions from
the African countries.
In essence "constructive engagement"
is nothing short of an overall political
offensive designed to politically and mi-

litarily secure southern Africa in the
U.S. war bloc. This is much more than
just adding another feather to their cap,
in fact it is a vital and strategic part of
America's war preparations. Southern
Africa is one of the ricflest sources in
the world for many of the non-fuel minerals key to supplying UJS. war production. For example, thct U.S. is dependent on foreign sources for 100% of its
manganese and 100% of its cobalt, two
of the crucial components in the manufacture of the high quality steel needed
for the production of jet engines, artillery shells and armor plating. Outside
of the Soviet Union, the main sources
for these minerals in the world are the
nations of southern Africa-Tanzania,
Zimbabwe, Zaire and South Africa. In
addition, Namibia is the home of the
largest uranium mine in the world.
At the same time, control of southern
Africa is also crucial in controlling the
sea lanes around the tip of southern Africa, sea lanes which are potential choke
points in the shipment of oil and other
vital war-related materials to the U.S.
allies in Western Europe and Japan. As
an added aspect, U.S. control of southern Africa is an extremely important
factor in maintaining U.S. military
dominance in the South Atlantic and
Indian Ocean.
And the linchpin in relation to all this
is South Africa. As the largest and most
developed, both militarily and economically, coun!IY in southern Africa,
South Africa has a key....role to play in
"maintaining the balance of forces in
the region," that is, keeping U.S. imperialist oppression firmly anchored
there. In addition to South Africa's
level of development, mineral wealth
and geographic location, the U.S. has
big plans for this regime. One such plan
calls for the formation of the South
Atlantic Treaty Organization, a
U.S.-directed military alliance modeled
after NATO and including South Africa, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil. For their part, the South Africans
have made it more than clear that they
are eagerly awaiting stepped up and
open military ties between the U.S. and
South Africa_ In addition to modernizing and offering the U.S. the full use of
their submarine base at Simonstown
and the missile tracking system at Silvermine, the South Africans are also
dangling the use of Walvis Bay (Namibia's only seapo11t which was seized by
South Africa and claimed as its own) as
a possible port for U.S. nuclear submarines.
In addition to all this is the South
Africans' proven willingness to dispatch their military forces against any
Soviet/Cuban presence in the area and
to generally play the role of gendarme
for U.S. imperialism in the region. In
light of all this, it came as no surprise
when Reagan set the context for openly
embi;acing South Africa by stating in
his interview with Cronkite, "Can we
abandon a country that has stood by us

-Correspondence--

Conlinued from page IS
Council meeting action demanding the
permits. This year, the fact that May
Day would be in the Mission District
was . a source of healthy controver·
sy-one person said, "Well then, we'll
have our own May Day."
On Sunday, May 3rd a concert was
held In the park, called to celebrate Cin·
co de Mayo. Several hundred people
were there, mainly Latino, but including
people of all nationalities. The pigs con·
tinued their "patrols," worried at the
concentration of people, celebrating
their national holiday, on such an ex·
plosive weekend. (The official celebra·
lion across the Bay in the Mission had
been cancelled.) It was obvious that the
pigs wanted to stop this celebration
and get this crowd out of the park
before nightfall when things would be
even more disadvantageous for them.
Finally, in a brazen piece of arrogance
the pigs waded into the middle of the
crowd, picked out one couple, whom
they accused of being "disorderly."
They busted the guy, and then turned
on the woman, roughing her up; the
crowd tensed, people filling with rage.
When one pig put a chokehold on her
with his club, the lid blew-dozens of
people converged on the scene, surrounding the cops. Anger, and more,
enveloped these pigs.
Within minutes at least a dozen pig

cars descended on and into the park,
running into people, and driving crazily
over the park lawns at high speed. The
battle ~rupted throughout the park,
drawing others from the community,
perhaps 300·500 people. Only at 9 p.m.
was the park somewhat calmed down,
with 18 youth busted, and several pig
cars being towed back to the shop.
A person who was in the battle, a
regular reader of the RW, told us, "Every
one of rny friends that was there knew
about May Day and knew about the
march on Friday (in the Mission-AW).
It was definitely on our minds."
It was definitely on the small but arro·
gant minds of the authorities too, and
apparently they thought they could just
drive In and vamp on the people there,
meeting little or no resistance to their
vicious national oppression. The news·
papers w~nt out of the way to slander
the community- "A Boozy Evening in
Oakland Park" was the headline in the
San Francisco Chronicle. The article
portrayed the masses as drunken Latl·
nos who got uppity-but several work·
ers we spoke to on that day in other
parts of the city were quick to read be·
tween the lines. The battle at San An·
tonio Park was, in fact, one more ingre·
dient In the very explosive May Day
weekend, a weekend o f outbreaks.
0
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in every war we have ever fought, a
country that is strategically essential to
the free world in its production of minerals that we all must have?"
Namibia
The first proving ground for "constru~tive engagement'' and one of tpe
sharpest questions in southern Africa
today is the question of the settlement
of the Namibian struggle for national
liberation. After agreeing to a U.S.directed and designed pJan for a "negotiated independence" in Namibia more
than three years ago, in January of this
year the South Africans reversed themselves just months before its scheduled
implementation. The South Africans
decided (perhaps with some help from
their U.S. friends) that the implementation of this plan bad very little to offer
them, especially since the UN-supervised elections would have most probably brought the Southwest African
Peoples Organization (SWAPO) into
administratiVe power, rather than a
South African puppet governmentthis would not be a very favorable situation for the South Africans since it
would not only impede their interests in
Namibia but would also contribute to
their further isolation and to intensifying internal struggle in Azania (South
Africa). So the South Africans stated
1ha1 they were "no longer confident" of
the a~iJity of the UN to serve as an "impartial" supervisor of Namibian elections and that the whole idea was "premature" anyway. At the time the U.S.
mildly chastized South Africa but said
nothing more than that U.S. Africa policy was currently under review.
In the weeks prior to Botha's visit,
the U.S. announced that it was still
committed to the Namibia negotiations,
and, following Botha's visit, they have
begun to flesh out just what this commitment means. The U.S. bas decided
that its former plan is not quite right. In
its place they have adopted a new plan,
a plan built on the old one but with
some significant changes. Where the
old plan represents more of a compromise by the U.S., although it too was
designed to maintain U.S. dominance
in Namibia, the current U.S. plan is
more indicative of the shifts in U.S.
policy. First of all it calls for the drawing up of a constitution or declaration
that would guarantee the rights of
"minorities and ethnic groups in Namibia" prior to the setting of the ceasefire
date and the holding of elections. As in
their Zimbabwean model, this "constitution or declaration" is aimed at safeguarding the interests of the white colonial settlers, the South Africans and the
U.S. and its imperialist allies. But, the
other changes are far more revealing.
The U.S. has now upped the ante with
regard to the "Namibian settlement,"
particularly where wringing concessions
from neighboring Angola is concerned.
By refusing to set a date for the implementation of this plan the U.S. is actually allowing the South African regime more time to attempt to militarily
weaken SWAPO (they haven't defeated
it in these many years) and to set up and
attempt to legitimize its own puppet government as "the genuine representative of the Namibian people." In fact,
since the scrapping of the old plan in
January the South African regime has
been feverishly t,rying to pull together a
coalition National Front-type ,government which includes ·all the various
political forces in Namibia except
SW APO, and to whom the South African territorial administrator would
"hand over all powers." At the same
time, the U.S. has approved the continued massing of South African military
forces in northern Namibia-the staging area for South Africa's raids into
Angola. Most recently the South African regime announced that it was creating a Southwest African police force to
replace the South African police force
in Namibia and to supplement the
20,000 member South African-directed
Southwest African Territorial Force
and the 30,000 South African troops
currently stationed in Namibia. In addition to this, the South Africans are ~ay
ing that they will not accept UN troops
as mo.nitors of the settlement but instead want a combination of U.S., West
ctEuropeacn, and African troops to do the
job. With all this as leverage the U.S.
has casually dropped hints that any future Namibian settlement should be di-

rectly tied to the withdrawal of Cuba's

20,000 troops from Angola.
While the U.S. implementation of its
new policy in southern Africa is designed to resolve some of the contradictions
it faces as it prepares for war, at the
same time it has opened up and inflamed a whole other set of contradictions.
One of the most obvious is the contradiction between the new and open relationship between the U.S. and South
Africa, and U.S. relations with the
other pro-Western'' African countries.
While these countries are generally wallowing in capitulation to U.S. imperialism, like Zimbabwe under Mugabe, who has done nothing more than
meekly utter_ a few empty and halfhearted criticisms and then offered the
"olive branch of peace" to South Africa dUrlng the celebration of the first anniversary of "Zimbhbwean independence," nevertheless the overtly friendly
relations between South Africa and the
U.S. are a serious contradiction. For these
governments the new face of U.S. policy
in Africa requires some political facesaving work among the African people. This
has led them recently to push the issue of
sanctions against South Africa 10 a vote
in the Security Council in the United Na·
lions-a move which forced the U.S. 10
further political exposure and turmoil by
using its veto.

Applying Muscle on African States·
For the U.S. imperialists too, this is a
serious contradiction, particularly since
it offers their Soviet rivals an opportu•
nity to fish in troubled waters, ripping
some of the current U.S. African allies
away from the U.S. and into the Soviet ~
sphere. In order to try and smooth over
this contradiction, the U.S. has resorted
to a two-pronged defensive. On the one
hand they are counting on what Chester
Crocker has described in typical racist
manner as the pragmatic get-as-muchas-you-can attitude "inherent in African diplomacy" and the liberal use of
"seed money" to bribe their way out of
this contradiction.
As a shining example of what cooperative African nations can expect in
retum, the U.S. imperialists point to =
Robert Mugabe and Zimbabwe and the
recent 2.1 billion dollars in Western aid
that he received. But in case this doesn't
work (not to mention the fact that the
U.S. is somewhat limited in the reserves
it can afford to extend ii) Africa), the
U.S. imperialists are also prepared to
get a bit more forceful. A large number
of the other African countries, particularly the "front line states" in southern
Africa, are extremely dependent on an
economic lifeline tied directly into the
South African economy. Any threat to
that lifeline would also threaten economic and political havoc in most of these
countries, given that they are ruled by
bourgeois-led regimes. For instance,
95% of Zimbabwe's overseas exports
move -through South Africa's rail and
port systems and the import pattern is
roughly the same. Zimbabwe's oil is.
supplied by South Africa and its railway system is dependent on South Africa for equipment. Its telecommunications system is tied into relay and
switching centers in Johannesburg. In
Mozambique the situation is similar,
with South Africans running the critical
port facilities and supplying all of the
electric power for the capital city of
Maputo. In Zambia: Tanzania and the
others the situation is roughly the same.
And the U.S. imperialists are by no
means above exploiting the situation.
As a way of rubbing the noses or the
"front line" states in their predicament
and as a word of. warning to them, on
April 12 the Washington Post staterl,
"There will be great hue and cry abc 1t
South African sanctions in the UN this
month, with ihe front line states in the
forefront of this rhetorical battle. But
when the veto is cast in the Security
Council by some lonely Western nation,
the front line states will not be displeased." And as far as some of the
more Soviet-dominated African countries such as Angola and Mozambique
are concerned, the U.S. is prepared
to use both the carrot and the club. On
the one hand they will attempt to bribe
them out of the Soviet sphere. and if
that fails, they will unleash the South
African military club against them.
Another factor which has been inten.
sified with the emergence of the overtly
Conlinued on page 27
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What's the G vermnent ·After in
S
's Lawsuit?
•

The Socialist Wo rkers Party (SWP),
for reasonable belief that plaintiffs
a Trotskyire organizalion, has filed a
have engaged in, planned, or advocated
major civil suit against t he U.S. governany illegal activity, at least since 1941"
ment, demandjng damages of $40
and that there is "no basis for a
million for "the illegal acts committed
reasonable belief that plaintiffs have
against them by the FSI and other
been, are now, or will be in violation
government agencies'' and "an injuncof'' various fedel'al statutes barring
tion to bar further iUegal government
treason, rebellron, insurrection, etc.
activity against them."
Farrell Dobbs," former National
The litigation leading up to the preSecretary of the Socialist Workers Parsent lawsuit has spanned 8 years. The
ty and a key witness for the group in the
lawsuit cites the use by the U.S. governtrial, testified under direct examination
ment ef informers and provocateurs to
that the SWP was "not a subversive
disrupt SWP's political organizations,
organization." The courtroom strategy
burgla~ies of organizational headof the SWP is predicated on proving the
quarters and private apartments, the
qbso/ute legality of the organization
employment of anonymous "poison
and its work, now and in the future. Inpen" Letters to get a target fired or
deed, a major editotial in the Militant,
evicted, the routine use of wiretaps,
the weekly newspaper of the SWP,
mail tampering, and "garbage cover."
essentially implies that, should the
The suit is currently being heard in the
government be able to prove legal violafederal court in New York City.
tions, the SWP would have no case:
Thro ughout the trial, which is
"As many observers have noted, one
already nearly two months old, much
of the most suiking things to come out
more has come to light than further
of this case is this. After more than 40
details of the despicable FBI COINyears of intensive spying-and 8 years
TELPRO programs of the '60s and
ot" open challenge in this sui~-t-he
'70s; much more than still further proof
government has not been able to prothat these programs have never been
duce evidence of a single crime, or even
dismantled, bUl are in fact being stepa 'conspiracy' to plan one in the future.
ped up, broadened and intensified to"The reaction of most people has
day. What is being most glaringly exbeen, why don't they get off the
posed, through tl":e scarcely veiled new
socialists• backs? ...
attacks in the government's "defense"
"If it can be established that the
in this case, is the imperialists' clammy
socialists are indeed lawbreakers, many
fear of an organized, revolutionary
will conclude that it probably is a good
challenge to their rule in the U.S. in the
idea to keep an eye on them ... "
coming period. Clearly more is involved
1fhis same strategy has led tile SWP
here than the SWP, which does not emto raise the slogan of "B0,ok Us or Let
body that kind of challenge. The
Us Go ... If the Government thinks it
government's defense strategy, and its
has anything on us, then press charges,
conduct of the cross-examination of
and we'll have it out on thac level. But
witnesses called on behaTf of the SWP.
don't keep up this unending 'investigais clearly aimed at utilizing the arena of
tion' as an excuse to harass and disrupt
the civil suit to esLabJish its "right" and
our activity."
strengthen its hand to pursue to new
Attack on Foreign-Born
heights its offensive against revolutionary organizations and individuals,
But in the midst of the triaJ itself, the
regardless of the formal outcome of the
government unveiled .a vicious new attack which demonstrated for the ten
trial itself.
On the one hand, the government · tchousandrh time the U.S. ruling class's
maintains in its pre-trial arguments_ that
bottomless contempt for its own
hypocritical slogans about "civil liberits programs of covert surveillance, inties'' and "due process.~ ' On April
filtration, and COINTELPRO-style at24th, the lmmigra'tion and Naturalizatacks need · not be justified by any
tion Service (INS) suddenly announced
evidence of illegal acts on the part of
that "in light of the mater.ials reviewed
the target: .,The issue in this case," the
in response to the litigation currentlY.
government brief asserts, "is not
pending ... the INS concluded that
whether the SWP, the YSA (Young
there is good reason to believe that the
Socialist Alliance-R W), or any of
Socialist Workers Party ef the United
their members can be proved guilty of a
States js an organization that advocates
crime ... the issue is whether the
the economic, international and govgovernment has a right to lfeep itself inernmental doctrines of world commuformed of the activities of groups that
nism. As a result of this determination,
openly advocate revoluti<:rnary
the investigations divisions of the LNS
change ... even if such advocacy might
has begun a review of the nature of the
be within the letter of the law."
Soeialist Workers Party to determine
On the other hand, under pressure by
whether its members or affiliates are exthe court to come forward with
evidence of some "criminal activity,"
dudable and deportable."
Goverinment harassment, deportathe government preduced the "Mantion and exclusion of immigrants for
digo Affidavit," pr.epared and submittheir political activities is nothing new.
ted by FBI Special Agent Charles ManThe n-ew INS ruling, howeve~. is more
digo. This affidavit charges that rhe
than a simple maneuver by the governSWP is "ideologically committed to the
ment to strengthen its hand in the trial.
violent overthrow of the government
H signals the desire ot" the government
and the establishment of a communi~t
to step up investigations, roundups, indictatorship." Such an "ideological
dictments, inearcerations, and sumcommitment" to revolution is
mary deporfatiOJlS of revolutionaries
specifically labeled a crime by the
among the mass foreign-born populagovernment which cites in support of its
lion in lhe U.S., which the government
contention sections of the discredited
rightly fears as a powerful source of
Smith Act and other statutes from the
revolutionary ferment in this country.
McCarthy era, still on the books, which
So far in the trial, all pretense of
state it' s a crime to advocale the violent
focusing on the strictly legal "facts of
overthrow of the government.
the case" has been thrown out by the
lt is traosparentl'y clear that the
government, which is pursued in overtly
government strategy is designed to
politkal tacks attempting t0 prove that
reach far beyond the confines of the
advocacy of and 'p reparation for
legal conflict on rhe terms set by the
revolution is a cdme. In the government
SWP and its lawsuit, and far beyond
cross-examination of Favrell Dobbs,
the SWP itself. As for the politics of
U.S. Attorney Edward O . Williams apthis organization, the whole affair has
proached the witness s~attd brandishing
revealed plenty. The SWP suit hinges
a copy of Volume 3 of the Selected
on proving, as is maintained in the~r
Works of Lenin. The following
plaintiffs' brief, that there is "no baSJS

remarkable cross-examination is
reproduced here, because it prov.i des
for the readers of the R W an extraordinary exposure of the government's
real preoccupations:

"Q: Mr. Dobbs, yesterday, in
response to a question by Miss Winter,
you stated that •A minority eanno.t
carry through a revolution.'
·
Do you recall thatr
A: 'ties, I thihl< l do.
Q: And later, in respoDS'e to a question b}' Judge Oriesa, yeu gave your interpretation of the takeover by the
Belshevi~s in 1917.
Do fOU recall that?
A: i spoke on the subject, I didn't
give a /ull exposit·ion.
Q: And, Mr. Dobbs, as a Leninist
and orle (who) is generally familiar with
the wri.rings of Lenin, are you familiar
whh Lenin's views whether a revolution
could be started by a very srnall party
<!,nd brought to a successful conclusion?
A.: Lenin, in the concept that he pro~
jeered, ~ould have said that a small party coul(;I generate the process within the
working class that would lead to mass
acceptance of a program ~of revolutionary c.hange in society. As 1 understand Lenin, that would be lhe basis on
which he would project s.uch a concept.
Q: Do you recall reading any writings
by Lenin in which he stated that he,
Lenin, would not altogether deny that a
revolution could be started by a verry
small party and brought to a victorious
conclusion and that a small party is
quite sufficient to lead the masses?
Do you recall that?
A: I would answer that as r did the
0lher question, that I never read or
understood anything about the concept
Lenin projected ... (ro be) that of a
minority putschist. I ~m using that expression as in the Hitler putsch .in Germany in 1933.
Q: To your knowledge, did Lenin
ever write that at certain times there is
no ne.cessity for a big or ganization?
A: No. I can't imagineQ: I know that Lenini wrote a lot.
A: 1 could imagine him saying that it
is not how big an organization js but
how correct the program is. And you
can't subordinate program to size.
Q: Mr. Dobbs, I'm handing y,ou an
excerpt from VoluQte 3 of the 'Seleeted
WorJc.s' of Lenin. Do you see, on page
637, where Lenin writes:
.
'Quite a small party is sufficient to
lead the masses. At 1certain iirnes there
is no necessity for a big organization.'
A: Yes, I see that.
Q: And do you see, on page 636, also
underlined:
'In the history of our movement, you
will find many examples where several
thousand woJlkers in a town were
enough to give clearly massed character
to the movement.'
A: Yes, I see that.
Q: And, Mr. Dobbs, is it not true
that the takeover by the Bolsheviks, in
1917, did not involve the masses but
merely several thousand workers?"

War Preparation
Government questioning also f6cused at great length on grilling Dobbs on
Trotsky's theories and the line of the
SWP o.o the tasks of revolutionarres in
an imperialist war. The SWP denies
that the Soviet Union is an imperialist
power, adhering instead to the Trotskyite view that it is a "bureaucratic
workers state.'' Williams demanCled,
"If ther.e is a confrontation between an
imperialist power and the Soviet Union,
tne Soci~list Workers Pany w@.uld support the workers st.ate in the Soviet
Union?" Dobbs res-ponded, "We
would support the workers state and
politically oppose the intervention."

The SW P appears to believe that opposition of any kind to th.e U.S. imperialists before or during an imperialist war will be-.. acceptable or
legitimate to the ruling class if it is "only" political-or at least, that this illusion can hold up for the purposes of
their lawsuit. But the government is
blatantly building its case, not on legal
foFmalities, but on the political necessity facing, the U.S. as the war draws
nearer; in other words,. the government
is asserting quite openly that anything
but total loyalty to U.S. imperialism iri
wartime can and will be "constitutionally" oranded as criminal treason and
suppressed with the full weight of the
state apparatu~. But again, it scarcely
needs pointing out that, in running all
of this out, the gov.e rnment and the ruling class are exposing· the fact that they
are running scared-and what has them
really scared is not the immediate threat
posed by a lawsuit.
A 1hird prong of the government's attack in the trial is to employ their
typical. tactic of raising the specter of
so-called "terrodsm" and to attempt to
portray the SWP. as somehow conneded with Qr assoeiated with " terrorist"
activities. The go'lernment has introduced as evidence a preposterous
' ' study" 0riginally issued by the House
Commiuee on lmernal Seeurit>y (recently resurrecred as the House Committee
on SecuFity and Terrorism.) in the early
1970s, "The Trotskyite Terrorist International." The government has laid
special stress, in presenting this aspect
of its "defense" and emphasizing the
international connections ef the SWP
with the Founth International (the
Founh International is an international
ass.ociatioo / of Trot·skyite organizations)-and then attempting to find
some Trotskyite organization which in
some eount-ry at some time, they eould
claim comminted a "terrnrist act" and
thus prove the SWP is guilty of "association witn terrorists." It is particularly significant that, according to the government, any formal affiliation of a
revelutionary organization with groups
or parties in other countries is "illegal"
activity, under Voorhis Act.
The strategy that the SWP has chosen
t0 pursue during the trial-that their
witnesses, to quote from the SWP
paper, the Mili1anl, are "ready to
testify about anything and have nothing
to hide," is one which the -government
is doing irs utmost to exploit. In the
government cross-examination on the
subject of so-called ••terrorist
activities," this was particularly glar~
ing. tJ .S. Attorney Williams, in questioning SWP witness :Jack Barnes about
an alleged incident supposedly involving "Trocskyist guerrillas" in Argentina in 1972, demanded-and got-information about Barnes' own activities
at that time and the extent ·Of his knowledge of the alleged event. Barnes
entered into a denunda:tion of the
Argentinian group involved, and then
srated, according to the Militant, rhat
"Those who claimed responsibility for
the kidnapping were moving rapidly
away from the political positions of the
Fourth lnternatienal and alFeady
publicly identified with Stalinist leaders
such as Mao Tsetung and North
Korea's Kim fl Sung."
Such statements can and will be exploited by the ruling class-in ways so
obvious they do not need to be spelled
out here-despite the stated view of the
SWP that viclory in its lawsuit can "put
a stop to these government crimes'' or
possibly bring an end to the COINfELPRO-style repression of "all left and
progressive ol'ganizations."
While the S:WP, whose brand of ''so J
cialism" is essentially a Corm of social
demecraey; .and which en~.isfoms bringConlinued on pa~e 22
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Lenin's War on Opportunism, Social-Chauvinism

Second International
This concludes our serialization,
which began in issue No. 103, of V.l.
Lenin's historic work, The Collapse of
the Second IntemaLional. Wriuen in
June of 1915, this pamphlet proved an
invaluable weapon for the revolutionary proletariat. With the outbreak
of World War 1, the vast majority of
the leaders of the socialist parties in
Europe-the Second International-deserted their stated convictions and joined with their own respective governments in the imperialist
blood/est. Lenin subjects these traitors
to biting exposure. He analyses the
economic and political basis for this
collapse, and draws the connection between rhe opportunism already evident
in these parties prior to the war and the
sociol-chouvinis1 position they embraced ofter the war began. Lenin takes
special aim at Karl Kautsky, o
notorious leader of the Germon party,
whose theoretical justifications in particular are raked over the coals. Collapse played a key role in the struggle to
decisively break with social-chauvinism, as well as to prepare proletarians
for the revolutionary situation which
was developing in differem countries.
Lenin's theses of the historic conjuncture ore outlined in Collapse.

VIII
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Legal mass organisations of 1heworking class are perhaps the most important feature of 1he socialise parties in
the epoch of the Second Internacional.
They were che strongesc in che German
Pany, and it was here 1ha1 1he war of
1914-15 created a mosc acuce crisis and
made the issue a mos! pressing one. The
initiation of revolucionary accivities
would obviously have led to the dissolution of these legal organisations by the
police, and che old party-from Legien
10 Kautsky inclusively-sacrificed the
revolutionary aims of the proletariat
for the sake of preserving che present
legal organisations. No mauer how
much this may be denied, it is a fact.
The proletariat's right 10 revolucion was
sold for a mess of pouage-organisations permitted by 1he present police
law.
Take the pamphlet by Karl Legien,
leader of the German Social-Democratic trade unions, entitled Why Trade

Union Officials Must Take a More Active Pan in the Internal Life of the Party (Berlin, J 915). This is a paper read by
the author to a gathering of trade union
officials on January 27, 1915. In the
course of this lecture Legien read-and
reproduced in his pamphlet-a most interesting document that would not
otherwise have been passed by the military censor. This document-the socalled Notes for Speakers in the District
of Niederbarnim (a suburb of
Berlin)-is an exposition of the views of
the German Left-wing. Social-Democrats, of their protest against the Party.
The revolutionary Social-Democrats,
says the document, did not and could

not foresee a certain factor, viz.:
"That rhe whole of the organised
power of the German Social-Democratic Party and the trade unions would
take the side of the war government,
and that the whole of this power would
be used for che purpose of suppressing
the revolutionary energy of the masses"
(p. 34 of Legien's pamphJet).
This is the absolute truth. Also true is
the following statement contained in
the same document:
•cThe vote of the Social-Democratic
group in the Reichstag on August 4 proved that a different attitude, even had it
been deeply rooted in the masses, could
not have asserted itself under the leadership of a tested party. II could have
· asserted itself only against the will of
the leading party bodies, only by overcoming the resistance of the party and
the trade unions" (ibid.)
This is the absolute truth.
"Had the Social~Democratic group
in the Reichstag done its duty on
August 4, the external form of organisation would probably have been
destroyed, but 1he spirit would have remained, the spirit 1ha1 animated the
Party under the Anti-Socialist Law and
helped it 10 overcome all difficulties"

(ibid.)
It is pointed out in Legien's pamphlec
that the "leaders", brought together 10
listen to his lecture and styling themselves leading trade union officials, laughed when they heard this. The idea that it
was p0ssible and necessary to. organise
illegal revolutionary organisations at a
moment of crisis (as was done under the
Anti-Socialist Law) seemed ridiculous
to them. Legien, that moSt faichful
watchdog of the bourgeoisie, exclaimed, beating his breast:
"This is an obviously anarchist idea:
to wreck the organisation in order to
bring about a solution of the problem
by the masses. There is no doubt in my
mind that this is an anarchist. idea!"
"Hear, hear!" came a chorus of exclamations (ibid., p. 37) from 1he
lackeys of the bourgeoisie, who style
themselves leaders of the Social-Democratic organisations of the working
class.
An edifying picture. People are so
degraded and stultified by bourgeois
legality that they cannot even conceive
of the need for organisations of another
kind, illegal organisations, for the puri;>ose of guiding the revolutionary struggle. So low have people fallen that they
imagine that legal unions existing with
the permission of the police are a kind
of ultima Thule-as though the preservalion of such unions as leading bodies
is at aJI conceivable ac a time of crisis!
Here you have the living dialectic of opportunism: the mere growth of legal
unions and the mere habic that, stupid
but conscientious philistines have of
confining themselves to bookkeeping,
have created a situation in which, during a c risis, these conscien rious
philistines have proved lo be traiLors
and betrayers, who would smother the
revolutionary energy of the masses.
This is no chance occurrence. The
building of a revolutionary organisation must be begun-that is demanded
by the new historical situation, by the

r

epoch of proletai:ian revolutionary action-but it can be begun only over the
heads of the old leaders, the stranglers
of revolutionary energy, over the heads
of the old parry, through its destruc-

tion.
Of course, the counter-revolutionary
philistines cry out "anarchism!".. just
as the opportunist Eduard David cried
"an<\rchism" when he denounced Karl
Liebknecht. In Germany, only those
leaders seem to have remained honest
socialists whom the opportunists revile
as anarchists . ...
Take the army of today. It is a good
example of organisation. This organisation is good only because ii is flexible
and is able at the same- time to give
millions of people a single will. Today
chese millions are living in their ·homes
in various parts of the country; tomorrow mobilisation is ordered, and they
report for duty. Today they lie in the
trenches, and this may go on for mon;
ths; tomorrow they are led to the a11ack
in another order. Today' they perform
miracles in sheltering from bullets and
shrapnel; tomorrow !hey perform
miracles in hand-10-hand combat. Today their advance detachments lay
minefields; tomorrow they advance
scores of miles guided by airmen nying
overhead. When, in the pursuit of a
single aim and animated by a single
will, millions alter t he form s of their
communication and their behaviour,
change the place and the mode of their
ac1iv1i1ies, change their 1ools and
weapons in accordance with the changing conditions and the requirements of
the struggle-all this is genuine
organisation.
The same holds true for che workingclass struggle against the bourgeoisie.
Today there is no revolutionary situation, the conditions 1ha1 cause unrest
among the masses or heighten their activities do not· exist; today you are given
a ballot paper-take iL, learn 10
organise so as to use it as a weapon
agains1 your enemies, not as a means of
gelling cushy legislative jobs for men
who cling to their parliamentary seats
for fear of having to go to prison.
Tomorrow your ballot paper is taken
from you and you are given a rine or a
splendid and most up-10-date quickfiring gun-take this weapon of death
and destruction, pay no heed 10 che
mawkish snivelers who are afraid of
war; 100 much still remains in the world
that must be 'des1royed with fire and
sword for the emancipation of the
working class; if anger and desperation
grow among the masses, if a revolutionary situation arises, prepare to
create new organisacions and use these
useful weapons of death and destruction agai11s1 your own government and
your own bourgeoisie.
That is no1.easy, to be sure. I1 will demand arduous preparatory activities
Md heavy sacrifices. This is a new form
of organisation and struggle I hat als0
has to be learnt, and knowledge is not
acquired without errors and setbacks.
This form of the class struggle stands-in
the same relation 10 participation in
elections as an assault against a fortress
,,stands in relation to manoeuvering,
march~. or lying in the trenches. 11 is

not so often that history places this
form of struggle on the order of the
day, but then its significance is felt for
decades 10 come. Days on which such
method of struggle can and must be
employed are equal to scores of years of
other hiscorical epochs.
Compare K. Kautsky and K. Legien.
Kautsky writes:
"As long as the party was small,
every pro1es1 against war had propaganda value as an act of bravery . . .. the
conduct of the Russian and Serbian
comrades has met wit,h general appreciation. The stronger a party
becomes, the more are the propaganda
considerations, in the mocives of its
decisions, interwoven with the calculation of practical consequences, the
more difficult does ic become to give
due regard equally 10 both motives, and
yec neither of them must be neglecced.
Therefore, the stronger we become, the
more easily differences arise between us
in every new and complex situation"
(Internationalism and the War, p. 30). "::
These arguments of Kaucsky's differ
from Legien's only in that they are
hypocritical and cowardly. In substance, Kautsky supports and justifies
the Legiens' despicable renunciation of
revolucionary activities, but he does so
scealthily, wi1hou1 commi11ing himself;
he makes shift wich hints , and confines
himself 10 complimenting both Legien
and the revqlutionary behaviour of 1he
Russians. We Russians are used 10 witnessing this kind of attitude towards
:revolutionaries only among the liberals;
1ne la11er are always ready to
acknowledge 1he "courage" of the
revolutionaries, but at 1he same time
they will on no account renounce their
ultra-opportuni s t tactics . Selfres pec1ing revolutionari~s will n"ot accept Kau1sky's "expressions of appreciation" and will indignantly reject
such a presentation of the question.
Were there no revolutionary situation,
were it not obligatory to propagate
revolutionary action, the conduct of the
Russians and Serbians would be i11correct, and their tactics would be wrong.
Let such knighcly persons as Legien and
Kau1sky at least have the courage of
their convictions; let chem say this
openly.
If, however, the 1ac1ics of the Russian and serbian socialists deserve "appreciation", then it is wrong and
criminal 10 jus1ify lhe contrary tactics
of the "strong" parties, the German,
the French, etc. By means of an intentionally vague expression- "practical
consequences"-Kautsky has concealed the plain 1ru1h 1ha1 che greac and
strong parties were frightened by the
prospect of their organisations being
dissolved, their funds sequestered and
their leaders arrested by the government. This means that Kautsky justifies
betrayal of socialism by pleading the
unpleasant "practical consequences"
that follow from revolutionary tactics.
Is 1hi,: not a prostitution of Marxism?
"We would have been arrested," one
of the Social-Democratic deputies who
voted for the war credits on August 4 is
alleged to have declared at a workers'
meeting in Berlin. The workers shouted
in reply: "Well, what would have been
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bad a bout that? "
If there was no other signal that
would instil in the G erman and the
French working masses revolutionary
sentiments a nd the need Lo prepare for
revolutionary aclion, 1he arrest of a
member o f parliament for a courageous
speech would have been useful as a calJ
for unity of the proletarians of the
various countries in their revolutionary
wo rk. IL is not easy to bring about such
unity; all the more was it the duty of
members of parliament , whose high office made their p urview of the entire
political scene so extensive, to 1ake 1/te
;ni1iative.
Not only in wartime but positively in
a ny acu1e political s itua tion, lo say
nothing o f periods o f revolutio nary
mass actio n of a ny ki nd, the governments of even the f rees/ bourgeois
countries will threa ten to d issolve the
legal organisations, seize their funds,
arrest their leaders, a nd th reaten other
" practical consequences" of the same
kind . What are we to do then? JuMify
the opportunists on these gro unds, a s
Kautsky does? But this would mean
sanctifying the transformation of the
Social-Democratic partic!!> into na tio nal
liberal-Ja bour parties.
There is only o ne conclusion a
socialist can d ra w, na mely, that pure
legalism, the legalism-and-nothing-butlegalism of the "European" parties, is
now obsolete and, as an. ult of the dc\elo pmem of capitalis 'l in the preimperialist stage, has become the foundation for a hot rgt:ois labour policy. It
must be augn
~-:: !'.) the creation o f
an illegal bas1 ~ • .t . 11;.ga l organisation,
illegal Socia l -Democra li c wo rk,
without, however, su rre ndering a single
legal position. Experience will show
how this is to be d o ne, if only the desire
to take this road exists, as well as a
realisation tha t it is necessary. In
1912-14, the revolutio nary Social-Democrats o f Russia proved tha t this problem ca n be solved . Muranov. the
wo rkers' deputy in the Duma, who at
rite trial behaved beuer than the rest
a nd was exiled to Siberia, clearly
demonstrated that-besides ''minis1eriable" parliamenta rism (from Henderson, Scmba t and Vandervelde down to
SCldekum and Scheidemann, the latter
two are also being completely "ministeriable" , although they are not admiued
further than the antero om !)-there can
be illegal and revolutionary parliamentarism. Let the Kosovskys and Potresovs admire the " Euro pean" parliamemarism o f the lac keys or accept
it-we sha ll no t tire o f telling the
wo rkers that such legalis m, such SocialDemocracy o f the Legien, Kautsky,
Scheidemann brand, deserves nothing
but contempt.

IX
T o sum up.
The collapse of the Second International has been most striking ly expressed in the flagrant betrayal of their convictions and o f the solemn Stuttgart and
Basie resolutions by the majority of the
official Social-Democratic parties of
Europe. This collapse, however, which
signWes the complete victory of opportunism, the trans formation of the
Social-Democratic parties into national
liberal-labour parties, is merely the
result of the entire historical epoch of
the Second International-the cl0se of
the nineteenth century and the beginning o f 1he twentieth. The objective
conditions o f this epoch- transitional
from the consummation of Wes1-European bourgeois and national revolutions to the beginning of socialist revolutions-engendered and fostered opportunism. During this period we see a
split in the wo rking-class and socialist
movement in some Europea n co untries,
which, in the main, was cleavage along
the line o f oppo rtunism (Britain, Italy,
Ho lla nd, Bulgaria and Rus!>ia); in o ther
coumrics, we see a lo ng a nd stubborn
struggle o f trend s a lo ng the same line
(Germany, France , Belgium , Sweden
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and Switzerland). The crisis) reated by
the great war has tom awa all coverings, swept away conventions, exposed
an abscess that has long come Lo a head,
and revealed opportunism in its true
role of ally of the bourgeoisie. The
complete organisational severance of
this element from the workt:rs' parties
has become imperative. The epoch of
imperialism cannot pe~mit Lhe existence, in a single party, of the revolutionary proletariat's vanguard and the
semi-petty-bourgeois aristocracy of the
working class, who enjoy morsels of the
privileges of their "own" nation's
"Great-Power" status. The old theory
that opportunism is a "legitimate
shade" in a single party that knows no
·•extremes" has now turned into a tremendous deception of the workers and
a tremendous hindrance to the workingclass movement. Undisguised opportunism, which immediately repels the
working masses, is not so frightful and
injurious as this theory of the golden
mean, which uses Marxist catchwords
to justify opportunist practice, a nd tries
to pr!)ve, with a series of sophisms, that
revolutionary a ction is premature, etc.
Kauts ky, the mos t outstanding spokesman of this theory, and also the .leading
authorcity in the Second International,
has shown himself a consummate hypocrite and a past master in the an of
prostituting Ma~ism. All members of
the million-s!rong German party who
are at all ho nest. class-conscious and
revolutionary have turned1 away in ind ignation from an "authority" of this
ki nd so ardently defended by the Sodekums and the Scheidemanns.
The proletarian masses-probably
about nine~tenth s of whose former
leaders have gone over to the bourgeoisie-have found themselves disunited
and helpless amid a spate of chauvinism
and under the pressure of martial law
and the war censorship. But the objective war-created revolutionary situation, which is extending and developing, is inevitably engendering revolutionary sentiments ; it is tempering and
enlightening all the finest and most
class-conscious proletarians. A sudden
change in the mood of the masses is not
only possible, but is becoming more
and more !)robable, a change similar to
that which was to be seen in Russia early in 1905 in connection with the
"Gaponade", 11 when, in tbe course of
several months and sometimes of
several weeks, thei:e emerged from the
backward proletarian masses an army
of millions, which followed the proletariat's revolutionary vanguard. We cannot tell whether a powerful revolutionary movement will develop immediately after this war, or during it,
etc. , but at all events, it is only wo rk in
this direction that deserves the name of
socialist work. The slogan of a civil war
is the one that summarises and direct s
this work, and helps unite and consolidate those who wish to aid the
revolutionary struggle of the proletariat
against its own government and its own
bourgeoisie.
In Russia, the complete severance of
the revolutionary Social-Democra1ic
proletarian elements from the pettybourgeois opportunist elements has
been prepared by the entire history of
the working-class movement. Those
who disregard that history, and, by
declaiming against "factional ism",
make themselves incapable of understanding the real process of the formation of a proletarian party in Russia,
which has developed in the course of
many years of struggle against various
varieties of opportunism, are rendering
that movement the worst possible service. Of all the "Great" Powers engaged in the present war, Russia is the only
one that recently experienced a revolution. The bourgeois content of that
revolution, in which the pro letariat
nevertheless played a decisive part,
could not but cause a split between the
bourgeois and proletarian trends in the
working-class movement. Jn the appro ·
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ximately twenty years (1894-1914) that
the Russian Social-Democracy has existed as an organisation linked with the
mass working-class movement (and not
only as an ideological trend, as in
1883-94), there was a struggle between
the proletarian-revolutionary trends
and rhe petty-bourgeois, opport.unist
trends. The Economism " of 1894-1902
was undoubtedly a trend of the latter
kind. A number of its arguments and
ideological fea1ures-the "Struvist"
distortion of Marxism, references to the
"masses" in_ order to jus'tify opportunism, and the like-bear a striking
resemblance to the present vulgarised
Marxism of Kaulskiy, Cunow, P lekhanov, etc. It would be a very grateful
task to remind the present generation of
Social-Democrats of the o ld Rabochaya
Myst" and Rabocheye Dyelo, as " a
parallel to the Kautsky of today.
The "Menshevism;' of the next
period ( 1903-08) was the direct successor, both ideological and organisational, to Economism. During th~ Russian
revolution, it pursued tactics that objectively meant the dependence of the proletariat upon .the liberal bourgeoisie,
and expressed peuy-bourgeois, opportunist trends. wnen, in the ensuing
period (1908-14), the mainstream of the
Menshevik trend produced liquidationism, the class significance of that
trend became so apparent that the best
representatives of Menshevism were
continually protesting against the policy
of Nasha Zarya group .• It is thaf very
group-the only one which, during the
past five or six years, has conducLed
systematic work among the masses in
opposition to the revolutionary M arxist
party of the ..working class-that has
proved to be social chauvinist in the war
of 1914-15! And this in a country where
absolutism still exists, the bourgeois
revolution is far from consummated,
and forty-three p~r cent of the popu lation oppresses a majority consisting of
non-Russian nations. The "European"
type of development, in which certain
s1rata of the peuy bourgeoisre, es pecially the intelligentsia and an insignificant
section of the labour aristocracy can
share in the "Great-Power" privileges
of their "own" nation, could not but
have its Russ\an counterpart.
All their history l)as prepared the
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working class and the workers' SocialDemocratic Party of Russia for "internationalist" tactics, i.e., such that a re
truly revolutionary and consistently·
revolutionary.
P .S. This article had already been set
when a manifesto appeared in the press,
jointly issued by Kautsky, Haase and
Bernstein, who, seeing that the masses
arc swinging to the left, are therefore
now prepared to "make peace" with
the Left wing-naturally, al the price of
maintaining "i:reace" with the
SCldckums. Verily, Mtidchen fur a/le!

12. Gaponade-derived from the name of
Gapon, a priest of the Orthodox
Church. On the eve of the first Russian
revolution he founded the Assembly of
Russian Factory Workers, with the aim
o f distrac ting the workers from the
revolutionary Struggle. In so doing he
acted on instructions from the tsaris t
secret police. On January 9, 1905,
Gapon, taking advantage of the growing unrest, provoked the workers into
demonstrating before the Winier Palace
in St. Petersburg for the purpose of
presenting a petition to the tsar. By
order of Nicholas II, troops fired at the
unarmed demonstrat ors. This act
destroyed the naive faith of workers
1hroughout the country in the tsar, and
served as the starting-point of the first
Russian revolution. The political consciousness of the proletariat was amused and a wave of protest strikes swept
Russia.
13. On Economism, sec v, 1. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 21, pp. 331-32.
14. Rabochaya
Mys/
(Workers'
Thought)-an Economists' paper, published from 1897 to 1902. In his Iskra articles and hb book What Is To Be
Done? Lenin cri1icised Raboclraya Mys/
views as a Russian variety of international opportunism.
15. Rabocheye Dyelo (The Workers '
Cause)-a journal of the Economists,
organ of the Union of Russian SocialOemocrats Abroad. It was published at
irregular imeryals in Geneva from 1899
to 1902. Lenin criticised the views voiced by 1hc Rabocfleye Dyelo group, in a
number of article~ published in Iskra
and in his book What Is To Be Done?
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in abundance, and we have the means
to produce everything people need 10
have a decent life. Not a luxurious,
parasitic life for a handful, but a decent
life for people. And sure they'll argue
and struggle and deb~e-i f they didn't
Continued from page 9
do that things would ome to a standcould provide the means to a good life
still and wouldn't go orward. But they
for people all over the world. People . won't have 10 do it n the animalistic
wouldn't have to fight like dogs just to
level that the ruling systems and classes
try co survive. That's the system that
in the world are trying 10 reduce people
forces them to do that.
to, and their system does in fact force
S.K.: Mr. Avakian, despite your conthem to live under. That stage of
tention to the contrary, I would submit
history should be past, and the United
that the United States particularly is,
States' system is right at the forefront
with all of its flaws, nevertheless a
of what should be swept away.
pluralistic society and one which does
S.K.: Mr. Avakian, let's see if we can
have a political mechanism to right the
bl"iing this down to a personal level just
wrongs, albeit wrongs that mczy not be
for a moment, please. What is it that
righted overnight, but wrongs that can
made you a revolutionary? When d id
be righted and corrected, as our history
you change from Bob Avakian growing
I think has shown.
up in the United States to Bob Avakian,
B.A.: People went out and righteously
revolutionary?
demonstrated, you know, for civil
B.A.: Well, it was a process. Nobody I
rights; they went out and righteously
know has ever been born a revoludemonstrated against the Vietnam
tionary. It's a process of development.
War-the condition of the masses of
In fact another person in the media
Black people in the U.S. today is worse
there in Chicago asked me that questhan it was then because of the very
tion, and I explained my own developnature of the system and the repression
ment had a lot 10 do with what was hapagainst them. The Los Angeles police,
pening in the country and the world
for example, kill one person a weekwhen I grew up. In particular, when I
and they al\\-ays get away with it.
went to a high school out in Berkeley,
Remember Eula Love back there. And
California, it was about half Black and
it's always the same story, it's always ~ other minorities and half white, which I
"justifiable homicide." It's getting
consider very fortunate. And I learned
worse. People demonstrated against
a tremendous amount about discrimVietnam and now there's El Salvador,
ination, about the degradation people
now there's talk of world war. There's
were subjected 10 for no other reason
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, the
than it was profitable and politically
threat of it in Poland. Things are getadvantageous 10 the kind of people that
ting worse because of the nature of the
ran not only that school but the society.
system. And only when that system is
And I saw the people rise up and nght
uprooted-it's not a questicm of people
back against that and refuse 10 be
degraded in that way. That had a
being perfect, it's a question of people
getting-as you know, people don't
tremendous impact on me like other
people. And then I saw Vietnam, I saw
fight for water now. The reason they
don't fight over water, for a drink of
people all around the world, I rook part
water I'm talking about, is because it's
in these things like the Free Speech

''Human
Nature''

''Rock 1n Re11olt11
Continued from page 6
man being. More directly and in more
dimensions than the written word. And
if tha1 can't change anybody, then
there's not a lot else that will. Music can
hit as hard as if I hit you with a baseball
bat, you know? But it's not an overnight th,ing: You can't expect everything to change quickly. I figu re it's an
organic process. Insidious. Look how
listening to all those hippie records has
affected everybody in general: everybody feels looser about things now.
About one inch from this view is the
revisionist theory that art plays the role
of agitation, written and spoken, and
this accounts for the kind of art that has
been lately dubbed, and righteously so,
as "political bullshit." There is a slight
variant of this view which holds that
while all these other things are important, art (for essentially the same reasons Strummer lists) should play an
equal role with Party agitation and propaganda. Into this hole stepped this
"Rock 'n Revolt" line, and at least one
band we know of, Red Shadow: The
New Economics Band, had the nerve (it
must have taken a lot) 10 belt out propaganda ditties from Karl Marx's Theories of Surplus Value. We can almost
hear them saying, "Maybe if we pu1 it
to music the dumb Motherfuckers will
listen to us." Yes. One thing all these
views have in common is their relatively
shameless contempt for the masses of
people. But that is not an innate quality. It is a question of politics, of line.
Mao Tsetung defined the role of art
as an historically and socially created .
one:
"Although man's social life is 1he only source of literature and art and is incomparably livelier and richer in content, the people are n?t satisfied with
life alone and demand literature and art
as well. Why? Because while both are
beautiful, life as reflected in works of
literal ure and art can and ought to be
on a higher plane, more intense, more
concentrated , mo re typical, nearer rhe
ideal and therefore more universal than

actual everyday life."
Art means neither more nor less than
this to people.
Whether, and to what degree, this
need is to be filled by bourgeois or revolutionary art is a question for the advanced masses, especially the proletariat, and its party, and for the advanced
among artists, both before and after the
seizure of state power, although obviously, after the seizure of power
creating and popularizing revolutionary
art is qualitatively advanced.
There is nQ possibility that art, even
if wielded by a conscious and numerically strong section of artists in the high
points of the revolution, could comprehend the tasks of leadership of the proletariat, central to which in a country
like the U.S. are the tasks of agitation
and propaganda with the ability to conduct political exposures key in this. And
furthermore the attempt to do so
always degrades art to the level of boring, narrow nonsense ("political bullshit").
What stands behind all these views is
an overall line. Jn the case of revolutionary and progressive artists, the error is one of ignorance, or of political
immaturity, or of class bias. And in one
sense ii is a result of and a response 10
the sins of revisionism. In the case of
economism / revisionism there is no error, but a conscious stubborn plan of
revolu1 ion which is literally full of
murder.
The New Programme of the Party
has this 10 say:
"for many decades there has been a
standard conception about how 10
make revolution in an imperialist country like the U.S. The old Communist
Party, USA held it even in its better
days, before it sank totally int? the
sink-hole of revisionism. Further, 11 has
been the prevailing conception, ,with _
some varia1ions, in 1hc internauonal
communist movement since the 1920s
and after the years of Lenin's influence.

Movement in Berkeley, the anti-war
you now in France? How long can you
movement; l united with the Black Panstay there?
ther Pany, and l saw the viciousness of
B.A.: Well, there is a process of appeal
the police, I saw the kind of thing they
a nd we're calling on people in the U.S.
did with Fred Hampton.
10 come forward and testify, 10 send afS.K.: Are you aware, by the way, that
fidavits and to make an international
in Berkeley, California, your home
indictment of the U.S. government, of
the U.S. system, of U.S. imperialism.
town, which has had perhaps the most
progressive government of any muhiciAnd we're going to submit hundreds,
pality in the United States, that the proand thousands if possible, of these ingressives have lost their majority on the
dictments. We believe we can get hundreds and thousands of people from
Berkeley City Council and now the
government has turned back to what
their own personal experiences, both
are called moderates?
working with our Party and just in
B.A.: No. (laughs)
general trying' to live and struggle to
survive in that society 10 prove that in
S.K. : That's correct.
B.A.: No, I haven ' t been able 10 follow
fact there is not only political repression
local elections there from here. But l 'II
in general, but a vicious campaign
directed against oun Par.ty and myself in
tell you, l once ran for Berkeley City
Council in 1967, I believe it was, and I
particular. And we!,re going to carry
got 10,000 votes, which was a third of
through with that.
S.K.: E>o you think really. the great mass
the vote, on a sort of radical-reformist
program. At that time I was still a
of people really care about Bob
Avakian, much less even know who you
reformist. But that was another lesson
for me, because I saw how politics was
are?
B.A.: Well, l believe at this time our
just manipulated from the top and that
Party is influencing directly hundreds
the will of the people is not expressed
through elections ...
of thousands of people.
S.K.: Excuse me, J'm sorry 10 interrupt
S.K.: And how large is the membership
of the Party at this point?
you. We're running out of time, and I
B.A.: We don't talk about that. We
just wanted 10 get to a couple of other
talk about the influence. Our paper
points.
sales are 100,000 papers. This May
B.A.: ... it's amazing, for example, if
Day, on May 1st, Friday, we're going to
you look at the presidential election; the
sell over 50,000 papers, we're going to
biggest vote was the non-vote, and that
was an indication that people are fed up - be in the midst of people rising up and
breaking out together with people like
with this system and when it plunges
themselves all over the world. We are
them into even worse economic conditions and political repression and on
influencing now hundreds of thousands
and directly have people directly sup·
top of it the threat of world war, then
porting us, I would say, in the tens of
millions of people are going to be in
mo1ion and we're going to be there ...
thousands ...
S.K\.: Well, I'm not sure that you can
S. K.: That's Bob Avakian. Bob·
Avakian is in Paris, France, where he is
call\53% of the electorate turning out a
nonh o1e, but to get on to another issue,
trying to achieve political asylum but at
this point 1las been denied that asylum
what happens to you ...
by the French government. And here in
8.A.: ... it was the lowest in over 20
Chicago, this is Sherman Kaplan.
D
years, right?
S.K.: Mr. Avakian, what happens to

This concept is fundamentally wrong
and has prevented serious preparation
for revolution. Its basic starting point is
gelling into the struggles of the people,
particularly around their daily needs.
The party then relates to these struggles
principally by giving tactical and organizational leadership, a nd thereby seeks
10 gain infltrence and leadership among
the people so as 101be able to lead a revolution. Sometimes this has taken 'left'
forms ('~veryone follow the communists now and let's march straight ahead
from militant economic struggle to socialism'); more often it has 1aken openly rightist forms of tailing reformist
leaders and spontaneity in general. In
any case it is invarlably a recipe for
adapting communist work down to the
present level of mass struggle and consciousness, and for ultimately capitulating to the bourgeoisie, especially in 1he
form of promoting the national interests instead of the revolutionary in-

teres1s oft he international proletariat in
time of war."
_
This was the line that stood behindRock 'n Revolt, a dead and rigid thing,
an absolute "pure proletarian form"
1hat emerged a ll annointed from
"picket lines. parties and demos" of
the WORKERS with the concomitant
"right" to attack all that had developed
before and that would arise in the
future, something which, in and of
itself, would "ignite" people, as the
above merftioned anicle said, to "step
over the line and get involved in the
revolution for real," as though any one
thing could or even should do that.
New things will continue to arise,
relentlessly and chaotically and with 1he
determination of the motion of the
wheel of history. Communism has not
even yet been achieved and when it is,
new things will s1ill arise. Who knows
what wonders the revolutionary people
the world over have yet 10 create?
0

" To carry out the struggle against revisionism and to aid
the process of developing and struggling for a correct gen.era!
line in the international communist movement, the undersign·
ed Parties and organizations are launching an international
journal. This journal can and will. ~e a crucial weapon. which
can help unite, ideologically, politically and orgamzat1onally,
the genuine Marxist-Leninists throughout the world."
-From the joint communique "ro the Marxist-Leninists, the
Workers and the Oppressed of All Countries"

Available from
Ret Publications
P.O. Box 3486 Merchandise Mart
Chicago, IL 60054

"A World to Win" is available now
in English, and will soon be
available in Spanish and French.
$2.00 (plus 50¢ postage)
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The Clash's
1
SANDINISTA/
Conlinued from pnge 7
confronting that necessity. The superpowers recei\e the poetic contempt that
is their due: the coming showdown between Ivan and G.I. Joe is portrayed as
a furious dance competition fough t out
on the disco floor at Studio 54. "Let's
Go Crazy" redefines the stuff good
times are made of: "But the young men
know, when the ~un has set, Darkness
comes, to sett le the debt ... So you wanna go crazy, then let's go crazy! So take
it on, crazy! So they get all crazy!
Bricks and bottles. corrugated iron,
shields and helmets, carnival time. 'N
Moa Amba~sa, sledgehammer sound,
Ray symbolic, from Jamdown town!"
The "Call-up" deals with the draft, and
"hat there is to lhe for. "There is a
rose that I want to live for. Although
God knows I may not have met her.
There i:> a dance and I should be with
her. There is a tOY.tl unlike an} other."
The music here, a gently insistem syncopation topped with an overlay of
celeste/bells, is integral to the moment
of decision posed by the song.
And so on. The achievement
represenred by Sandinista!, what it says
about the world and what it says about
the band, has scarcely gone unnoticed
by the bourgeoisie. Throughout, the
band has maintained a stormy relationship with CBS records, and Sandinis1a!
became the sharpest guerrilla skirmish
yet. Initially, the record company
released the album with little promotional fanfare: disagreements with the
Clash over how much to charge (the
band is taking a huge cut in royalties for
the purpose of holding down the
album 's price) and how to promote the
album have been blamed. Even more,
there's no doubt that Sa11dinis1a!'s contents dashed again CBS's dwindling
hopes of taming this band, or trying to
bring them into the mainstream after
the great success of London Calling.
Joe Strummer was recently refused a
home mortgage in England, the bank
declaring him a "poor risk"-this
seems to be a growing consensus among
th~t class as a whole towards the band.
The main line of counter-attack has
been in the realm of public opinion.
Sandinista! has been subjected to ~
furious critical assault; with a few·
notable exceptions, reviewers have tied
themselves into all types of contorted
knots in blasting the a lbum and band.
This is more than a question of taste
and personal preference-what has
emerged is a major trial of strength, the
posturings of a large body of critics
amounting to extortion and/or attempted homicide. Among these critics are a
number of people who originally supported the band, or at any rate now
claim to have done so. The trendy supposition seems to be that the Clash have
lost their \\ay, or worse still, have Sold
Out-a catch-all phrase on which any
number of ominous interpretations
dangle without substance.
Much of the current round of
argumems reminds one of the really incisive "critiques" some small-brained
Americans (or Englishmen for that
matter) develop (\gainst liberation
struggles around the globe-99%
philistine prejudice, I% convoluted
logic that strains to hold it all
together-a heady mix punctuated by
that perennial favorite, the cheap shot.
So it is that in some quarters, the Clash
are held guilty of "rebel chic," a puzzling charge that infers that the Clash are
singing paeans to the Sandinista guerrillas so as to earn high marks among
the designer jeans set. Has anyone told
Brooke Shields about this?
Most frequent have been the accusations that Sandinista! reeks of selfindulgence-"Bloated monument to
gargantuan excess," etc. Particularly,
the critics have teed off against Side
Six, as •·wort hlcss," "a waste," etc.
Actually the Side Six question merits
some getting into-it offends the sen'>ibilitie.\ as well of many who are hung
up on the narrow utilitarianism
associated with the great bulk of
"political .art" that has long been Lhe

forlorn bedpartner of modern revisionism. Side Six starts off with a
rollicking "Version Train" ("All the
great bluesmen have rode her, I'm jumping up gonna ride that train "), a rootsconscious trip through the world of that
music which "can pull you through to
better days." ''Version Train" is
fo llowed by a number of Dub versio ns
(reworkings) of earlier tracks, interspersed with the mellifluous tones of
a loony radio announcer who, sounding
like a long lost radio transmission finally returned to earth, poses questions
that stroke the itchy underside of the
consciousness-"Have you ever asked
yourself, who holds the key that winds
up Big Ben?"
The charge of self-indulgence does
not hold up; rather it serves as a selfindiccment of some conservative rigidity, and di sdai n for keeping
up with the world (in more ways than
one) and the new things constantly being ushered forth. (Mind you, when the
Beatles experimented in the studio, such
innovations were held quite valid .) The
last time we looked o ut the window, the
human species remai ned doggedly committed to " indulging" the imagination,
a nd Side Six, like Sandinista! overall,
testifies to and fuels this worthwhile
endeavor, in ways that are quite pertinent. "Junco P artner" reappears as
"Version Pardner " , a stripped down
background sounding like a wind-up
toy with a nervous tick on the verge of
breakdown, aptly complementing the
song's tale of someone who, in losing
his fortunes, has lost his friends and
any reason to live. "Shepherd's
Delight" closes out the proceedings, a
soothing vision or pastoral quiet,
replete with the bleeting o f sheep-a
sonic picture ripped to shreds by the intrusion of roaring jets and the thunder
of bombs. A " lullaby" with a vengeful
twist. "Career Opportunities" sung by
school -ch ildr en,
"Silicon on
Sapphire" 's calypso for the space
age-such is the stuff of t he C lash's
outrageous "self-indulgence." Such
studio experimentalism does not run
counrer to the sense of revolutionary
necess ity-and freedom-running
t hreughout Sandinista!; rat her, it is
part of the same.
Sandinista! find s the C lash striving
for a greater political comprehension
than before. Wha t they have put
LOgether on Sandinis/O! is a contribution towards turning an upside-down
world right-side up, and it is in this context that we must raise some disagreements.
"Washington Bullets" is the song
from whence comes Sandinista!'s title.
It has also provided a focus for much of
the critical auack. On the other side,
some progressive minded d.j. 's have
(where the radio station playlist allows)
taken to playing the song as a commentary on developments in El Salvador.
The song concerns some of the more
notorious features of U .S.-and
world-imperi a li sm. "Washington
B·allets" contains both hits and
misses-striking out in its portrayals o f
the Dalai Lama as a vict im of a lleged
Chinese injustice, and o f Fidel Castro
as a repository of " redder than red"
anti-imperialist virtue.
The Dalai Lama has taken to peddling his wares on the international
spiritual circuit the last few years; few
of his listeners realize that the Tibetan
Paradise he nostalgically invokes was a
paradise only for the slave-holding elite
he fronted, where he was well known
for making handbags and other household accessories out of the ski n and
bones of s lav~ who crossed him. His
ascetic pomp is readily punctured by the
circumstances of his timely downfall,
defeated in his attempts to head up a
reactionary power play to derail
popular land reform and to restore the
slave system. What the C lash seems to
be operating under her" is a commonsensical "side with the underdog" view:
a fine impulse to begin with , but when
codified into a rule of" thumb leaves one

susceptible to being whipped around by
all manner of superficial appearances.
Superficial appearances seem to be at
least part of the problem concerning the
question of Castro. We would fully
agree as to the very real blows the
Cuban revolution struck against U.S.
imperialism. Further agreement still
that the U.S. stands in the forefront,
though by no mea ns alone, of all the
world's rubbish that demands to be
swept away. And c learly in
"Washington Bullets" the C lash are attempting to launch a more unilatera l
assault on all such imperialisms, as the
following lines from " Washington
Bullets " indicate: "'N• if you can find
a n Afghan rebel thal the Moscow
bullets missed/ Ask him what he things,
of Voting Communis t ' '-poe tr y
squared on the transparent marriage between the craven reformism of the proSoviet C P 's in places like the U.S. and
U .K., and Soviet imperialism's more
naked forms-a surefire hit. But throwing Castro into the mix as the color
"redder than red"? A well-chewed
radish is more like it.
In a recent interview, Joe Strummer
was asked by your average skeptic if, in
invoking the image of the Sandinistas,
"isn't there a danger that you're
treating it as just a useful myth?".
Strummer's response: "I need a myth
o r something. I need something to live
on. It's optimistic and these are
pessimistic days. Everyone just seems to
just accept that we're gonna get blown
to fuckeree."
Tha ~·s absolutely fine, though the
question does not consist entirely in optimism versus pessimism. There is
revolutionary optimism (and revolutionary romanticism) entirely in keeping with the actual course o f revolutionary change. And then there is a
false optimism wedded to the search for
a middle ground course of accommodation.
.
The Cuban experience stands as a
sobering example that no such middle
ground course exists, that upon victoriously kicking out the dominant imperialist power, new ch_allenges emerge
in these countries, setting the stage for
further advances-or reversals. Castro,
having brought Cuba into a new web of
imperialist entanglement through what
has been graciously called Soviet
"aid," having provided foot soldiers in
attempting to wallpaper over the
essence of Soviet-style "liberation" in
places such as Angola, illustrates that
the pelly bourgeois path of 1least
resistance is in fact a path leading
straight back to the garoage dump.
Defying The Script
T o proceed. While Sandinis1a! has
served as the focus of the aforementioned critical controversies, it appears that
in many cases it's more being used as an
excuse by people whose minds were
made up ahead of time. As Joe St rummer said in an interview shortly after
the a lbum 's release, "There's a 101 of
people that would like to see us take a
dive." Why?
It should be pretty obvious that the
bourgeoisie has its reasons. But what
concerns us here is a number of
people-who are nowhere near the
bourgeoisie in class position, and furthermore, often consider themselves at
the least to be rebels against the status
quo-who have aiSo taken to acting like
vultures in search of a c;arcass. In the air
are a number o f prejudices born of a
long-standing tradition, tha t maintain
that the C lash ~annol, a nd therefore
should not, continue onward. London
Calling, was after all, a certifiable hit.
The Script now calls for the Clash to
eit her join the mainstream (sell-out), or
take a bad fall. Isn't this the way o f the
world, hasn't this been verified by biuer
experience many times before? And
didn't the Clash themselves sum ii up
very s uccinctly in "Death or
Glory"-" He who fucks nuns will later
join the Church." Those who took this
as reassurance that the Clash had finally seen the light missed t he fact that
"Death or Glory" was no rueful
celebration, but a defiant rejection. of
1ba1 path
So long as the C lash were fresh off
the street, this view holds, they could
lay claim to the " rea l thing." While the
album The Clash , full o f the imagery of
London Burning, of lhe explora tions of

the ultimate Garage Band confronting
the wide world with wit a nd passion,
was hardly a parochial affair-it was its
universality that led it to connect with a
growing international audience-in
some q ua rters it was - perceived
parochially. All the more so 'for people
who would rather keep the world the
Clash explored in their initial output
safely distanced by the turntable needle·
" I mean geez, it's pretty rough over'
there innit?" Viewed in this way, The
Clash was the stuff out of which "great
rock legends" are made-no less, and
no more-the prelude to yet another cycle in the treadmill where poor boys
become rich a nd famous, ex-poor boys
lose their bearings a nd get in over their
heads in- the ma n-eating •commodity
relationships o f the rock biz jungle, big
rock stars emerge sadder but wiser in
their world-weariness, suddenly aware
that things are so much more complicated than they had originally
thought and desirous of telling their audiences of their humbling discovery.
Integ ral to The Script is a band, or
artists, righteously inflexible when it
comes to the style and attitude they
helped author, yet more and more succumbing to the contradictions inherent
in that "stance." If all that is involved
is a stance, if rebellion is reduced to a
one-dimensional pose, then this is inevitable. Assuming a ll 1his, a grand fa ll
right about now would be the truest
measure of the Clash's artistic integrity,
because The Script holds that tragedy
should intercede before comedic,
pathetic degeneration takes over.
Neil Yo ung expressed this ethos well
a couple of ¥ears back in "My, my,
Hey, hey (Rock and Roll is here to
stay)"- "it 's better to burn out, 'cause
rust never sleeps." Fittingly Young's
song was inspired by the blazing demise
of the Sex Pistols, a band whose selfdestruction was, among other things,
construed as a symbolic death rite for
the bloated corporate entity rock music
had become. In fact the Sex P istols,
especially in their break-up, carried o ut
the rock and roll Script celebrated in
romance and legend to its highest
realizations. The rebellion they
represented on stage, profoundly social
in its origins, translated into a transcendent moment of Truth, that-mo re and
more convinced of an · ultimate
futility-could go no furt her. The
themes of rebellion and submission
were incorporated into grand, almost
existentia l, spectacle by increasingly
blurring a ny distinction between the
two-the .Sex Pistols' bre~k-up, defiantly staged, was nonetheless a final
admissio n o f defeat. An act difficult,
but necessary, to fo llow; a void the
Clash came to fill, even as they began to
make it clear that they weren't particularly concerned about walking in
anyone else's shoes, or answering the
calling 10 become "the world's greatest
rock and roll band."
They are a rock band_, that's what
they grew out of and that's the arena in
which they deal, and the defiant stance
running through rock's rebel tradilions
has always been a part of them. But
what's going on is no one-dimensional
revivalism-! he Clash have critieally
assimilated and learned from this along
with other traditions. The Bobby Fu ller
Four's "I Fought the Law" is an alltime rock rebel classic; the Clash's
remake contained the most subtle yet
significant of switches-"! fought the
law and the law won, 1. fough t the
law ... " a crescen9o of guitars replacing "and the law won"-=--rhe Clash supplanting the origina l's vjew of inevitabilit y for that of their own.
Today two views of inevitability have
sq uared off in relation to the Clash a nd
Sandinista! Those who would rather
have them tucked awaY. in some clicheridden pigeonhole are confounded by
the fact that there is no ready-made
pigeonhole a1 hand. Among them are
those critics whose exasperation is now
a mattP.r of public record. T hose who
are not so afflicted can better see Sandinista! for the liberating statement it
is. All the charges of "sell-out" basically boil down to a call for a Return 10
Normalcy. All those who have had their
fill o f such normalcy-including the
quite "normal" disillusionment and
destruction of progressive artists-have
every int erest in jQining in this uncharted course.
(l
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We do not want Bob Avakian to receive
the same type of immortality, that is the
only thing that awaits him here in the
United States. in France he can continue the struggle he has so courageously
fought and led in the past.
IDECLARE,UNDERPENALTYOF
PERJURY. THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT
Steve P. Sanora
Attorney at Law
Deportadons
A co-conspirator from Guatemala
disappeared in August or so1 of last
year. He was very active in May Day
1980 and continued to sell the paper afterwards. He said that the police came
to his job and told the boss be was a
communist that sold red flags and the

RW.
He said a gusano store owner in the
Latino community threatened his life.
He said a Salvadoran who also marched
on May Day 1980 had been thrown out
of hls apartment for bringing home a
red flag and that this had happened to
many Latinos.
Then in August, this co-conspirator
disappeared. According te reliable
sources. he was selling the paper in a
downtown area near the Latino area
and he was knifed. The police arrested
him and he was deported.
There have been reports of 2 other
Latinos with subscriptions to the R W
being deported.
It is very common for Latinos who
are seen walking with or reading the
Obrero Revolucionario or R W on the
street to be harassed by the police who
ask, "Where did you get that paper?.,
On the Spanish TV channel around
Mar. 20, 1981 the news showed 2 Salvadorans being deported with the Obrero
Revolucionario in their hands. Since deportation is a common occurrence but
showing it on the TV is not, this was an
obvious attempt to put out a political
message. I don't know in what city this
happened.
A Nicaraguan co-conspirator was recently fired from his job for bringing
the OR to work, building for May Day
1981.

xxx
May 14. 1981
My name is XXX. I work for the
XXX newspaper at the present time.
I've been a newspaper reporter for most
of my adult life and even some of my
pre-adult life. I took my first job in
l 942 with the Huntington Park Daily
Signal in Huntington Park, California
and I've worked in a variety of other
newspapers since then.
At this point in my life it seems most
clear to me that the institution I work
for-the "print media"-ha.S been very
subtly and very calculatingly utilized by
the· government of the United States
(not any particular administration, all
administrations) to achieve its certain
specific aims. Whether those aims were
to convince us that our enemy was the
North Korean people. the Salvadoran
people, the Vietnamese people or the
Chinese people at whatever time it served their purpose. those people became
the enemies of this country.
At the time, I didn•t really understand that connection. It has become
quite clear to me now that there is a
specific connection between my role as
a member of this institution (that is, the
media). and the whipping up of national passion against people like the Vietnamese. the Salvadorans. the Iranians.
I didn't always resent being used by
the government to achieve the purposes
that were ultimately achieved. But since
the mid-sixties. I have been quite conscious and quite aware of the use of my
talent. whatever talent that is, to create
the attitude, the atmosphere, the environment in which, in this first instance,
the Vietnamese people were made
somewhat less than human in the assessment of American readers. That
followed the Korean situation, in which
the North Koreans and the Chinese

were somehow mad1ess than human
by our media.
It wasn't until th Vietnamese conflict broke out in all its passion in the
mid and late sixties that I fully became
aware that the people I had witnessed in
Sout,heast Asia were not the animals,
beasts, people somehow less than myself, but were instead human beings. I
had some questions about this at the
time, and the more I asked. the less candid. the less frank and the less honest
the answers cafne.
It initially cost me a position of trust
at the newspaper I was working on at
the time. When l insisted on reporting
on a fact, which was that 95% of all the
napalm produced in America was produced in that city, my refusal to remain
silent on that fact resulted in my being
reduced from a position of responsibility to a position where people could keep
an eye on me.
A second situation arose when I
decided to speak out on the Vietnamese
war or the war against the Vietnamese.
and was advised that I no longer wQuld
be able to do any reporting because
~ "my objectivity had been eroded by my
p a rticipation in the anti-war
movement." My union tried to grieve
that situation and was told that "XXX
was not being reprimanded or being
taken off reporting because of bis antiwar views, although they were certainly
inimical to his conduct as an objective
reporter, but rather, he was being moved to a copy editor's position because
the copy desk needed to be strengthened."
In the period of time I was reporting,
I had two stories that quite feasibly
could have won the newspaper a good
deal of acclaim nationwide. One, in
fact, was an accusation by a civil engineer that the United States was bombing North Vietnam from a supposedly
neutral country, Thailand. He had gone
over on an assignment to produce air
conditioning for a U.S. installation
there and when he found out that our
bombers. B-52s, were leaving the airbase from which he was employed, he
cancelled bis arrangement and returned
to the United States. When be came
back, he called a newspaper and my city
editor put me on the story.
I wrote the story, and I still have
copies of it. and they have a notation 'on
the top from the then-managing editor,
that says "these newspapers are not in
•ne position of odticizing U.S. foreign
policy in Southeast Asia." The story
didn't run. A gutsier paper, the New
York Times, did ferret out the story
that we were indeed using "neutral"
Thailand as a launch point for our
bombers. They printed the story about
5 days after my story was killed and the
Lyndon Johnson administration admitted that we were, in fact, in an agreement with Thailand to use certain space
on their territory as bases for B-52s.
The Johnson administration, in fact,
substantiated the story that my newspaper refused to run.
That really doesn't have a lot to do
with the most maddening part of this
whole scenario and that is the culpability of the American press, the willingness of this powerful force, this force
that Jefferson saw as keeping this country free, to work hand in glove with the
most oppressive and repressive factions
of our government in subjugating people in foreign lands. Without exception,
these foreign lands turn out to be places
where labor is exploited extensively.
l'm talking about places like Guatemala, Nicaragua, Bl Salvador, Chile. Brazil. .. a whole range of Central and
South American countries where American corporations have huge investments and huge holdings.
It's not a casual linkup, it's not something that happens by accident, the arrival of U.S. marines in Nicaragua in
1931 was not a chance occurrence. It
was an act, designed by our government, to make that country "safe" for
United Fruit. Most of us recognize that
now, yet there is apparently no real
recognition now of the even more subtle, even more erosive designs on other
governments and on the American people as well. i.e., to make our actions in
El Salvador palpable to a significant

segment of this population.
How does it all fit? What is the reason behind all this madness? I'm convinced that it's sheer economics, economics reduced to the lowest common
denominator. What's good for American business is good for this country.
And what's bad for American business
cannot be tolerated, whether it is a
reporter reporting the truth or a person
like Bob Avakian discussing potentials
for the American masses.
I don't have any doubt in my mind
that the article written by Bella Stumbo
of the Los Angeles Times was a setup
engineered by the United States Central
Intelligence Agency, our Secret Service,
our FBI .. . any or all more or less acted
in unison at the point in time in which
Ms. Stumbo wrote her story about Mr.
Avakia n.
I have beard the tape recording of
Mr. Avakian's remarks and they bear
no slight resemblance to the quotations
a ttributed to him in the same situation
by Ms. Stumbo. Yet, here is an article
that appeared in a newspaper of general
circ\tlation in the area where I live
which is accepted, indeed is being used
as the focal point of honesty in documenting some of Mr. Avakian's "transgressions" against this government. A
simple reading, a simple listening to the
ta pe of that address would dispel even
the most pessimistic. the most unwilling
listener from rejecting the idea that Mr.
Avakian had been misquoted in Ms.
Stumbo's article. That's really not the
point because even the Los Angeles
Times and Ms. Stumbo acknowledge
that she misquoted the Chairman of the
RevE>lutionary Communist Party. Unfortt\nately, that correction or retraction 'or whatever you want to call it apJ1Cared several days ;tfter the article ap-

peared and nobody in our government
seems willing to attach that retraction
that correction, to the original story. '
It is quite evident to me that if Mr.
A vakian had not fled from the United
States of America he would indeed be
doing time in one of our federal institutions. The escalation of the charges
against Mr. Avakian and the 17 others
finaJly charged in the demonstration
against the so-called "new Chinese
leadership" bear great testimony to the
fact that this "obnoxious" person, Mr.
A vakian, is not allowed to roam the
streets of America criticizing what he
perceives to be a corrupt system.
It is uncertain at this time whether or
not the French government will allow
Mr. Avakian to reside there as a political refugee. It is not uncertain what bis
fate will be if the French allow his extradition to this country. It is foreordained
that Mr. Avakian will be tried and
found guilty (or maybe found guilty
and then tried) and will wind up in one
or another of our federal institutions.
Given the track record of what happens
to political prioners when they arrive in
a penal institution in America, Mr.
Avakian's chances for leaving that institution alive or whole are remote.
1t is my personal assessment that Mr.
Bob A vakian is, in every sense of the
word, a political refugee from America.
If he is returned here, it is also my
assessment that he will become, almost
immediately, a political prisoner. Whether the government wishes to acknowledge that is moot, the facts will speak
for themselves. It is also my personal
belief that Mr. Avakian should be entitled to political refugee status in France ·
or in whatever other location he elects
to reside.
Thank you.

xxx

SWP
Continued from page 17

ing about "fundamental changes in the
social processes" in a "peaceful, orderly m~nner in keeping with the operation
of the democratic principle o f majority
rule," (See Dobbs' testimony, the Mili1a11t, April J7, p. 20) has based irs entire
lawsuit on proving its "democratic and
law abiding" character, the government
has, for the most' part, boldly tossed
aside all the smoke about democracy
and asserted its right to defend its imperialist class interesrs ("protecring national security") independent of any laws
and through any means it chooses .
Even more significantly, ignoring the
actual character of the SWP as the
plaintiff in the suit, the government has
consistent ly depicted a genuine revolu-

tionary Leninist party as the true objecr
of its surveillance and repressive ac-=
tivitles.
Ailhough the trial has already run for .
nearly 6 weeks, the government has 'yet
to present its case. h has scheduled over
50 witnesses, including various "experts
on communism," numerous FBI agents,
military officials, and street level informers, provoca teurs and stool
pigeons, to testify in its "defense." The
government is devoting a tremendous effort 10 lay out irs argument: that advocating revolution and working for revolution is a crime, and that the means
they will take to suppress it'are bound by
no law. Thus, rhe events of this rrial are
of vital interest, and should be closely
followed.
0

Revisionist May Da¥S
Corllinucd from pagl' 12

was emanating from Poland, there were
also far more significant events there
that have managed to leak out. Item:
About a month ago it was reported that
hundreds of young Poles, including
many youth from ot her Eastern bloc
countries, staged a peace march in Warsaw. While practically no details are
available, this march was notable for
the fact that it targeted both the U.S.
and the Soviets as the youth cha nted,
"We're not for the peace of Brezhnev
of Reagan! We want people's peace!"
And then there was also the following/tem: One week after May Day in the
town of Otwock, near Warsaw, police
arrested two men who were allegedly
drunk and throwing stones at a police
station. When word spread that the
men had been beaten while in custody,
a crowd of J,000 youths gathered and
smashed out the windows of the police
station, demanding their release.
The latter item was particularly revealing as far as the continuing efforts
of the Solidarity leadership to pour cold
water rm any rebellious eruptions by the
masse:, that are not under their control
a nd threaten to go "too far." No sooner had the incident broken out than Solidarity leaders fi'om Warsaw, including

well-known dissident and KOR member
Adam Michnik, rushed to the scene to
contain the explosion. They not only
claimed credit for "securing the release
of the two men" but were praised by no
less than the official Polish Press Agency (PAP) for trying to prevent a riot by
persuading the crowd to disperse. Unfortunately, their efforts were not quite
as successful as hoped for since the next
day several hundred youths returned to
the police station and burned it to the
ground. Firemen could not bring the
blaze under control as their hoses were
cut. After the fire, the youth walked in
a nd proceeded to smash everything that
remained with sledgehammers and railroad ties. This was reportedly the first
attack of this kind 'on any police station
or other symbol of authority during the
past year of upheavals in Poland.
So, while there was a sharp contrast
between revisionist May l st and the
pro-western Constitution Day, s harpe~
still-at least from the perspective of
understanding the opportunities in the
situation shaping up in the period ahead
- is the contrast between both of these
reactionary affairs on the one hand and
these reports of rebellion among youth
on the other.
0
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industry-specific or comprehensive
revitalization measures beyond the already contested tax incentives) reveals
both the diminishing r:evenues of the
ruling class and the transitional character of the program. More serious conrention rages in the ruling class over the
exact timing and content of more
sweeping stabiJization and rationalization measures-limited and contradictory as they would be. Clearly, the road
forward of all-out war preparation is
charted, but it becomes rockier with
each step forward taken. Let's examine
the principal features of the program.
Military Build-Up
The military build-up is of staggering
proportions. Spending will rise by 22%
in one year-the biggest increase in
"peace-time" hist-0ry. The build-up
projected over the next five years will be
3 times greater lhan that which took
place during the Vietnam War. Two
questions flow from these numbers-why so massive an increase and
what possible consequences it might
have? In point of fact, strengthening
U.S. military capabilities is the singlemost pressing task faced by the
ecenomic planners. The development
of new weapons systems is something
required by the historically unprecedented rivalry of the two superpowers
which finds concentnted expression in
rapid technological advances and obsolesence. The lo.gis1ics of the war shap•
ing up and the stakes in.valved dictate
that both convencional and nuclear
forces be strenglhened, that the major
weapens producer:s be re-l0'0led, that
small manufacturers be more tightly integrated into the defense network and
propped up where necessary, that
bo1tle'necks in critical parts and
materials be overcame and that the defense industry base be readied for wha1
the- planners call "full-surge
capability." If this is madness, it is only
a refle.:tion of the logic of capital in tfle
imperialist era. It is often argued that
the impe.rialists have all the weapons
they could possibily need or use. But as
inter-imperialist rivalry intensifies there
are never enough weapons, just as no
capitalise can afford 10 s1and still at a
given level ef profits. 1t is reaso11
enough 10 ove~throw them before they
launch this war.
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"tn Johnson's Footsteps," wrltH The
Economist. Yes, the Increase In mllltary
spending Is even greate·r than during Viet·
nam, but the purpose Is different and even
more destructive-world war for a redlvl·
sion of the entire globe.

cumstances, the redirecting of capital
and manpower to the military sector
may weak.en the hand o~ some segments
of the U.S. ecenomy vis-a-vis what, in
many cases, are their already more
dynamic foreign rivals. More important
sirice the Reagan proposals scill project
deficits in che near cerm and assume
econol)lic growth 10 counter future deficits, a rather groundless assumpcion,
this spending will be highly inflationary
and heighten menetary instability
throughout the bloc. h is useful to
recall that when the major Vietnam
buildup began, inflation was less than
2%, but rose to 7f1Jo in I 970. The current buildup starts at an astronomical
level of government and private debt
and a rate-of inflation running at 1111/o !
All this will rebound back into the international arena. BUL the latest buildup
cannot be measu~ed against the current
division of the world and what it yields,
but the strugJe to achieve a new one.

real rrisis which impedes the expansion
of capital and to the real interests of a
class which mus/ pafllay its efforts into

and required reading within the new
economic circles, is a swarh o} flypaper
for. practically every empty banality
about capitalism. The pu11pose of this
work is two-fold: to drum up support
for ~he austerity program and to deepen
the theor.etical repudiation
Keynes.
Gilder argues th~t capitalism represents
a form of giving, of altruism. The capitalist, without concern for immediate
gain and gratificati0n, gives of himself,
risks his capital Without any guarantee
of return and allows others to work and
prosper. The welfare state, on the other
hand, repi:esents a form of taking~ oft
grabbing handouts with nothing given
rin return. It is a tired old rehash of the
theory of abstinence which Marx so
powerfully demolished, in Capi/al-the
capitalist is rewarded for deferring consumption il'nd making his wealth available to others-so the apologetics went.
Nofhing here about extracting surplus
~alue.
·
Gilder's study is essentially a broadside against liberal anti-poverty programs and rhetoric. He has also found
acrobatic ways of denying sexual and
racial discrimination. Wemen must be
put back in their place as part of man's
successful channeling of energy. But
let's hear the philosopher himself:
"The only dependable wute fr0m
poverty is always work, family and
faith. The first principle is that in or.der
to move up, the poer must not only

1960 l'otal: 42.3%

1979 * Total: 51 .2%
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Budgel Cuts
The budget cuts are the other fundamental plank of 1he program. Like the
military increases, this orientation was
in place during the Omer administratien when 1he historic 1rend towards a
growing proportion of budgetary ou1lays going towards social welfare,
which was also rising !\S a proportion of
GNP, was reversed in favor of major
new weapons programs. The budget ax

If tbis is madness, it is only a reflection of
the logic of capital in ·the imperialist
, era.
This buildup cannot be separa1ed
from stra1egi"c considerations affecting
the U.S. bloc as a whole. The U.S. has
pushed-wi1h panial success-its allies
to increase military spending, bu1 this
has been uneve n and problematical
given the depths of the crisis : social cuts
of the magnitude contemplared in the
U.S. would arouse mor:e immediate and
widespread opposit ion in these c0untries and military-induced inflationary
pressures could endanger their already
precarious international positions.
West Germany has balked at carrying
through with some defense programs
recently and even the British ruling
class, America's staunchest military
ally, has been wracked with .disputes
over the scope of chis spending. The
U.S. must assume the major burden of
militarizing its bloc and its military
strength is really what the viability of
the bloc stands and falls on-both in
terms of keeping its allies in line (who,
of course, have their own imper~alist interes1s which are now served, given tfie
world alignment, by alliance with the
U.S.) and in winning the war.
Military expenditure is parasitic-it is
a drain on produclive reso urces and
does not enhance the profitability of
capital as a whole since the outpu1 of
this sector does not re-enter the stream
of production as wage 0r capital ~~o.ds.
But in relation to a favorable d1V1ston
of the world such expenditure will serve
10 create more profitable opponunhies
for capital. Such was the case with the
counter-insurgency programs of the
'60s. In a different context it will not fulfill that function. Under the present cir-

and the relative boom of the economy
in the 1960s, even though the U.S. was
getting p,ummelled in the "third
world." These programs were functional and sustainable up until a point.
Similarly the extension of social security, unemployment and other fringe
benefits, on the basis of imper.ialist
superprofits, helped to establish an institutional framework conducive to accumulation-in serving labor peace and
discipline. However, the grawth of this
expendimre, along with associated
bureaucratic costs-and not just these
but all the activities of the state (I out
of 5 worker-s exduding the military is
employed in the state see~or)-began to
weigh heavier on the productive base of
the economy. 11bis was a base of declining profitability which was interacting
with an increasingly constricting inter-national environment. Such expenditur.e comes more into conflict with the
immediate needs or·capital, rhat is, in
its capacity on the one hand to profitably capitalize surplus value, and on
the other, to carry through with the
militariiption on t,he most stable basis.
The important point to grasp here is
that these budget cuts are not tile product of t,h e vindictiveness or insensitivity of the Reagan forces or "the new
right. " "These cuts are a resp.onse to a•

Percentage of population deriving income from government sources
(a) Government employment: Federal, stale and local, including dependents
(b) Private employment: Including workers depel)dent on government
defense spending and agricultural programs
(c) Transfers an<! pensions: including Social Security, governm~nt and
veterans pensions and unemployment insurance
(d) Other: Including food stamp programs and residents of directly subsldlZ·
ed housing
Source: A Gary Shi/ling & Company, Inc.
•estimate

These changes-and t he im perialists' f!eed$ to cut them back-are one
reflection of how the im perialists have brought some social stability with
their superprofits- and1how this period is coming to an end.

the striJggle fot gfoba/ supremacy. Rework, they must .work harder than the
structuring the budget will not in and of
falls heaviest on many of the so-called
classes above them ... Aft.er work t'he
"Great Societ·y" programs and these
itself solve this odsis, but it is an insecond principle of upward mobility is
cuts represent a major a11ack 0n the livtegral part of the only solution the imthe maintenance' of monogamous marperialists can embark on. Yet here roo
ing standards Qn many of the urban
riage and family ... Once a family is
the bourgeoisie faces major contradicpoor and, particularly, minority
headed by a woman, it is almost im1ions. There is the pelitical price ta be
peoples. These programs have indeed
possible for i~ to great!)' raise its inpaid in cuuing back, more social unrest
assumed incredible dimensions: I out of
come ... Her family responsibilities and
and rebellion, the spectre of more
distractiions tend to prevent her from
11 persons receives food stamps, I out
Miamis and more than that. In one way
of 3 persons receives some form of govthe kind of all-out commitmen1 that is
or ano1her the ruling class must take
ernmental assistance and just about all
necessary for the full . use or earning
chis into considera1ion. And, aga.i n, it is
•power ... A married man ... is spur.red
the reduction of people from the poverimportant lo note the profound censenby the claims of family to channel his
1y level since 1964 was the resuh of
sus within the ruling class arnund this
otherwise disruptive male aggressions
these and related programs. Two things
orientation . The Democrats have dabinto his performance as a provider for a
must be said abc;rnt such programs.
bled with alternate budget proposals
wife and children ...The key lo the inFirst, they are a form ef concessionary
traeiable poverty. of the hardcore
social spending designed 10 politically • which all reflecc these same priioriAmerican poor is the dominance of
ti'eS-at one point t,hey advanced an
demobilize and contain some of the
even larger defens·e budget. And there
single and separated men in poor commore volatile sec1ions of the masses; it
munities .. . The problem ... is familial
was no accident when they were
isn't one preminl!nt liberal economist
who doesn't agree ihat the budget has -. anafchy among the concentrated poor
enacted (the '60s). Some of these proof the in0cet city, in which flamboyant
~ot to be tamped down and sacrifices
grams, like food stamps and job !rainand impulsive youths rather 1han
made. Interestingly, the Democrars
ing may also serve a function as subsihave even assumed the more traditional
responsible men provide the themes of
dies to low wage employers, but this is
"Republican role" of upholding fiscal
secondary to their political character.
aspiration.''
conservatism and chided the adminisSecond, . these programs are funded
Here we find justification for the sotra1ion for recklessness on the ta'X cuts
cial cuts, wi1h those among the most <?Plargely via deduetions from surplus
pressed epitemizing what's wrnng Wtth
since the deficit is expected ta balloon.
value. In other words, the scate through
America. The theme of rest•ricting conits taxing and borrowing au1hori1y
sumption, of a coun1ry gone soft and
Ideological Offensive-Idiocy
apprnpriates surplus value and redis1rithe need for male assertiveness is c0mSuprenie
bu1es it. In shore, it is a tax on capital,
pletely bound up with the sacrifice f~r
on imperialist superprofits. There is
There is- an impor1an1 ideol0gical
the fatherland and return to a basic
nothing generous here-the average
values crerlo that will pilot the war ship.
dimension to this offensive-it too, very
fo od stamp recipient is allocated 64¢ a
Not only _must we tighten. 0ur belts, but·
much suited lo the t•imes. rt involves •l
meal-and the current slogan that
we will plunder 1he world under t~e
celebra1i0n of free enterprise as it no
"You can't jus1 1.hrow m0ney al probbanner of anti-materiialism. All t.h•s
longer exi,-;ts and the principles of hard
lems" is as vicious as it is hypocri1ical.
delayed satisfae1ion will.• true to imwork, thrift anfl white male dominaFor millions-and this itself is an
perialist logic, be repaid after the wort?
tioa. Perhaps its most touted spokesindictment of life in this country-surhas
been conquered. Naturally this anuman
is
George
Gilder
in
his
best-selling
vival hangs by such threads
consumptionism finds its way into the
Wealth and Poverty. This book, written
The explosion of these prbgrams was
Conti nued 1111 pajte 24
with the support of David Rockefeller
coincident with both the mass upsurges

1
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"Reagan-0mics"
\

Continued fro m paJ:!e 2J

neY. economic dogmas.
The specific ailment to which the
Reagan rax proposals are addressed is
the slowdown in capital investment and
productivity during the last 8 years, a
serious source of concern to the bourgeoisie. The cun ently popular meaning
of " supp ly-side" refers tO the productive capacity o f the economy, and
•·supply-side econo mics" 10 policies to
increase its level and growth, this in
camra!>l to consumptjon and policies 10
stim u la te d ema nd. Government
measures aimed at raising fixed investmen t, underwri1 ing research anti

bil~

additio~J1~

1orcs from 1heir '"'

will do 1he job.

And as an
bonus in this
world of imperialist dreams, government revenues will rise since taxes,
though lower, will be levied on an expanding econom;}-'. But here principle
o nc1Yagain can be ca~ t to the winds. The
dreaded deficits of Keynesian welfare
programs y.iill certainly be tolerated if
they are brought on by skyrocketing
military expenditure. So much for the
balanced budget.
There are two "minor" problems
here. First, this is a complete mystification of what governs inves1ment be-

Not only must we tighten our belts, but we
will plunder the world under the banner of
anti-materialism.
J.

havior and, second, it has little to do
development and enhancing job skills
with
the real Imperatives facing the rulwould all fall on rhe supply side.
ing class, except in potentially aggravatGovernment sponsored public works
programs which expand employment - ing deficits. The advocates of the tax
cut like to point to the Kennedy tax cut
and wages and 1herefore spending
which t0ok effect in 1964. The
would be associated with a more
mid-1960s saw an astounding surge in
classical Keynesian demand perspeccapita'! spending, but the tax cuts, far
live. The new wrinkle of the AdTrom <i:ausing it, simply pushed it alc;mg.
ministration proposals conGerns the
This expansion was rooted in a shift of
role of savings.
world p0-W:er assoeiate<il with the GapituThe supply-siders hold that business
lation of the Sov.iet Union internaand personal willingness to save 'has
Lionally and a huge outflow of public
been undermined by inflation and high
capital to the ''third world" in 1he
taxes-people will spend rather than
1955-61 period which opened up new
save if their money will be worth less
iTives1ment possibilities and stimulated
later and businesses will scuttle new indomestic and private foreign investves tment if higher profits aFe eaten by
ment. More generaJly, what prompts inhigher taxes-and that low savings
vestmem is the rate of profit, the overreduGes the pool of available investment
all conditions of profitability, not the
capi ~ar. The answer then becomes obmoney supply or 1ax rates, though these
\·ious. Lower individual business taxes
ai:e secondary, short-term factors. As
will lead 10 more savings whi.ch in turn
for the savings rate. i.f' has, in fact, rewill lead to more investment. As a result
mained remarkably stable sinae 1956.
of this additi onal investment, costs of
0ne thing that cannot be denied is
production will fall (with new technothat the savings rate in the U.S. is ·the
logy in place), inflation will S\lbside,
lowest of all the major imperialist counU.S. competitiveness in wodd markets
1ries
in its bloc. Often 1his is imputed to
will improve and more jobs will be
a kind of frugalness of mind of the Jacreated. An across the board tax cut
panese, for instanc_e, and a more exand accelerated depreciation schedules
travagant temperment in this country.
(enabling companies 10 more quickly
But in fact this has been actively ensubtract the cos t of equipment and fac-

Mission District
Conlinued from page 13
on May First. Chants began to sponumeously blast out from this group:
"Viva El Salvador Libre!" And many
others watching from t.[le other side of
police lines chamed b~ck, "Q11e Viva!"
One Pueno Rican you1h got up in the
pigs' faces, shouting, °'Gestapo! What
are you doing in our street!"
As the force and political accuracy of
the breakout grew. the pigs discussed
and fretted bu t there was nothing they
could do short of thoroughly destroying
the whole political purpose of the
" joyous fiesta." They were stymied.
The ad hoc demonstration became
even more infused with struggle, debate
and high spirits. Many, especially
among the youth, .did Qick up the red
banner, tearing some apart and
distributing more. Two Salvadoran
youth pointed s traight at the uncomfortable line of pigs and snouted: "These

are the same people who go south, and
murder our brothers and sisters!" The
other yeUed, "We wan1 to end oppression! We want freedom!"
When the contingent finally dis,persed, "disappearing" among the crowd,
for, the pigs it was a further frustration
on a frustrating day in the street. They
made a final grotesque show, forming
into a contingent and marching in the
parade! A fitiing final exposure for
"Fiesta Day!" For an hour and a half
after the march, pigs of all ~Orts remained in the Mission in force, driving
up and down streets and alleys, unable
to catch or bust any of the paper sellers
who stayed in the crowtl for over an
hour. Above tile crowd, a youth leaped
onro a lampost, grinning broadly,
climbed halfway ro the top, and unfurled a red flag.
0

CORRECTIONS
In RW No. 105:
In the serialization of "The Collapse of
the Second International," a line was In·
advertently omitted from the bottom of
column 3 on page 21. Ttie affected
sentence should conclude:
... whereas the prevailing "subjective'' ideology consists of "national"
phraseology Which is being spread to
fool the masses.
In the article .: New Law to Ban Spy Exposures" (p. 24) the first sentence in col·
umn 3 should read: In order to document
tie U.S. destabilization program in
maica, it was necessary to document
agents carrying It out.
On page 26, in the article "Imperialism
1

Runs Amuck In Pope Shooting,'' the
third sentence of the first full paragraph
should read: But in allowing and promoting tJie National Action !?arty (MHP)
as a pole of pro-imperialist and openly
fascist activity, it also meant allowing
the MHP certain freedom to run th'ek
own line and particular Interests.
And in the same Issue, the article
"Chicago Priest Returns to Media Black·
outs and Slamfer" Incorrectly stated that
all three of the nuns and the layworker
murdered by the Salvadoran junta's National Guard were from the Catholic
Maryknoll Order. Only two of the nuns
were from Maryknoll. the third was from
the Ursuline Order arid the layworker
was from the Cleveland Archdiocese.

couraged. The U.S. economy is marked
by high levels of consumptibn and
credit. The automobile and housing industries would not survive withoul
these credit mechanisms and the U.S.
claims the largest share of. consumer
durables in its capital stock .Of any of
these oLher countries. In the con1e~t of
the credit crisis this might certainly be
cut back, but lhis would only depress
demand and yank the props out of
some of these sectors. Yet neither can
this credit balloon be blown up indefinitely.
Re-dMdc the World 'through War

Bui let's return to the inveslment
problem. One of the clearest manifestations of the limits of lhe current division of the world is the l'atlter generalized slowdown in fixed investment.
w·hat is operative here is persistent
overcapacity in key industr.ies, the risk
factor in which volatile world markets
and continuing signs of deepening cr.isis
make expensive new investment a high
stakes gamble and, related 10 all this,
inadequate pt:ofitabifoy that would require an extraordinary leap for,ward in
investment to c.o unteract. At the same
time_, even where investment has regained ils post-war l~vels we find in the U.S.
the 1paradox that overall product,ivity
levels have not substantially risen . 'fhis
is connected, in large measure, with the
qudlity of this invesu:nent-muc~ of it
has gone into the expansion of the most·
par~·sitic sectors of the U.S. economy:
trade, finance and other services. ,Interestingly, the proposed tax provisions
would reinforce this.
Is this to suggest, tflat there is some
Qthe'.r plan ~hat might get the economy
moving? No. there ii; not'hing short o~

recasting of international i:elations that
can furnish the conditions for any fundamental restructuring and expansion.
The ruling class certainly has the
strengl h ~o carry out particu'lar reorganizations, but there are too many
Chryslers and sick industries to bail out
due to the overall composition of
capital. And there is the overarching
need to prepare for war-in fact, the
preparations wiill most likely be dressed
up as Feindustrialization. But how to
shore up the home base, what industries
10 pump, up or let rot, are questions of
intense strnggle within the ruling class
and deeply influenced by the. rivalry
within the U.S. bloc, that is 1 the relatiVe
strengths of particular sectors. To what
degree should coptrols be imposed?
Thus far, the ruling class has basically
relied on the dominant fbrms of labormanagemen t cooperation-.:.workers
agreeing to give up fringes, for instance, in the illusory hope tnat this will
stop. a shutdown. On the othe{ hand,
Lester Thurnw, tile leading Liberal
economist these days, has proposed the
abrogation of cost-of-living provisions
and recommended one year lab0r contracts.
As indica.ted earlier, the cuts and
militai:y spending are currently cenlral
and broadly agreed Upon, which also
exRlains why Lhe tax cuts are more controversial. The conclusion lO be cfrawn
from all this is that the Recrgan package
and its ideological wrapping reflect the
real needs of t'he ruling class. And yet
the situation they face is careening out
of control, more so by the day with new
flashpoints and weak links-whaiever:
they do, can only make matters worse. 0

A·ebel Swiss Youth .
Defy Cops, '' Fashos''
Continued rrom page S
youth who had been arrested reported
at a prt:ss conference that from his jail
cell he c,ould see "true companionship"
between the faschos and the police. A
so.eial worker said he observed at one
police precinct how the petty hoods "in
their complete get-up of helmets and
knives, played with the pigs and drank
beer and par-tied with them." The
police of course denied any .such close
connection wirh the faschas, bui at the
.same time went on 10 say that in "civil
war" type conditions one cannot simply
pick out one's "parttiers."
The autonomous youth have now
identitied many Gf' these faschos as
second-generation immigrant youth
who have connections with various
right-wing groups in their home countries. So, for instance, many emblems
of the nee-fascist · Italian organization
MSI 'were displa;}-'ed openly by some
members of the gangs. Also the four
youth who were carrying pistols had of'ficial poJice permits to carry them in
their possession.
Far from being imimidaled by these
busts, the autonomous youth counterattacked. Saturday, May 9, 3000 took
to the streets of Basel, including supporters from t,he youth sguatters movement across the border in W. Germany.
l'ne demonstTation was in response to
tlie Basel City Council and national
government's tactics of ag~eeing lo
"'talks" with the youth (which they set
for the 27th of May) while still re~using
to give in to the yquth's main demand
for the immediate re-opening of the
youth center. One of the demonstration's slogans was "Let's Besetz" (Let's
Occupy): "Take it easy, bat take it."
The powerful demonstration began
to move through the center of the city
around 2 p.m. Saturday afternoon, led
by two rows of helmeted and armed
guards that the autonomous youth had
organized as security. The state had
amasset:I a large force of riot police
arnund l•he old youth center to prevent
it from being re-taken. However within
a few hundred yards after the start of
the d~monstratien, the lead guards ·suddenly dashed off the official route into
a side treet. Meanwhile the rest of the
demonstration was quickly informed to
move up rapidly and follow those that
had just left. Suddenly bright laughing

,

faces, Glenched fists, and banners bega11=
to appear outside of windows and
balconies of an old abandoned hospital
in the direet.ion the'demonstration was
heading. The pigs were caught with
t)\eir pants dow.n. T1he autnnomous
youth no~ had a new youth center-the
·old hospital-and as one squatter
reported, ''This place is 'even better
than the old factory . . . there are good
furnished rooms, -g0od washing and
cooking faciliti es ... ••
As the da·y moved on, the eity fathers
went back into their emergency
chambers trying to figure out what to
do next. Meanwhile a large festival was
spontaneously formed outside of the
new youth center. A group of people
including some parents of the youth:
also appeared at the center and made a
large sit-in circle in front of t·he building
to discuss how they could best move
some of the older generations into supporting the youth movement. These
people stayed on even after the
festivities ended, taking up guar9 the •
who.le night long outside.

•

•

•

According lo late reports, the baule
in Basel is continuing. In the early
hours of Monday morning, just 40
hours after the hospital was occupied,
the police moved in, arresting the 120
youth inside. The police had security
forces stationed throughout the cit,y all
da)' br:adng for new takeoyers by the
¥OUth. ln a companion move, the city
fathers have moved to isolate rhe youth
politically by calling on "worried
parents and citizens to un.ite against
violence."
Etven more, the authorities have now
summed up as a failure their previous
policy of allowing the youth to hold onto their center. which instead of cooling
things out, provided them With a base
area to launch new a1tacks against the
established order as occurred on May
Day, Accordingly,~ t'he Basel City Council has announced a new hard-line
pol'icy, warning that any future
"disruptions" will be dealt with swiftly.
l1he same evening, Monday the 18th·,
the autonomous youth called for _a mass
meeting to plot out tiheir next move. D
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dispute bet,\een the '.'Javajo and the
Hopi Indians for nearly a century."
There is a .. dispute," all right-as all
1he reactionaries are all too painfully
aware-but it is between the masses of
Navajos and Hopis on one side and the
U.S. government, Hopi and Navajo 1ribal councils, and major energy corporations on the other. The land in question was originaJly set aside by executive order for "the use of the Hopi and
such other Indians as the Secretary of
the Interior may see fit to settle there,"
in 1882. (It was later declared the Joint
Use Area.) The Navajos were the
"other Indians," and their numbers in
the area rapidly expanded, while the
Hopis generally remained in their agricultural communities atop the adjoining mesas.
Kee Shay, a 55-year-old Dineh elder
who is vice president of the Big Mountain Dineh Independent Nation (an
organization of Big Mountain residents
who have "seceded" from the U.S. and
are demanding international recognition as a sovereign nation), •told the
R W, through his interpreter Herb
Blatchford , the story of the relations
between the Navajo and Hopi masses in
the area: "When I was a child l could
see donkeys loaded down with com,
grain, melons, squash, etc. with people
coming out here. But as I grew older 1
learned that this has always been a trade
area between Navajos and Hopis. 'that
they (the Hopis-R W) were given the
rights-or the abilities-to be agricultural in the difficult terrain that they raise
crops in. They have some excellent
farmers and every year they have an
abundance of what they need; but they
also need people who live out here who
raise sheep, cattle and horses. So they
would bring those donkeys loaded
down with the foodstuffs they had raised to trade with the people (the Navajos
- R W)-they needed meat for their
diet and people around here needed
grain and vegetables for t heir diet. So it
was just a mutual exchange. It is what
we knew existed for generations .... "
He also pointed out that the Hopis
came to the area every year to gather
firewood and to conduct religious ceremonies.
All this was fine as long as the U.S.
ruling class thought the arid land was
virtua!Jy worthless, suitable only for
meager subsistance farming and livestock raising. But when the Navajo and
Hopi reservations, as well as the JUA
land they shared, were discovered to
hold vast mineral riches, the government went into action. First, it set up
puppet tribal councils over the objections of the masses of both peoples, replacing the traditional governments
that had refused to sell out the landand people-to mineral companies. (In
the case of the Hopis, this was particularly stark since less than 21 % voted for
the new puppets in the BIA-run election, as the vast majority joined a boycott led by traditional elders.) These tribal councils, as directed by the BIA,
began the process of auctioning off reservation land-and JUA land as well
-and forcing the "relocation" of
many Navajos and Hopis. This process
has accelerated of late with both Navajo tribal chairman, Peter McDonald,
and Hopi tribal chairman Abbott Sekaquaptewa, opening up the Four Comers
area to hundreds of thousands of acres
of coal strip mines, along with 36 uranium mines and six mills. Their major
joint project in the JUA has been the
Peabody Coal strip mine-54,858 acres
of the Black Mesa coalfield turned over
to the company in exchange for which
the respective tribal councils receive 15¢
a con. On the other hand, the masses of
both tribes have received a lowering of
the already fragile water table, the desecration of a mountain they consider sacred, and many "relocations" to urban
areas or towns which border the reservations .
But there is much more energy wealth
available under the Indian lands, and
both McDonald and Sekaquaptewa,
and leading members of the Council of
Energy Resource Tribes, are actively

working at providing their masters with
the goods. The BIA projects that by the
year 2000, there will be JOO uranium
mines and 10 uranium mills, along with
15 coal strip mines and an equal number of coal-fired power plants in the
Four Corners area. The ~UA forms a
critical part of this proj~tion, but the
thousands of Navajos ''flO live there
form a critical obstaclA. to its realization. So at the instigation of the BIA,
the Congress, and their own lawyer
(who also happened to simultaneously
represent Peabody Coal), the willing
and eager puppets of the Hopi Tribal
Council have pressed various legal
claims, lobbying efforts and other maneuvers to get half the JUA given over
to them exclusively, so they could in
turn give it over to the corporations.
(The role of McDonald in all this will be
examined further on.) Following the
government's wishes to a tee, the Hopi
Tribal Council also began launching
racist slanders against the Navajo people; after a!J, the " dispute" would look
a lot more realistic if there were at least
some Hopis calling Navajos names. A
recent issue of the Tribal Council's official newspaper, Qua' Toqti, is worth attention in this regard: the Navajos, it
says, are "expansionist" and have caused the JUA to become a desert; the Navajos are "nomadic parasites" who
raided the Spanish colonists for livestock, and the Navajos are a "violenceprone" people whom all Hopis call
"headpounders." All this has been
vigorously opposed by the Hopi masses
under the leadership of the traditional
elders.
Kee Shay told the R W: " I've lived
here all my life and I've never heard of
any conflict over this land. I've never
heard of one person being killed. I've
never heard of one person being severely injured. Because these are the spiritual ways of our people. But we also
know that the head of the Hopi Tribal
Council has claimed that there are people and animals being injured, but we
don't know what he's talking about. It
doesn't happen here. We think he's being encouraged by people in Washington-or some people who have influence in Washington-to put these
words in bis mouth .... " Kee Shay also
pointed out that there is a personal
stake for Sekaquaptewa involved besides the mineral development royalti~-he is one of the very few Hopis
who is a cattle rancher and he wants
more grazing land for his cattle.
Given whose idea it was in ·the first
place, it is not surprising that legal decisions and a congressional law have been
passed supporting the Hopi Tribal
Council's claim to one-half of the JUA.
Public Law 95-531 provid~ for the
building of a fence to divide the land in
half, the eviction of a ll Navajos on the
"Hopi side" and vice versa (somehow,
incidentally, the line was drawn so that
nearly everyone in the JUA ended up on
the "wrong side"), and the theft and
butchering of Navajo sheep, cattle and
horses euphemistically known as "stock
reduction" in Washington-ese, so as to
starve the people out and speed up the
process of plunder.
Subsequently, in the face of mounting resistance, the Congress added an
amendment to the law. This generously
provided that any of the Navajo elders,
55 years or older, who reside on the
"Hopi side" may apply for an exemption to "relocation" which would allow
them to live out their remaining years
on their land. Of course, their children
and grandchildren and other relations
must move, and would be restricted to
one-heur "visiting privileges" with
their elders. But then, this would not go
on for too long anyway, since the-elders
will be alJowed to keep only five heads
of sheep and one horse. The U.S. government calls this amendment "life estate," but the Dineh translation of it is
"death estate."
The Snag
But passing a law and enforcing it are
two different matters. While the government has been able to build their
fence through most of the JUA, there is
a gaping hole in it at Big Mountain.
This is because, for the past four years,
every federal construction crew sent into the area-as weU as the police sent
along to protect them-have been confronted by the people of Big Mountain.
Criminal charges are still pending

against four women who defied the
authorities last September, but the government has thus far been unable to
find enough Indians willing to serve as
jurors on its proposed railroad. In fact,
the resistance of the people of Big
Mountain has so inspired people
throughout the JUA that more gaping
holes are suddenly appearing in pre'!.
viously completed sections of the fence.
The U.S. government's timetable calls
for completion of the fence by July 8,
but the people of the JUA-spearheaded by Big Mountain-are more and
more operating on " Indian Resistance
Time," and both (he fence and those
who have ordered its construction are
sharply feeling tlle effects.
The past month has seen a fierce
escalation of the struggle. On April 18,
all the land on the Hopi side of the partition was officially turned over to the
Hopi Tribal Council. But at the same
time, people from all over the JUA, the
Navajo and Hopi reservations and the
whole Southwest came together for a
gathering of support at Big Mountain.
Hopi traditionalists came to denounce
the reactionary efforts of the "progressive" Hopi Tribal Council and to
pledge the continued unity in the' struggle against government-corporate land
grabs of both peoples. A delegation of
Papago I ndian elders also came to
pledge their support. Over 500 people,
including a significant number of nonIndian~ who have been inspired by the
resistance here, came to the three-day
gathering. Big Mountain activists are
continuing to organize throughout the.
JUA in various ways.
On!l very significant development
was the endorsing of a permanent
camp, S"et up on the site of the gathering, frnm which to organize and maintain the struggle. How permanent is it?
"Until we win the war," says Bahe Kadenehe, whose family has lived on Big
Mountain for generations. When others
from the JUA heard of this, they requested help from activists from Big
Mountain and the American Indian
Movement (AIM) to set up similar
camps; there are currently two other
camps in various stages of preparation
at different locations in the JUA.
But the forces of the state, clearly
stung by the growing breadth of the resistance, are hitting back with a massive
push against JUA residents. Two days
after the gathering ended, BIA police
vehicles and helicopters began accompanying BIA impoundr,nent officials on
lightning "stock reductions" raids,
swooping in on an area unannounced
and grabbing up all the animals they
could get their hands on. Simultaneously, they began terrorizing the people
who depend on these animals for their
subsistance; reports began flowing into
the Big Mountain camp of BIA vehicles
surrounding people, threatening them
and in at least one cast;, physically assaulting a 58-year-old woman who demanded to know why they were stealing
her cattle. Helicopters began buzzing
over the JUA area, while roadblocks
were set up on the Big Mountain Road
to stop and search every car that passed
by. In the face of this military occupation, people from a1J over the JUA
began driving over to the Big Mountain
Camp, asking for assistance in stopping
the terror. But by the time the Camp activists were to arrive on the scene, the
pigs had moved to new locations.
The BIA police have also moved on
the camp itself. In one incident, they
surrounded the camp with vans waving
their rifles in the air and trying to act
tougl); however, the mobilization of the
entire camp, including a number of
elder Navajo women who went out to
confront them head on, made them
have second thoughts about the possible consequences of any further action,
and they decided to drive off.
The onslaught of these BIA police
(who are supposedly playing the role of
tribal police for the Hopi Tribal Council, which does not have its own police
force) has coincided with the sudden
emergence of the Navajo tribal police as
"protectors of the people." Under the
direction of Peter McDonald, the Navajo tribal police have long been noted for
arresting and beating all Dineh who resist his efforts to auction of all Navajo
Ian~ to the highest energy company bidder. For example, McDonald's goons
have arrested Larry Anderson, an AIM
activist on the Navajo reservation, five

times, beaten striking Peabody Coal
miners nea r Big Mountain, and arrested
14 people at Burnham, New Mexico,
for standing up to Consolidation Coal's
attempts to drive the Dineh out to make
way for a strip mine, not to mention numerous arrests of Navajo elders who
have refused "relocation" by the BIA
in conjunction with the Tribal Council.
But with the growing resistance of the
Navajos, the Navajo tribal police have
suddenly felt the need to "help out the
people'' -or more to the point, take
over before the people get too far out of
hand. Lately, they have been rushing
around the JUA, telling everyone they
will stand with the Navajo people
against the BIA po.lice. They even attempted to "protect" the Big Mountain
camp, until they were driven out by the
Big Mountain residents affil other activists who have been struggling for years
against these same officers of the lawthe law of U.S. monopoly capital.
McDonald's Maneuvers
Some of the newer forces in the struggle from around the JUA-wbo 'have
been drawn by.both their hatred of the
oppressive "relocation" and the inspiration and strength shown by the people
at Big Mountain-have been influenced
to one degree or another by the "protection offer" of the Navajo tribal
police. In fact, Larry Anderson told us
that a number of the people who originally came to the Big Mountain Camp
to request help in setting up their own,
subsequently changed their minds,
citing the Navajo Tribal Ponce "protection" as sufficient. Of course, those
who have been active in the struggle at
Big Mountain for the past few · year~
harbor no such illusions, and are struggling with the others to sum up the lessons they have~ learned. But the system
itself is a good teacher. Recently, 'the
IRA announced that it would temporarily stop impounding the livestock itself, prompting this response from Dennis Moeckle, director of the " Navajo
Rangers"-the Tribal Council's own
version of BIA impoundment officers:
" BIA personnel are not impounding
anymore, but are informing us and saying where ilJegal livestock are, giving us
a chance to go out and take care of it.
This is the way we wanted it done in the
first place." Undoubt~dly, Navajo
police will soon be required to accompany the rangers, since under current
government rulings, the vast majority
of the Navajo livestock in the JUA is
"illegal."
The particul~r timing of the BIA announcement to call a halt to their animal impoundment (even while it pledged to continue checking the census,
handling applications for range permits, and "normal police patrolling")
was in itself quite revealing. lt came in
the middle of a demonstration organized by none other than Peter McDonald himself, supposedly to protest the
•'mistreatment'' of the people of the
JUA. (Larry Anderson points out that
McDonald has taken to much handwringing lately over the plight of the
JUA, but somehow be never manages
to utter the words " Big Mountain.'.')
Based on the outrage felt by the Navajo
masses, this demonstration attracted
1000 people from a1J over the JUA and
the Navajo reservation. As they marched to the Keams Canyon BIA agency
office, they were met with a barbed wire
fence, scores of riot-clad BIA police,
and helicopters circling overhead. As
McDonald and his cronies spoke to the
crowd and the police in equally pleading tones, begging for "peace," an
emergency telegram. from Washington,
D.C. suddenly arrived, announcing the
temporary suspension of the BIA
animal seizures "pending further negotiations in Washington, D.C. " These
"negotiations" are to include drawnout Senate hearings on the "problem of
relocation."
There was no role in all this for the
Navajo masses, other than to be passive
spectators of the fancy footwork of
McDonald and his feUow puppets, not
to mentit>n passive recipients of sharper
attacks sure to come. This demonstration was even in contrast to another in
the previous week, also called by the
Tribal Council, where the people
brought their own signs like "BIA, Go
Away," and a number of Navajo elders
took over the bullhorn to denounce the
Continued on page 26
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government. But it is instructive as to
the role that McDonald is performing
here. While he is being quoted in the
media as a suppose._ ·defender" of the
struggling Navajos, he is desperately
trying to keep things together for the
U.S. ruling class.
Most of the Navajos, including some
activists in the Big Mountain struggle,
view these tribal council-sponsored
demonstrations (there have been three
of them) as mainly attempts by McDonald to cover his widely exposed ass,
especially with elections for Tribal
Council chairman coming up next year.
Others point out McDonald's role of
fireman-aiding the government's efforts to douse the flames of rebellion
that have shot out here. Pointing to the
participation of some Navajos in the
D.C. hearings, which has been organized by McDonald, 20-year-old Louise
Bennally-one of the four women who
face charges for confronting the fencing
crew at Big Mountain-told the R W,
"They've gone lots of times before, but
they don't have an answer." As for the
demonstrations, Louise said, "We
know their tricks . They're doing it to
try to ease our minds-so we won't get=
too violent." Indeed, the BIA spokesman in Phoenix expressed some nervous relief at the results of the march,
telling the Navajo Times (the official
tribal newspaper), "We are pleased that
the march was peaceful. Once again,

Lebanon
Conlinued from page I
ment. Syria , which entered Lhe civil war
blaring its "undying support " of the
cause of the Palestinian revolution,
promptly wielded around, struck a deal
with the Phalangists and played (to applause from the U.S. and the western
imperialist bloc) the key role in a
bloody massacre of the MoslemPalestinian insurgency, entrenchi ng
itself permanently in Lebanon in the
process. The Syrian occupation was
"legitimized" through recognition by a
new government brought to power in
Beirut, and through designation by the
Arab League, an association of
predominantly pro-U .S. Arab regimes,
as an " Arab peace keeping force." The
Syrian gambit during the civil war
represented, in part, an attempt to further Syria's claims on Lebanon, and.the
Syrian Ba'ath Party's dreams of a
"greater Syria." More broadly (and
more fundamentally) however, the barbaric Syrian slaughters of Palestinian
and Moslem "brethren" not only happened to be tailor-made to suit the interests of the U .S.-NATO imperialist
bloc, but reflected a continuing strong
Western imperialist in fluence and
leverage with Syria. At the time, this
represented a painful setback to the
Soviet Union's efforts, already in full
swing in that period, to cultivate Syria
as one of its major Middle East client
regimes and proxy thugs. BUl today, the
sit uation is sharply different in this
regard.
Last year Syrian President Assad,
seeking to avert the collapse o f his clayfooted regime through securing a
reliable imperialist patron, signed one
of those "20 year treaties of friendship
and cooperation" with the Soviet
Union. The Soviets' overall political
position in the Middle East, and the
stakes for them in the Syrian connection, are high. On the other hand, the
U.S. imperialists, while juggling a
number of conflicting "special relationships" of varying degrees o f stability in
the region-with Israel, with Egypt,
wi1h Iraq, with Saudi Arabia and so
on-are trying to consolidate these
disparate clients and neo-allies into a
united front based on the vaunted
"ami-Soviet strategic consensus. " The
large scale U.S. military buildup in the
Persian Gulf and throughout the Middle East, and the ability of the U.S. to
negotiate various military agreements
with local diem states aimed at
strengthening its hand against the
Soviet Union. have not "stabilized " the

McDonald was able to talk to our othcials."
But Peter McDonald's role in this
struggle is even more insidious than
simply pouring cold water on militant
sparks. His princil role is to try and
reverse the political amage that the Big
Mountain struggle s already done to
his masters-and t even greater damage that it threatens to unleash in the
future. A key aspect of this role was the
broad distribution of American flags to
hundreds of the demonstrators.
Can you imagine this? Here was the
blood-soaked rag of U.S. imperialism
being carried by some of those who
have been the targets of this government's most brutal and naked terror,
from smallpox blankets to uranium
mines. Here a "protest" was mounted
under the very symbol of the wholesale
slaughter of the Indian people, not to
speak of equally criminal acts by the
U.S. against the people around the
world. As Bahe Kedenehe put it: "It
looked like a Ku Klux Klan rally."
This shows that there is more than
one way that the imperialists can kill
you with the American flag. They can
attac~ you with it, as they've done so
often against the Indian people, or they
can get you to pick it up and wave itthe end result being the same. To McDonald (well schooled in both tacks)
goes most of the credit of this ironic
spectacle, as he scrambles to politically
derail both the struggle itself and its
potentially broad social impact, putting
the whole thing on the well-worn and
murderous track of "loyal Americanism." Thus, McDonald has paid particular attention to organizing a number

But the Big Mountain activists have
some other ideas. Big Mountain elder
Kee Shay told the R W, "It doesn't take
a person to be educated, as I am not
educated, to. realize that the ropes, or
the tentacles of Washington are going
all over the world, a nd that there are
people living very much like we are living that are under the oppression of
those tentacles that emanate from
Washington. That these multinationals
(corporations-R W) are there by the
grace and consent of the Washingtonians; t)lat they are there with suppoFt
and monetary means so that they can
o~press people all over the world ....
At. we are being cheated here, so are
there people being cheated there."
Larry Anderson told the R W that he
sees a definite relationship between the
struggles of people around the world
and the struggle at Big Mountain, and
that he and others try to spread "their
understanding of this question to peo-

When you drive away from Big
Mountain, down the rough dirt road
toward Highway 264, you have to pass
by a veritable gauntlet of blue BIA
police cars, all driving back and forth
on the road, nervously watching every
passing vehicle for signs of resistance to
the plans of their employers. It brought
to mind a point Larry Anderson had
made about the commitment of all the
people at Big Mountain to protect the
"traditional and religious way of life of
the Dineh ... If we have to stand up in
arms, we'll stand up in arms. We all
know that some of us are going to jail,
prisons or what not. But bow many
freedom fighters went to jail and now
they're out, trying to help their own
people again. Jail is only a temporary
thing to us, it's not a permanent thing.
And anyway, the walls are going to be
down not too long from now.''
0

situation. Further intensification of the
contradictions in Lhe area-and the
deliberate moves by the Soviet imperialists to strengthen their own position-are all contributing to the potential for an early explosion.
The Israeli attack on the Syrian
helicopters broke an informal "steer
clear" policy which the two sides had
adopted a s a rule of thumb governing
Lheir respective activities in Lebanon.
The clash came after l sraeli-supplied
Phalangis1 units recently pushed out or
their traditional enclave in coastal
western Lebanon and into the
strategically located city of Zahle, and
Lhe Syrians countered with a major offensive of their own. Israel, whic h
under the Begin government had moved
closer and closer to explicit military
alliance with the PhaJangists, threw its
forces into the battle to prevent a
"strategic defeat for the Christian
side."
Syria responded to 1he loss of its
helicopters by wheeling a number of
Soviet made SAM-6 anti-aircraf1
missile batteries into central Lebanon,
as well as bringing a number of other
missiles up to the border. Israel screeched that this was tantamount 10 the
Soviet installation of nuclear missiles in
Cuba in 1962, and threatened to bli1z
and dest roy 1he missiles unless they
were immediately withdrawn.
The looming showdown set off a blizzard of diplomatic maneuvers orchestrated by both Washington and
Moscow. Secretary of State Haig pronounced the situation "worrisome"
and / or "grave" and flew to Rome to
discuss matters with NATO ministers.
Whjle Haig had blistered the Syrians
during his spring tour of the Middle
East as "brutal" and "barbarous," initial State Dept. commentaries made
clear that the U.S. was anxious 10 avoid
an a ll-out Israel-Syrian war, and dreaded the possibility that an out of control
conflict could jeopardize its Ions-range
strategic preparations for the big one. It
was announced that "The administration has not given a green light to Israel
to undertake any military actions in
Lebanon. " It is apparent that 1he
straregic thinking behind U.S. attempts
to defuse 1hc crisis has been spelled out
very carefully to Israel placing their
Zionist dogs on a very tight leash.
The weekly 8 Days, a British based
magazine which analyzes Middle East
political and business affairs from the
perspective of the Western bloc, carries
in its May 2nd issue some candid comments at1ribu1ed to a n unnamed
" Israeli military corresponden1":
" It is true 1hat the Reagan administration wuuld not be against

Dnmascus and the PLO being harmed,
but it is not at present interested in having to focus on a war for which it is not
at all prepared.
"The Americans have not yet
strengthened themselves sufficiently to
reply to such a challenge-if, for example, the Russians decided to offer
massive aid to Damascus in case of war.
A sudden nare up today would disrupt
American steps to build an anti-Soviet
alignment in the region. Washington's
support for Israel's war on terrorists is
one thing, but an expansive military
Oare up between the IDF (Israeli
Defen se Force-R W) and the Syrians is
another matter. Thus it would be a
mistake to think that the Reagan administration would back such an Israeli
move right now."
Washing1on also recalled from retirement Philip Habib, a Lebanese-American diploma! and an old hand at serving
the U.S. in its Levantine intrigues, 10
confer with various parties and attempt ·
to cook up "compromise." A high
ranking Soviet officer in the Foreign
Ministry, meanwhile, flew to Damascus
for consultations. Earlier, the Reagan
administration had announced that it
had privately a ppealed to Moscow to
urge " restraint " on Syria. Fo llowing
the departure of the Soviet emissary
from Damascus, however, Syria announced that the SAM-6 missiles were
in Lebanon to stay. Syrian public
s1a1ements have also renected an increasingly hard (or increasingly slavish
may be more accurate) pro-Soviet
orientation. Farouk Sarraq, the Syrian
Minister o f State, attacked Haig's Middle East trip by asking rhetorically,
"How can General· H aig want the
Arabs to confront the Soviet Union,
and even go to war with the Soviet
Union, at a moment when the Soviet
government and people offer every
possible means 1o 1he Arabs to confron1
Israeli expansionism?"
The Soviet Union has been playing its
cards close 10 the vest. Until mid-May,
Moscow maintained a nearly complete
official silence o n the crisis. On May
16th, Leonid Zamyatin, chief of the
Soviet communist party's central commiltee's information bureau, delivered
a caut ious address in which he describ·
ed the situati on as "dangerous,
dan~erous ... It is very 'complicated and
is one that calJs for patient negotiations
and for peacefu l means of solving this
question." At the same time, Zamya1 in
delivered his acid crit ique of the shu11le
dii;lomacy of "a certai n Habib" and
described Habib's role as "supporting
the lemands of the aggressive Israeli
militarists." According to the New
York Times, Zamyatin charged tha1

' ' Israel 's 'aggression' against Lebanon
was part tof an 'offensive' by the United
Slates intended to 'overcome' the
Palestinians and then 'gradually to
begin their destruction-in other
words, 10 put into prac1ice a policy of
genocide'.''
The U.S. imperialists' analysis of
Soviet intentions is presented by the
Times in capsule form: "There is no
evidence, according to diplomatic
sources, tha1 Moscow encouraged s9~ia
to move the anti-aircraft missiles into
Lebanon . But the sources said there was
also no evidence that the Soviet Union
had discouraged the move or had urged
the Soviets to remove the missiles.
"The general view is that, while the
crisis does not seem to have been stirred
up by Moscow, the .Soviet Union is
keenly interested in getting back into
the Middle East as an active diplomatic
force and that the crisis gives 1he Russians a chance 10 get a foot in the
door."
It is undoub1edly true that the Sovie1
Union is pressing to improve its overall
political position in the region- a nd the
U.S. is maneuvering just as purposely
to keep them ou t. Efforts by Habib
represent an at1empt to achieve a single
handed "solu tion" to the crisis which
would freeze out the Soviets, and even
possibly reopen some breathing room
between the Soviet Union and Syria.
But since, for both sides, "military
s1re ngth is 1he foundation for
diplomacy" (as the Tim es put it), it is
not at conference tables these
"diplomatic objectives" are basically
either achieved or defended. As Habib
new to Saudi Arabia, after stops 10 test
the temperature at Damascus and
Jerusalem (the occupied Arab city illegally ta ken over by Israel for its
capital), two U.S. aircraft carrier task
forces and a Soviet helicopter carrier
and assorted ships were assembling off
the coast of ' Lebanon in a show of
milita ry muscle.
The objective o f Habib 's mission to
Ri yad h, Saudi Arabia was to enlist the
Saudis in an effon to apply enough
pressure a11d offer enough inducemen1s
to Syria to force it to back down under
some "face saving" formula. The
general outlines of the U.S. plan, according to reports in the press, call for the
lifting of the Syrian siege of the
Phalangists at Zahle, and the possible
re.placemen! o f some Syrian "peace
keeping" troops by Lebanese regular
army men; some sort of agreement
around an "eventual" or "phased"
withdrawal o f the Syrian missiles, in
return for an Israeli promise 10 curb i1s
overflights of Beirut and central
Continued on pa~c 27

of Navajo veterans, at least those who
managed to avoid ending up in the Navajo Veterans Cemetery in Fort Defiance, and has sung the praises of their
service to America's rape of the world
by calling it the "safeguarding of our
land and way of life." In a column in
the Navajo Times, McDonald went on
to "again salute these servicemea who
defend not only the nation-at-large, but
the foundations -of the Navajo way."
But defending the "nation-at-large"
means aiding in the murderous oppression of "the Navajo way," and McDonald has again shown his desire to do
precisely this.

Other Ideas

pie in the JUA and the reservation:
'"We tell them what's going on in El
Salvador and all the Latin American
countries, in South America, there's
still fighting down there. And why Vietnam, what happened there, why a lot of
our people went there and never came
back-educating them in that way ....
In those ways, we try to relate this to
the struggle here at Big Mountain. We
know that an armed struggle here is not
going to be strong enough right now.
But teaching them, and educating them
about resistance, slowly, it will come
out that they will definitely be supporting these ideas-and 100% behind
those people who are willing to help
them."
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Lebanon
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I ebanon-and. presumablv abstain
from gunning down any more Syrian
choppers. lsra el's nght to engage in
reconnaissance and bo mbing missions
over the Palestinian zones would be left
intact.
This formula. of course, is little more
than a recipe for Syrian capitulation.
But 1h1s is where the Saudis come in.
Until recently, Saudi Arabia and other
Arab League states have been financing
Syria's military occupation in Lebanon
t hrough a fund established in 1976 for
maintenance of the so-called "Arab
peace keeping force." Several months
ago, thL.S badly needed source of money
wac; cut o ff by the Saudis-ostensibly
becausi.: Syria had failed to file the required bi-annual repon on its peace
keeping activities. Likewise, Syria was
suddenly confronted with possible
denial of access to the $1.8 billion
Saudi-sponsored " steadfastness fund,"
monies which are supposed 10 be doled
out 10 the "front line" Arab states and
including Syria which borders Israel.
Both of these sources of income are well
known to be dear to the heart of Syrian
president Assad-and critical ro its
military viability, and Indeed its survival, Soviet support notwithstanding.
In the ensuing days, the imperialist
intrigues and doubledealing in the
r egi o n were accompanied by a
cacophony of hypocrirical rhetoric on
all sides. While the Saudis sent
emissaries 10 haggle over money with
Damascus. the Saudi government stepped up its denunciations of Israel.
Menachim Begin, who is embroiled in a
divisive election in Israel, denounced
the Saudi regime as incapable of playing any kind of constructive role, as a
•'reactionary, medieval regime." as a
"family of thousands of princes and
princesses who don' t know what to do
with their billions ," etc. The U.S., on
the 01her hand, praised the Saudis
" constructive" role, aod indirectly advised Begin 10 shut up. In Damascus,

Bride
Continued from pa~e 16
friendly relations between the South
African and U.S. imperialists is the
political exposure of the U.S. in the
process. Given the fact that South Africa is one of the most exposed and condemned countries in the world and the
fact that its crimes are literally legend,
any move by the U.S. towards openly
embracing South Africa carries with it a
very costly political price. The U.S. imperialists are very much aware of tbis
and have launched a public opinion
campaign designed to minimize the
price they are forced to pay for their
necessary South African connection.
While it is extremely difficult to erase
two decades of international exposure
and condemnation, the U.S. is certainly
giving it a run for their money. The
U.S. has embarked· on a full-scale campaign to totally rehabilitate South
Africa. This has occurred in eve.ry
sphere, from sports like tennis and boxing, to cultural events like having Ray
Charles give a concert in Soweto in October of 1980 despite repeated attempts
by various South African organizations
to get him to honor an internationaJ
boycott of South Africa. In addition to
this, the U.S. is pressing for South Africa's full-scale rehabilitation on the international scene as well by pushing for
its readmittance to various international bodies such as the International
Labor Organization.
Crucial to this U.S.-directed public
opinion campaign is an effort to portray the apartheid system as being on its
way out as the social system in Soutb
Africa. What this amounts to is an effort to promote a number of purely cosmetic chanes in the apartheid system
such as some desegregation in major
sports events, in restaurants and on the
beaches, things which only affect a relative handful of better-off blacks, while
covering up for the retrenchment of the
apartheid system on every major issue
such as the South African government's
moves to institute a fingerprint law to
supplement the infamous passbook law
and the continued forced removal of

Syrian newspapers and government
spokesmen alternated between condemning Habib as a tool of Israeli
militarism and lauding him as a man of
go<?d wiU. Syria has adopte1 the pose,
~s 11 usually does right before sticking
ns bloody shiv into the P)llestinians'
back , of being concernell, "before
everything" with the cause of Palestinian liberation; they are insisting that
"the central issue" is the Israeli attacks
on the Palestinian base areas in
southern Lebanon. Even though rhe
Syrians have moved a grand total <:>f 6
missile batteries into Lebanon-and
these are deployed to protect their own
units well nonh of the Palestinian bases
rhat the Israelis daily bomb and strafe
with virtual impunity, Syrian President
Assad is continuing to maintain, with
the utmost hypocrisy, that he cannot in
good conscience remove the missiles until all Israeli attacks cease.
Meanwhile, several other Arab states
critical to U.S. overall strategy in the
Middle East a lso stepped up their
denunciations of Israel and vowed to
support Syria in the event of an IsraeliSyrian conflict. While President Sadat
of Egypt had earlier affirmed that peace
between Egypt and Israel was "a firm
reality" and that Egypt would remain
neutral in the event of war, Egypt's
Foieign Minister, Boutrous Ghali indicated tliat "Egypt would side with
Syria." Iraq, a mortal enemy of Syria,
ever since the Hussein regime claimed, a
few years ago, to have uncovered a
Syrian plot to seize power there, also
pledged "full support" in the event of
an
all-out
conflict.
These
developments, which superficially appeared to be gravitating in the direction
of "Arab solidarity" actually reflect
not only the real contradiction that the
Arab states have with Israel, but the
tremendous political pressure on all of
these regimes, racked by internal instability and threatened by revolt from
within, 10 give the appearance of support for the Palestinians and "steadfast" opposition 10 Israel. While there
is much in these various declarations
that is pure bombast and smoke to
the black masses into the so-called
"homelands." Suddenly the U.S. imperialists are muttering about how it's the
process of changing that counts and not
the current situation. According to Reagan in his ~ronkite interview, "Many
people, black and white, in South Africa are trying to remove apartheid ....
As long as there is a sincere and honest
effort being made, based on our own
experience in our 0wn land, it would
seem that we should try to be helpful.''
Complimenting this effort, the U.S. imperialists are pointing to the current crop
of South African government officials
as a band of "-sincere and honest reformers." Never mind the fact that all the
current officials in South Africa have a
long and infamous career in service to
apartheid, nor the fact that in the current elections each and every one of
them has bent over backwards to prove
bow much apartheid is still strong, alive
and kicking.
But despite all of U.S. imperialism's
plans and policies, the new policy in relation to South Africa has heated up yet
another, and more basic, contradiction
-the contradiction between the masses
of black people of Azania and the
South African ruling class (as well as
their imperialist mentors in the U.S.).
In 'pursuing its new found and necessary
relationship with South Africa, U.S.
imperialism bas undoubtedly contributed to smashing illusions about how the
U.S. and "international pressure," or
any other force besides the masses of
Azanian people themselves, could bring
about the end of the apartheid system.
This is evident in the beginnings of a
new upsurge among the masses of the
Azanian people (which is occurring right
in the face of rapidly increasing repression by the apartheid rulers).
While the contention between both
superpowers has driven the U.S. into its
new relationship with South Africa as a
part of its preparations for war, at the
same time this new relationship is reflecting back on the internal struggle in
South Africa and is creating the
groundwork for a much morl" awesome
force in Azania and througliout southern Africa that will confront the imperialists.
D
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cover other , less "noble" maneu'{ers it
is also cle<t'r that should war break ~ul
between Israel and Syria in earnest, it
would pose very serious problems to the
U.S. efforts to subordinate the regional
contradictions in the interests of the
"real war."
While Saudi Arabia's Intelligence
chief stopped off in Washington for a
personal visit with Reagan, Habib left
Riyadh 10 visit Damascus. Following
his departure from Damascus for Israel
on the evening of May 19th, the Syrian
newspaper Al Ba'heh, the newspaper of
the ruling party, summed up Habib's·
mission as "to prepare the grounds f.or
a large scale Israeli aggression against
Lebanon to partition that country, liquidate the Palestinian cause, and eventually invade Syria"-which, obviously, was intended 10 be taken as a signal
that no progress had been made in
negotiations. The same day, there were
reports that Syria's defense minister
had sped to Moscow for consulations.
8y the next day, however, both Syria
and Israel were singing a more
"moderate" tune. Begin conceded that
perhaps Saudi Arabia was, after all,
"trying to be usefl!I." Syrian President
Assad, apparently not having read Al
Ba 'heh said that Habib should be
"thanked" for his efforts to find a
peaceful solution. Assad granted an interview with U.S. reporters, and indicated that he "wished Mr. Habib success pulling an end to the aggressions of
Israel."
It is evident that at least part of an
overall package deal with Syria either
had been agreed upon or was in the
works by the time this interview was
granted: Assad announced for the first
time to the American reponers that
"the Saudis and Kuwaitis has agreed to
res ume their contributions" to the Arab
peace force in Lebanon. According 10
the Times, "Asked about reports that
Saudi Arabia had offered Syria financial 'incentives ' 10 soften its stand on
the missiles, President Assad smiled
and remarked:
" 'Whal incentives? There are no incentives in this connection. The Saudis
have allflounced their support to us and
have informed us of their support. But
we have not gone into any detail .. . "
One can .sec clearly here one reason for
the sudden burst of pro-Syria rhetoric
earlier in the week from the Saudis and
fro m Egypt, both of who m are working
hand in glove in the interests of the
U.S.: to enable the Saudis to get close
enou_gh to Syria to try to strike a deal.
A further possible indication that the
1ide f!laY havi,: been turning against the
Soviets' in1rlgues in the region is that
the lasl major salvo from Moscow came
on May 17, when Pravda announced
that the U.S. was trying to .. blackmail"
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Syria. The Pravda commentar-y once
again highlighted Soviet resentment at
being frozen 'Out of imperialis t
"diplomacy" in the Middle East.
"Syria has lately become the main
bastion of the Arab forces opposed to
the Camp David agreements on the
Middle East and the separate EgyptianIsraeli 'peace treaty'.
"That was why it was subjected to
s trong pressure by the previous
American administration . .. Now the
blackmail and military threats against
Syria have been resumed with renewed
force. But, a s events show, Syria is
determined to defend its course."
This was the last major commentary
by Moscow on the crisis. What "events
show," in fact, is not yet clear. It is obvious that ' the U.S., through Saudi
Arabia and the Saudis' control of the
purses1rings have, indeed succeeded in
putting intense pressure on Syria to
" softel) its stand." What Syria actually
gave in return to the reinstatement of
Saudi and .Kuwaiti financial support,
and what impact this will have on the
development of the overall crisis, is not
yet evident; neither are the possible
Soviet counter-moves.
Fundamentally, the aim of U.S.
imperialist d iplomacy in this situation-t.o attempt to return the balance
of forces in Lebanon to the "status
quo" aS Habib noted, meaning a
re s toration of the s o-called
"equillibrium" established following
the civil war 5 years ago-is an impossible Qne. Beirut is once again a war zone,
and fighting between the left-wing
Moslems and the Phalange continues to
intensify there and in central Lebanon,
where Syrian and Israeli-backed
military units are squared off. Th.e U.S.
has demonstrated that it has the ability
10 put pressure on Syria, and is undoubtedly working overtime to find
some means of eventually prying Syria
loose front the Soviets and aborting yet
another of Moscow's 20-year friendship
trea ties. But the Soviets still hold the
leash on Damascus, and they are placing great emphasis on attempting to
play the role of the superpower champion of the Palestinian cause, and to
parlay this into a stronger position
overall, not to mention driving wedges
into the U.S.'s Middle East alliance.
Whal the current crisis reveals. at bottom, is this: All the contradictions are
boiling up. together-in the Middle
East, and more generally on a world
scale. This itself is par.t of the pre-war
political topography. And correctly
assessed, the " s tability" demanded by
the U.S. is yet another sign of the forces
driving it-as with its superpower
rival-10 seek a "fina l solution"
through the only means at hand:
general imperialist war.
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New Programme and
New Constitutio1n of the
Revolutionary Communist Party, USA
Just publishedMay 1, 1981
These documents contain basic principles and
general guidelines for the struggle all the way to
worldwide classless society, communism. But
from this perspective they are written especially
with the immediate situation in mjnd. This is a battle plan for a period in which great challenges and
gre·at revolutionary possibilities are on the order of
the day in this country and the whole world.
These documents have been weapons in
preparation since March 1980. At that time they
were published as drafts for discussion and have
been widely circulated. They have since been the
subject of debate and discussion both within the
Party and more broadly in the pages of the
Revolutionary Worker.·This process
included comments and criticisms from
comrades.internationally as well. In
this way, the drafts have been greatly
strengthened, particularly in their proletarian internationalist character. Now, having been approved
by the Central Committee of-the Party, the final
versions have been made public.
These are documents whose vision is worldwide
and lofty, and at the same time which pose im·
mediate challenges and give our Party's basic
answer to the urgent situation facing the people of
the whole world, including the masses of this country. Not only are the problems addressed, but so
too are the basic solutions offered by the road of
proletarian revolution.
With the publication of these documents, our
Party cafls on people to take them up and invites
individuals and groups broadly to engage in
serious discussion with us about them. Write us,
meet with us-unite with us to carry them out.

New Programme and
New Constitution of the
Revolutionary Communist
Party, USA.
$3.00 (include $.50 postage)
RCP Publications,
P.O. Box 3486, Merchandise
Mart, Chicago, IL. l.30654

What does it mean
to join the
Revolutionary Communist
Party, USA?

the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA.
Those who join the Party should be fearless in the face of
the enemy and dedicated in the cause of the proletariat. They
should expect and be prepared for persecution, imprisonment
and murder at the hands of 1he enemy, and not a soft job, a
comfortable position and a career. But beyond that, they must
be guided by the largeness of mind characteristic of the proletariat. study ~nergetically and actively apply the science of
Marxism-Leninism and be prepared to go against any tide that
is opposed to Marxism~Leninism, be vanguard fighters among
the masses and be ready to take up any post, fulfill any task
that serves the revolution, not only in the particular country but
from the New Constitution
internationally.
The Party must be- made up of people whose
Article 1
lives are.devoted ro the revolutionary struggle of the internaAny proletarian or any other person involved in the revolu- tional proletariat and the achievement of its historic mission:
tionary struggle who accepts the Constitution of the Party, is wc5rldwide communism.
committed to working actively in a Party organization, to carr~
New Constitution available separately
ing out the Party's decisions and to observing Party discipline
$.
75 (include $.50 p~stage)
and paying Party membership dues, may become a member of
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